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Abstract

Approximate indastic strain estimation is of great use in several types of applications.

Besides classical nonlinear FEA. robust techniques such as Neuber's rule. EGLOSS. etc..

are :available for this purpose. These robust techniques are applicable for small loads just

above the initial yield. These methods find secant modulus b~ on unbalanced local

element energy. They do not account for ch<ltlge in the yield boundary while computing

secant modulus. Several traditional secant techniques were developed to update the

secant stiffness directly in FEA based on nonlinear schemes. The present study explores

simple and syslem:alic methods for detcnnining inelastic effects based on line search :11111

direct secant modulus. The main concept of these methods is the minimization of the

lOla! ~idual energy "fter first linear FEA. A line seardI with the displacements due [0

the unbalanced forces spreads the yield zone considerably closer 10 the actual state.

The present study summarizes important categories of available techniques based on the

Newton.R:aphson and secant schemes (tradition3.1 as well as robust). $even different

possible 3.Itematives for robust estimation of inelastic strain based on line search are

examined. Two schemes based on Neuber's rule are examined. These are compared

with full nonlinear :an3.lysis :and EGlOSS, etc. The schemes are applied to study the

problems of simply supported beam, propped cantilever. fixed beam (3.11 with UDl),

bending of rectangular plate with inegular boundary, simple truss, stretching of a plate

with a hole, thick cylinder with intem3.1 pressure. thick cylinder with a circumferential



nOfch. and lorisheric31 shell. The problems were studied for load ranging from jusl above

initial yield 10 nc3rly limit loods. The sfudies indicale Ihat fhe line search Icchniques

significanlly improve the prediclions as compmd 10 fhose made by exisling robust

fcchniqucs. Recommcnd.:uions based on these resullS have been~. Two aIlCmalives

have bren found to be good for general bending and stretching fype problems. AnOlher

alternative has been found fO be good for Slnin concenrnllion problems.
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Nomenclature

All notations are defined in the text when used first The following is only a list of rome

frequently used symbols.

Symbo~

A,

8
C.
E,

E,

E"
E_
E,

E,

E,

representative area over which the equivalent stress acts for any

elementk
strnin-displacementmatrix
condition number for updating stiffness matrix

original Young's modulus

initial Young's modulus (same as Eo)
second Young's modulus

modified equilibrium Young's modulus

modulus at iteration i

reduced Young's modulus

secant modulus

error quantity defined as the inner product of the residual force
vector after the accelerating and the corresponding displacement
increment along the secant direction

error quantity defined as the self inner product of the residual force

vector after the accelerating process
restoring force
function value al point IIi

jacobian al iteration i

unit matrix
arc·length
an approximate stiffness matrix

diagonal triangular matrix
lower triangular matrix

tangent stiffness
global tangent stiffness matrix

tangent stiffness at equilibrium configurations
original stiffness matrix

~i;i
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5.
u,
u,

u,

6u

Au;

u'"
V
W
Z

II
a,

"8
n,
e,
e,

global constant stiffness maulx

global implicit secant stiffness matrix.

applied load
global residual force \'cctor al iteration i

global residual force vector

reference force value

residual force
cxtemalloadincrement

residual or unbalanced load difference between two successive

iterations such as i and i-!
element Strcss intensity
code allowable stress

displacements after first linear elastic analysis

displacementsal iteration i

displacements after line search

incremental displacements
improved incremental displacements

reference displacement value

volume of the structure
work done
scalar quantity

Euclidean nonn

unknown diagonal mauix. of co.efficienl at iteration i

line search parameter

accelerating parameter obtained from minimizing E;·l
accelerating parameter obtained from minimizing Et
displacement changes between twO successive iterations, e.. g,

iandi-l
load factor
Poisson's ratio
slrain in micron units 00-6)
degree of mull-axiality and follow up
total potential at iteration i

equivalent slrains after firsllinearelastic analysis

equivalentelementslrain



E.. ~uivalent element str.l.in after first linear elastic analysis

E.~ equivalent element str.l.in after second linear elastic analysis

E.. equivalent strain for itenuion ;

e II equivalent tOlai strain after line search

E, plastic slmin

e. force tolerance
E. displacement tolerance

£, principalstr.lins (i = L 2, 31
a, equivalent s~sses after fif$[ line3f'elastic analysis
<1_ arbitrary streSs in the mCKIulus softening process

a. equivalent element stress

0',1 equivalenl element stress after first linear elastic analysis

a,~ equivalent element stress after second line3f'elastic analysis

0'.. equivalent slress for iteration ;

(Aa,), additional equivalent stress

a, principal stresses(j= 1,2,3)

all strcss after line search

a, yieldSl.ress

tT
J

modifiedyieldstre5S

'if hydrostatic stress

a; deviatiric strcss(i=l. 2, )

Subsc:ripts

I
/I
1,2,3
arbi,
I,

y
/I
L

initial
s,,:c,nd
indicate the principal directions
arbitrary
equivalent
iteration number corresponding to a set of analyses
line search
maximum
reduced
yield
diagonal
lower
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Go....., Background

fnelastic sirain dctennination in structures and structural components has been a lopic of

considerable interest to researchers in engineenng problems. The importance of

invcslig3ting the inelastic effeelS of various types of sln.lCtures for adequate design is

being recognized to an increasing extent. in some cases. the behavior is significantly

nonlinear at even relatively small loading and for other structures the innucnce of the

geometry changes d~ to plastic strain on the response of the structure can not be

ncglectt:d. Economy of operational costs. ensuring perfonnancc, safety and durability of

structure an:~d of a good design. In certain designs. extensive testing is eamed OUt

in order [0 aness 3/Xur3lcly the response of the structure coruidered.. However, reliable

tesl data is often very expensive and hence the need for paramelric studies has increased

the emphasis on theoretical nonlinear analysis. Ir appropriate analysis techniques are

available, expensive tesling and accumulation of d:lla can be ~uced significanlly and (l

belIer underslanding of the struclUr:1I behavior can be obtained.

A robust and simple method for estimating inelastic effects aids design procedures in

becoming more rational and economical. Besides, inelastic analysis provides reserve

strength estimations that are available beyond the elastic limit. This reserve strength is



significant for statically indetenninate structures with high redundancies. Nonlinear FE'"

to determine inelastic response IS frequently used in engineering problems. This requires

a significant computational effon. It produces a large amount of OUtput data that has to

be interpreted properly to make pr.1ctical sense. Although cost of computation is coming

down significantly. it musl be noted that more and more problems are being analyzed for

nonlinearerfects and hence. these factors create a need for the development of simplified

lechniques for inelastic analysis. Simplified techniques also serve as checks to verify the

effectiveness of full·scale nonlinear analyses. Besides. many simplified techniques

possess 3 robustness th31. is not orten present in full-scale nonlinear analyses.

1.2 Necessity for the Robust Techniques

The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of structures has proven to be very dfective in linear

analysis. With regard to nonlinear analysis. FEA is based on the extensions of linear

analyses. In nonlinear analysis. stability and accuracy are a great deal more difficult to

obtain than in linear analysis and depend on various factors. An imponant aspect is the

use of a. consiSlent continuum mechanics formulation and an effective FE discretization.

The: mosl difficult and inescapable stage in FEA is to solve the resulting system of

simultaneous equilibrium equ01tions. This problem becomes very djfficuh and costly if

these equations are nonlinear. The use of nonlinear elasto-plastic sU"Css-strain

relationships makes the analysis more complicated when compared to linear elastic

analysis. A second aspect is the use of material models, which represent the actual

materials under field condilions. Specific attention needs to be given to the



implementation of the material model such that it does not introduce instabilities into the

solution.

The determination of the most effective approach [0 a general nonlinear analysis is at

present largely a matter of ellperience on the part of the analyst. In numerical analysis,

the acCU!1lcy of the results obtained for a system of nonlinear algebraic equations also

depends very much on the type of the solution method employed. The most important

aspects in FEA are the appropriate finite element model selection and the corresponding

interpretation of the results. Gener:l.lly, incremental step by step solutions where the

variables are updated incrementally for each load step thus tracing the full solution path

are preferred regardless of which method is used. If complete solution path is nO(

dctennined, for the panicular case of material unloading, it is assumed that the response

of the system cannot be evaluated properly. It is also essential in each load step to get

good accuracy satisfying all FE equations: otherwise, errors can be significant, An

expected solution of nonlinear FE equations mostly depends on the number of

incremental load steps. But for a large problem, small incremental steps can result in

high coses of analysis. On the other hand, larger load steps might require more iterations

since the convergence process might be too slow. Perfonning equilibrium iterations to

obtain proper results is necessary if large or moderately large load steps are used. Thus it

is important for engineers to understand the general behavior of nonlinear analytical

procedures to control the cost and accuracy of analyses.



Inelastic FEA has become a versatile tool of carrying OUI elastic-plastic analysis after the

advancement of high-speed computers. For performing FEA. many commercial

packages are available. It is a general method and could be applied for most engineering

problems. A variety of element types and modeling techniques allows good simulation of

the problems. Nevertheless inelastic FEA has some inherent drawbacks as well.

Applying a detailed inelastic analysis is often questionable due to convergence

difficulties and the time requirements. Therefore. a detailed nonlinear analysis may not

be always significant in situations where great accuracy is not important. Moreover. the

accuracy of FEA is affe<::ted by the simplifying assumptions while modeling the

problems. This clearly shows the need of developing robustlechniques. [n the present

conteltt, robustness means the ability to provide acceptable results on the basis of

conceptual insight and economy of computational effort. Such robust techniques are

simple. reliable. and could be based on linear elastic analyses. They are capable of

predicting inelastic effects. They are relatively insensitive to errors in material models

and other such data collection problems. For performing a preliminary analysis to assess

the feasibility of a structure. robust approltimates are ideally suited. [t can be used to

identify critical locations and to approximate the response. Besides, they provide a good

alternative estimale to verify full nonlinear analyses results.

1.3 Objectives

1l\e following are Ihe objectives of the prescnt study:



I. Survey the conventional numerical nonlinear solution techniques (Secanl and

Tangent methods such as Newton-R:lphson) and approximate methods (robust

methods based on direct secant modulus such as Neuber's rule, EGLOSS. elc.).

2. Develop simplified alternative algorithms combining the ideas of convention:ll

and direct secant melhods for inelastic strain estimations. These ideas can include

line searches. relaxation locus, elc.

3. Apply the possible alternatives to a variety of problems at different loading

situations and compare the results with those obtained by inelastic FEA and the

other robust methods.

4. Investigate other possible approximate techniques such as those based on

Neuber's rule.

5. Based on the examination of possible altematives, recommend simplified

strategies to obtain approxim:lle and yet robust estimates of inelastic strains.

1.4 The Scope ofthe P.....nt Study

Chapter I gives an introduction about the importance of nonlinear analysis. The cost and

time posed by nonlim:ar FEA and the need for the robust methods of detennining

inelastic effects are very briefly explained. The objectives and the scope of present study

arealsopresemed.



In Chapter 2. malerial behavioo such as nonlinearily. conservative. non-conserv3tive.

uniaxial s~·strain curve. plastic s~·SIrain relationship. and diffeR:nI types of

yielding criteria are described. The nonlinear solulion algorilhms pertaining 10 Ihe

elaslo-plastic problems are also described. The concept of combining incremental and

ilerative melh<X1s has been sludied.

A review of nonlinear solulion meth<X1s based on secam methods is presented in

Chapter 3. Always using conventional melhods (e.g.. nonlinear FEA) are nOI suitable for

feasibility study as well as Ihe preliminary stages of design. Although these solution

melhods give the best represent:ltion of slruclural plasticilY. oblaining solution may not

be easy. Some approximate methods but robust methods (EGLOSS. etc.) based on direci

secant techniques (elastic modulii adjustment lechniques) have been studied. The

usefulness of Neuber's rule for nonlinear evaluations is also discussed.

Seven alternatives (L.5MI to LSM7) based on line search. direct estimation of secant

modulii 3l1d relaxation line projections are studied in Chapter4. In addition. two

combinations (NI and N2) b32d on extensions of Neuber's rule for determining the

inelastic strains have been studied.

All these a1lernatives are applied to a variety of numerical examples in Chapter S. They

include beams. truss, plale wilh hole. cylinder with notch, bending of plate. thick-walled

cylinder 3l1d torispherical head etc, They include problems with generaJ bending and

stretching as well as problems having strain concentration. Results obtained either by the



robust techniques currently in use such as EGlOSS or the detailed inelastic FEA are

compared with those obtained by possible selected ahematives.

In Chapter 6. conclusions and recommendations with a brief summary are discussed. The

Appendices contain the input files and ANSYS 5.5 macros written using ADPL that are

necessary for solving the numerical e:tarnples. An exact analysis for the bending of 3

simply supported beam with VOL is listed in Appendix E.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

In numerical analysis. the accuracy of results obtained for the nonlinear simultaneous

equations depends very much on the type of solution methods employed. The nonlinear

solution techniques of simultaneous equilibrium equations thai arise in the static analysis

of structures and the overall effectiveness of an analysis of numerical procedures used for

the solution depends on problem involved as well. In obtaining accuracy, the finite

element model could be a significant factor. In the: FEA. an accuracy of the analysis can.

in general. be improved if a more refined mesh is used. However, this means the cost of

the analysis. Therefore. in practice. an analyst tends [0 employ larger and larger finite

element systems (i.e., load steps) to approximate the actual structure. But the fact is that

considerable knowledge and judgement by the user might be required to assure a stable

and accul1lte solution. In general, a nonlinear stalic FEA is most effectively performed

using incrememal formulation combined with iterative procedure where !he variables are

updated either incrementally (corresponding to successive load steps) or iteratively. In

such a solution it is important that the governing finite element equations are salisfied in

each load step. The equilibrium solution could result in many load steps that render the

analysis of a large finite element prohibitively expensive. In fact. its practical feasibility



depends on Ihe algorithms avail3ble for Ihe solution of the resulting system of equations.

Because of requirements Ihal l;uge system be solved. much rescan:h effon has gone inlo

optimizing !he equation solution algotithms. In the present Chapler. some of popular and

related solution methods are outlined.

1:.2 Need ror Nonlinear Analysis

All phenomena in cOnlinuum mechanics are naturally nonlinear. Although using linear

fonnuJation is convenient in practice of solving many engineeting problems. sometimes.

nonlinear analysis is required in order to describe their behavior ildequately [Elsawilf.

1979]. Auempts were made 10 solve such type of problems during the first half of the

pasl century. Series appro.\imations have been applied for solving problems with simple

boundary conditions and idealized loading. Closed fonn solutions are seldom possible

because of the comple.\ity of the governing differential equations. Numetical techniques

are being employed for such cases and many important problems can be solved fOf"

praclical purposes using digital computers. Among the techniques used. the: finite

element method has proved 10 be the best in dealing with complicaled problems.

espcc:ially with complex boundaries and loading conditions.

"The main difference belween the mathemalical theory of continuum mechanics and that

of the finite element method lies in the fact that the former establishes the behavior of an

infinilesimal elemenl. By allowing the dimensions of this infinitesimal element to

approach zero. p3l1.iaJ differential equations can be detived 10 describe the behavior of the



whole domain. Such equ:uions mUSI be: integr.l.led over the domain 10 eSlablish the

solution. On the: conlr.lry. Ihe finite elemenl melhod sludies the propenies of an element

of finite dimensions. Integration is replaced by a finite summation, resulting in a system

of algebraic equations [Logan. 19921. On solving these. !he behavior of lhe whole

domain is known.

1.3 Causes of Non-linearity

Non.linearity arises in problems from several sources. which can be grouped into three

principal categories:

Clulnging StOlU'

Some suuetura1 features exhibit status..<Jependc:nt non-linearity. For instance, a tension

cable is either slack or IOUI; a roller support is ei!her in contact or not in contacl. Status

changes are directly related to load. or determined by some external causes. Situatioos

where contact OCCUl$ ~ common to many different nonlinear applications, and art a

distinctive and imponant SUbsel to the category of changing-status non-linearity.

Geom~ Non-linearity

When a structure experiences large defonnations. its changing geometric configuration

causes the structure to respond non·linearly. Basically. large deflections or rolations

characterize geometric non.linearity.
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Nonlinear stress-stnlin ~lationships are the most common cause of nonlinear structural

behavior. Many f:IClor'S innuence material stress-strain properties. including load history

(as in el:1Slo.-plastic response). environmental conditions (such 3$ temperalu~), and the

amount of lime that 3 load is applied (as in c~ep response).

2.4 Behavior of Materials: Consen'ative and Non-CoRWrvative

When all energy put into a system by extemal loads is recovered if Ihe loads are

removed, the sySlem can be said to be conservative. If some energy is dissipated by the

system due 10 plastic defomation, the system is non-conservative. An analysis of a

conservative system is path-independent. Loads usually can be applied in any order and

in any numbc:rof inc~ment5 without affecting the end ~sult5. Conversely, an analysis of

a non-conservative system is p3th-dependenl. The tlCtual load ~sponse history of the

system must be followed closely to obtain 3CCurale ~sult5. Palh dependent problems

usually requi~ that loads be applied slowly by using many sub-steps 10 the final load

value. In the present work only proportional loading paths are considered The wort can

be: extended to non-proportional loads, if required.

2.5 Material Stress-Strain Curve

A typical stress-strain diagram for steal is shown in Fig. 2.1. The straight portion of the

curve OA is the elastic range, and point A is the yield point that demarcates the linear and
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Fig. 2.1: Uniaxial Malerial Stress-Strain Curve



the nonlinear range of the behavior. On funher increasing of load. the stress-strain curve

follows the nonlinear p3th AB. Since the defonnation continues the stress required also

increases showing the resist:mce of the material to funher plastic deformation.

The stress requirerl to produce this further plastic deformation is usually referred to as me

flow suess. Stress and strain are no longer proportional. therefore there is a need to

characterize plastic behavior through more appropriate constitute equations. If the

material unloads from stressed up to point B. the unloading path is considered to be linear

and parallel to me loading OA. The total strain is comprised of two parts. The panion

DE is the recovcrable elastic and the portion 00 is the irrecoverable plastic strains.

2.6 Theories of Failure

As the loading is increased. a point is eventually reached at which changes in geometry

are 00 longer reversible. The beginning of nonlinear behavior ismus marlced. The extent

of the inelastic defonnation preceding fracture is very much ~ndent upon the material

invol ....ed. From the viewpoint of design. it is imperative thai some practical guidelines be

available to predict yielding under the condition of stress. as they are likely 10 exiSt in

service. To ITlCCI this need and to understand the basis of material failure. a number of

theories has been developed. Some of them are briefly outlined below [Ugura! and

Fenster. 1987; Shames and Cozzarelli. 1992].
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According to the muimum principal stress Iheory (Rankine (1802·1872»). matenal fails

by yielding when the m3.Jl.imum principal stress ex~ the tensile yield stress Of the

minimum principals~ exceeds the comprfiSive yield stress.

According 10 the m:lJtimum shears~ Iheory (Tresc.3.). yielding Sl3ftS when m:uimum

she.ar stress in the m.3.terial eqwJs lhe maximum shear stress .3.1 yielding in a simple

tensiletesl.

In.3. multiaxial slress state (if 0'[ > 0": > 0',). the ffi3.Jl.imum shearingscress 1'.... is

(2.6·1)

Therefore, yielding begins .....hen

(2.6·2)

According to the maximum principal strain theory (51. Venant (1797·1866». a malerial

fails by yielding .....hen the maximum principal strain exceeds the tensile yield strain or

when the minimum principal str.lin exceeds the compressive yield strain. This theory has

been applied with success in the design of thick-walled cylinders.

The von Mises Criterion was proposed by Huber 09(4) and funher developed by von

Mises (1913) and Hencky (1925), According 10 this theory. failure by yielding occurs

when the distonion energy per unil volume in a state of combined stress becomes equal

to that associated wilh yielding in a simple tension test



(2.6-3)

This theory finds considerable e:<pcri~nlal support in situations involving ductile

lTL3.terials and plane suess. For this l'e3S0n. it is commonly used in design.

2.7 Basic Stress-Strain Relationships

Consider an clement subjccted to a gener.ll slate of stresses 0\ > {7: > (7J where l. 2. 3

indicate the principal directions. The principal stresses in any three-dimensional stress

system can be written in the summation of it. the hydrostatic stress or the mean of the

three principal stress vaJucs and 0"'. the deviatoric stress. The hydrostatic or the mean

stress for the uniaxial case is given by

it",O"j+O"'+O"l "'~
) )

Therefore. the deviatoric stresses are obtained as

(2.7-1)

0'. (2.7.3)

Similarly. the dcviatoric slrains can also be defined. For volume constancy. the sum of

strains must be zcro.
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Symmetry in the uniaxial case leads to

(2.7-4)

and a comparison with Eq, 2.7-3 shows that

(2.7-5)

Eq. 2.7-5 can be manipulated 10 give the following equations [Ugural and Fenster. L987J

E, =*[u, -v(u, +<7,)]

where, £, is the secant modulus (a function of the state of stress) and evaluated by

£,=f
in which (7. and E. indicate Ihe effective stress and strain, respectively.

(2.7-6)

(2.7-7)

According to von Mises Iheory, the effective stress connects Ihe uniaxial yield stress to

the general state of stress at a point given by

u. =*«u, -u,J' +(u, -u,)' +(u, -u,J')'

16
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(2.7·9)

For loading situations in which the components of stress do not incre;lSe continuously. the

incremenu.l theory mu.st be used. Upon these circumsUnces. the 10131 strain theory Of the

defonn:l.Iional theory can not describe the complete plastic behavior of rhe material. The

incremental theory offers another approach. treating not me rOlal srrain associated with a

stale of stress but rather the increment of strain.

2.8 Solution Algorilhms for Nonlinear Problems

In lhe finite element idealization. the whole (continuous) body is divided into a finite

number of sub regions called finite element. which interconnect at node. The solution

function over each element is assumed in tcnns of the genet:llized nod:l.l variables. which

are usually the function ilSclf and sometimes. its deriv:atives. Using this approxirmle

function with an appropriate variational principle or the governing differenti:l1 equations

me element m:atrices are obtained. Finally. a system of algebraic equation is soh·cd. in

order to obtain the unknown nodal va.ri3blcs.

Based on any of the well-known va.ri:uion3l principles in solid mechanics, a variety of

finite element models h3.S been est:ablished. At present, lhe displacement model is most

widely used bec3use of simplicily :and easy to progrun. The principle of minimum of

potential energy is used to construct the load-no(bl var\3ble equations for the

displacement model. The displacement functions arc: assumed over each element so that

"



compatibility within exh element and acrou inter-clement boundaries is assured. A

displacement model of a nonline:LJ' finite element problems demands the simultaneously

satisfaction of the global stiffness equation. In this model. the equilibrium equations are

required to solve. namely:

(2.8-1)

whert. R 3fld fiR are the applied (e~lemal) and the generalized residual or unbalanced

force vectors. rtspectively. B is the derivative matrix defining strain-displacemenl

rel::ltionship and q is the stress vector based on strain energy per unit undeformed

volume.

These solution techniques are quite general ;rnd are entirtly 3fld directly applicable to all

those analyses that lead to symmetric coefficient matrices. Two types of solution

techniques such as direct and iterative are available. In direct (incremental) solution

techniques. the equilibrium equations are solved using a number of load steps and

operations are predetennined in an exact manner. In such techniques. the e1aste-plastic

problem is dealt as a series of linear analyses. The 103d vector is broken into a number of

smaller but finite increments. The structure is assumed to respond linearly within each

step and the response is obtained without iter.nion. The stiffness (in secant methods) or

tangent matrix (in Newton.Raphson schemes) is evaluated at the beginning of each step

and assumes constant for the whole increment. The final solution obtained by the

18



summation of the i~menlal displacements due to each load incn:ment. Errors are

likely 10 aet:umulate after several steps unless very fine steps are adopted.

Otherwise. the solution may diverge considerably from the true response. The accuracy

can be improved by applying equilibrium corrections.

Iterations are used when an ilerative lechnique is employen In such technique. the whole

load is applied on the struelun: and equilibrium is restored by iteration. Either the

stiffness or tangent matrix is refonned 011 every iteration (e.g.. Full Newton -Raphson

method) or held constant for several ilemlions (e.g.. modified Newton-Raphson). An

iterative procedure can be assumed to have converged when the unbalanced load

becomes acceptably small. The Euclidean nonn or some other property of the vector

judges lhe convergent tolerances. It may also be advantageous 10 devise mixed iteration

schemes combining the fealures of both techniques. Currently. most of lhc: finile e1emenl

packages are based on a step-by-step load incrementalion and a corresponding iteration

procedure.

2.8.1 Tho Newton-Raphson Method

The most frequently used iteralive schemes in the FEA are lhe Newton-Raphson (NR)

schemes (Kao. 1974: Bathe. 1996]. Such Newton-Raphson schemes are based on the

tangential stiffness matrix and can be applied as an incrementally or iteratively or both.

Afler each load increment or iteration. the tangent stiffness matrix is reformed. At each

iteration. the NR pnxcdure evaluales the unbalanced load. The difference belwccn the

"



restoring force and the 3pplied load gives the unb31:mced lo3d. A linear solution is

performed with the unbalanced load. The unbalanced load is re-cvaluated unlil the

convergcna: is satisfied.

The coerticient matrix is upd:lIed and a new solution is obtained. At each sub step. a

number of equilibrium iter:uions may be performed to obtain a converged solution. This

iteration continues until the problem converges.

In this method, the converged solution u, for the p3l1icul3r load step is known. The

solution for the next load step or iteration is required. The updated tangent m3trix 'K,

and the restoring load F, are computed corresponding to the configuration of known

solution u" The incremental displacement ~, and the next approJ.imation of U,., 3le

evaluated by

'K,lisl, =R-F,

14,0' =u, +6u,

(2.8-2)

(2.8-3)

Repe3ting Eqs. 2.8-2 10 2.8-3 3Ild updating of tangent stiffness matrix at each iteration

gives converged solution. 1lle solution oblained at converged would correspond 10

applied load level. The final solUlion would be in equilibrium such thai the resorting load

F, (computed from the current stress state) would equallhe applied load R (or at leasl



F,

R

Fig. 1.2: Basic: Newton.Raphson Sdteme· Single OOF Systml
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within some tolerance). This procedure is 3lso known as Full Newton-Raphson (FNR)

procedure. Iterative solution (for one DOF system) is depicted gr.aphically in Fig. 2.1.

L'sua.!ly. the N'ewton-Raphson methods ~ used according to their original ckfinition in

which the load increment is predetermined The determination of lood step size in

Jdvance requires a lot of intuition. neverthdess the final convergence failure in the

neighborhood of critical points can not be avoided [Ramm. 19821. Without additional

modifications the solution procedure is not able to trace the structural response beyond

critical points. Although post critical states are USU:l.J1y not tolerated in the design of a

structure the knowledge of this range allows a much better judgement of the structure.

1.8.1 The Initial StitT.... Method

In the Full Newton-Raphson (FNR) schemes. re-calculating and factorizing tangent

stiffness matrix at every iteration are expensive and laOOrious. The expense of these

re-calculating and factorizing many times the coefficient matrix defined in Eq. 2.8-2 can

be avoided.. Only the stiffness matrix needs to be formulated corresponding to a

linearization of !he response about the initial configuration of the finite element system

[Zienkiewicz. et a1.. 1969).

The initial stiffness matrix 0 K is applied in Eq. 2.g-2 and operates on the equilibrium

equations given below

°Kl!u, :::R-F, (2.8-4)



R

o
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Fig. 2.J: Initial Stiffness Method· Sinale DOF System



This process may lead to a very slow convergence fOf" significant non-linearity. Even the

solution m:ty diverge (Schmidt. 1977]. This occurs particularly when the system sliffens

during the n:sponse.

To pn:\'ent divergence of the 5Olution fOf" slowly sliffening problems :Iond meet the

convergence e:lrly. it may be effecti\'e 10 use the modified Newton-Ra!Jhson procedure

described below.

2.8.3 The Modined New'on·Raphson Method

In a modified fom or Newton-Raphson method. lhe tangent stirrness is held constant for

severnl iterntions before updating is required. Evaluating and factoring a new tangent

stiffness matrix at each iterntion is expensive and time consuming. In practice.

depending on the non-linearity present in the analysis. to evaluate a new tangent stiffness

at a certain time. can be more efficient. The choice of load steps Ilo'hen the stiffness

matrix should be updated ikpends on the degree of non-linearity in the system response

and the effectiveness of the solution approaches also depends on lhe specific problem

involved. For small load increment. matrix updating at every iteration appears

unnecessary. Establishing new tangent stiffness r K (where. r indicates an accepted

equilibrium configurations for ttmgent stiffness IK) only at lhe beginning of each load

step modifies the FNR procedun:. This reduces the computing lime considernbly

involving fewer tangent stiffness n:formations than the FNR procedun:. Of course. lhe

modified Newton-Raphson method (MNR) procedure requires much mon: Iterations in a



R

F,

---!.-o","--~""----+--!----_u

Fig. 2.4: Modified Newton-Raphson Scheme· Single DOF System
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load step compared to the FNR procedure. The most powerful procedure for reaching

convergence is definitely the P.Io'R procedure but if the MNR procedure is employed. the

solution cost may be reduced significantly. Therefore. practically. both solution options

can also be very valuable.

The procedure followed in such method is exactly the same as in the case of the FNR

procedure except no reformul::llion of tangent stiffness at each iteration.

In such cases. Eq. 2.8-2 can be replaced by

rKau, =R-F,

2.8.4 Alpha-Constant Stiffness Method

(2.8·5)

An improved value 6u; of incremental displacement l1u, obtained in the FNR schemes

could be evaluated as [Nayak and Zienkiewicz, 1972)

6u, =a,l1u,

where. a, is an unknown diagonal matrix of coefficients.

(2.8-6)

Defining au; as the improved displacement change corresponding to force liR,_I' the

approximate relalion is expressed as

(2.8-7)



where.•K:-K-'K is a function of displacements and the degree of non·linearity of lhe

problem 3t ;my stage.

Pre-multiplying the above equ:lIion by - K- l and inserting Eq. 2.8-2.

R

(2.8-8)

FIC. 2.S: Alpha· Constant Method-Accelerated Iteration
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The appro~imation 10 the second term by taking the previous a'_1 is

Thuswriling.

rx/and

which defines the matrix 0, for Ihe lito diagonal term results in

(2.8-IO)

(2.8·11)

(2.8-12)

wilh the reslr1clion that when t1u.' =0. 0: =1.

This allows an improved v:a.Jue 10 be used immediately and the new displacemenl

cOlTeClion is calculated from Eq. 2.8-6.

u.s SeII.Correcting Inc..mental Procedu..

Stricklin. el al. (1971 J first proposed Ihis fonn and Slebbins {1971 J sludied it again. The

procedure has proven itself 10 be stable and accurale upon proper seleclion of Z

"



[Massett. et aI.. 19711. The advantages are best realized for problems of highly nonlinear

behavior and for systems with many ~grees of freedom.

Derivative of equilibrium equations of Xu::).R - F (where K = suuctural stiffness

mauix. u = generalized displacements. ).R = gencrnlizcd forttS due to applied e.uemal

loads and F = column mauix of pseudo forces due to non-linearity) with resp«t to the

scalar multiplier A yields

KU:r::ER-F

(X+k)u=R

where. F(u):: k(u). k :: dF,/du 1

(2.8-1])

(2.8-14)

A common solution procedure is by an Euler forward difference. which results in the

incremental solution procedure. The solution procedure lends 10 drift away from the true

solulion unless very smaillood increments are taken where Z is a scaIarquantity.

(2.8·15)

It is n()(able that even if 6R becomes nonzero the solution lends to reduce the

unbalanced loads 6R exponentially to zero and is thus called a self-correcting procedure.
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For Z:: I/d).. the procedure reduc~s to lh~ increm~nlal approach with a one slep NR

melhod.

2.8.6 Variable Step Incremental PnM:edure

Simplicity is th~ main auraclion of th~ incr~mental approach and ~asy to incorporate in a

comput~r program. But in basic form of th~ increm~ntal approach. it giv~s rise 10 an

appreciabl~ drift ~rror. Melhods that have been presenled in this seelion to ~ucc rhis

~rror I~nd. The on~-step NR corrector of Hommeist~r. ~t a!. (1970) and th~

mid-increment proc~dute [Roberts and Ashw~11. 19711 among of ochers are "ery effectiv~

at improving the 3CCUrxy of lhe basic incremenlal t«hnique. However, these improved

melhods do not possess 31\ accurate estimate of the discretization erron. Thomas (19731

presenled an algorithm that does have such an eSlimat~ and suggested for use where the

varying step size mighl prove profilable.

In this algorithm, the nonlinear problem of struclural analysis is Inlnsformed into a first

order ordinary differential equation such as

, K(u)du :: dJ. R (2_8-16)

In the limit as dJ. approaches zero, the first order ordinary equation can be wrinen as

(2.8-17)
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The eXlTapolation method such as Bulirsch and Stoer method (1%6) can be used to solve

lhe abO\·e equations. Two separ.lle estimates of displacements are given al every other

load in~menl. These values are aver.lged before the algorilhm is ~peated with a new

slatting point 3$ shown in Fig. 2.6.

u

Loads

fl•. 2.6: Basic SkpS • Bulirsch and Stotr Method

The basic steps of Bulirsch and Sloer melhod to be followed are listed below.

"



(2.8-18)

2.8.1 Load-Displacement-Constraint Methods

Structurnl collapse load calculation is an important requirement in a nonlinear FEA. The

structurnl response becomes increasingly nontine3t as Ihe load increases. At certain point

the collapse load is reached. In order to calculate the response for collapse mechanism.

initially relatively larger increments are employed. 8U1 at the approaching of collapse

mechanism. the load increment needs to be small. However. there is a difficulty of

traversing the collapse point. At that point the stiffness becomes singular (i.e.. the slope

of the load.<fisplacement response curve is zero) and beyond thaI point a special solution

procedure that allows for a decrease in load and an increase in displacement must be used

to calculate the ensuing response. In this approach. when iteration in the load

displacement space is performed the i~mentalequation becomes

(2.8-19)

Both incremental displacemenl Wi, and load multiplier 6,;\, are the unknowns. The

additional equation required for solution is
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Several consuaint equations of lhis form have been proposed e.g.. the tangcm constant

arc-Ienglh (Risks. 1979) and the spherical conSliltlt are.length [Crisfield. 1981 and

Ramm, [981-821. Balhe and Dvorkin [19831 considered two different COnstraints

depending on the response iltId load le\'el: the spherical conslrainl arc-length and a

constanl increment of extemal work.

The spherical COnSliltlt arc-length is in general used in the response of regions far from

critical points and incremenlal equation mentioned above becomes

(2.8-21)

where, tJ is the arc length for the step and P is a normalizing factor.

The scheme of conStanl increment of elltemat work W based on the hislory of iteralions

in the previous incremenlal steps is used ncar the critical points. In this case, the

increlnCmaJ equation becomes

(2.8-213)

and for j = 2.3,4, ..

(2.8.22b)

To solve the governing equations, this incremental equation can be rewritten as
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ria- 2.7: Spherical Constanl Att·Lmgth Crilerion

w

Displacltmltnls

F"rg. 2.8: Constanl Incremenl of Exlltmal Work Crilltnon



Therefore,

'KAU. :A'olR-F,_.

.1u:. :.:1u,+&.t,611

(2.8-23)

(2.8-24)

(2.8-2S)

Employing the spherical constant arc length criterion, the next load multiplier and

displacements are evaluated. The load multiplier liA, is detennined from the quadratic

equation given by the combination of Eqs. 2.8-21 and 2.8-26 to 2.8-27.

A, =).,_1 +liA, (2.8-26)

(2.8-27)

The load multiplier ~ is directly c3.lculated using external work criterion from Eq.

2.8-22 and the values Ai, for i : 2,3,4•..... arc: obtained from

(2.8-28)

A complete solulion algorithm based on the above method must of course also contain a

special scheme to start the incremental solution and iterating when divergence is

imminent and then reSlOm itself wilh new iteralive parameten. Complete solution



methods with these: ingredients are very valuable and are in common use for the SlruCtura!

collapse analysis.

In SO~ nonlinear static analyses in the case of Newton.Raphson I"nethod. the tangent

stiffness manix may btcome singular (or non-unique). causing severe convergence

difficulties. Such occurrences include noalinear buckling analyses in which the structure

either collapses completely or 'snaps through' to another stable configuration. The

arc-length method causes the Newton-Raphson equilibrium iterations to converge along

an arc, thereby often preventing divergence.

2.8.8 Classical Gauss-Seidel Method

Clough and Wilson applied the Gauss-5eidel method in the early applications of the FEA.

An initial estimate "I for the displxement is assumed. The number of ilerations required

depends on the quality of the starting estimate ". and on the conditioning of the stiffness

matrix. After an initial estimate. the ilerative equation to evaluate the solution is

(2.8-29)

where, Ko and K L are the diagonal and lower triangular matrices, respectively.

To increase the convergence rate, an over relaxation P can be used. In such cases, the

equation mentioned above becomes
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(2.8-30)

2.8.9 Conjugate Gradient Method

The conjugate gradient algorithm of Heslenes and Stiefel (1952) is one of the most

effective and simple iterative techniques for solving equilibrium equations (Bathe. 1996)

The algorithm based on the idea of minimizing 100ai potential given;lS

(2.8.31)

The aim is to improve displ~ment ",.1 efficicnlly corresponding to decrease total

potential (i.e., for n"1 s n,) in each iteration. like the classical Gauss-5eidaJ method.

lhe starting displacement "I is chosen and calculated the residual or unbalanced force

M l based on the fonnuJa

(2.8-32)

If the residual force 1iR, equals to zero. quit that evaluation for I1Cxt independent load

otherwise. the values of "••,. AR"1 and P"l are calculated based on the equations given

by

""1 ""u, +a,p,

M", = liR, -a, K p,

J7

(2.8-33)

(2.8-34)



P,., =dR,., +P, p,

a,=~,'dR,
p, K p,

p. = dR,~IM,.,
, M,'M,

The iteration continues until the convergence 3chieves.

2.8.10 Improved Iteration Strategy

C!.8-35)

(2.8-]6)

(2.8-37)

The comput3tional self-correcting method proposed by Haisler and Sukklin [1971 J was

r.lIher cumbersome. 8atoz and Dhatt (1979J modified Ute sel(~orrecting method and

proposed a simpler procedure discussed below.

In this method. incremental displacements Au. and du, due to 6R unbalanced load and

t1R., an external toad increment, respectively, are calculated as

6u.='K-'M

6.w.='K-'M,

(2.8-38)

(2.8-39)

The actual eltlemal load increment to be applied is aM. such that that displacement

incremem satisfies the specified displacement limil. The value of a is easy to calculate

from
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(1.840)

Powell and Simons (19811 modified this strategy by choosing a linear combination of the

two separate increments for ileration such as

(1.8-41)

where. a. and a. arc: determined according 10 cenain criteria.

This procedure has a great dcal of flexibility because of using varieties of criteria. The

simplest iteration scheme is obtained by requiring (a) that the entire unbalanced load be

applied in each iteration (a,=1) and (b) that a specified displacement component ".

remains constant (i.e., 611. = 0). The increment 6u. is e~pressed as

(2.841)

in which b. contains zero except for unity at location n. Therefore, the requirement for

theiteration(witha.:J<I)is

(1.843)

Therefore,

(2.8-44)
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where. b. is 31Iyconvenient ...eclor (i.e.. b. '" M.).

Other solution str.Uc:gies could also be considered e.g.. Q.: I. Q.= 0 anda.= O. Q.= I

c~d5 to consl31lt [o::.d iteration :;md step by step 31Ialysis withoul 311 equilibrium

critmon.

2.9 Convergence Criteria

Often the numerical solution techniques are based either on iterative process alone or

involving the combination of an incremental ::.nd iterative procedures. A problem

associated with iterati ve techniques is the decision as to whether the current solution is

sufficiently close to the true solution without knowing itself. An incremental solution

strategy based on iterative process is effective 31Id rational when realistic criteria are used

for the lennination of ilention. The solution obtained at the each iteration must be

checked to sa:: whether it hu converged or diverged. If the convergence tolerance is too

high inaccurate results are obtained and if the tolerance is too small much ~

computational effort is spent to obtain needless accuracy. Similarly. an ineffective

divergence check can tenninate the iteration when the solution is not actually diverging

or force the iteration to search for an unattainable solution.

The convergence criteria used for nonlinear structural problems that are solved by

iteration can in general be grouped into four categories described below [Bergan and

Clough. 1972J.



Foru Crilerion

This criterion is based on a comparison between the unbalanced forces or residual forces

M within the structure and extemailoads.This requires that the norm (a scalar measure

of the magnitude) of the unbalanced load vector within a prt:set tolerance, e.g.,

(2.9-1)

whert:. E w and R", are the tolernnce 3.fld reference values. respectively.

When the force quantity requires to be compared with completely different order or even

of different dimensions. such comparison does not make sense. For instance, the

inconsistencies in uniU can appear in the force vector e.g.. forces and moments in beam

elemenu and the displacement solution does not enter the tennination criterion.

However, this in fact corresponds to working with displacemenu so mal direct use of a

displacement criterion would appear to be prefer::lble.

DisplDce"unt Crilerion

This criterion is based on the displacements in stead of unbalanced forces. In this

criterion, the displacement at the end of each iter::ltion is within a certain tolerance of the

true displacement solution. e.g..

(2.9-2)



where. E. and u.., are the tolel'3nce and reference values. respectively.

There are some difficullies (e.g.. an e1aslo-pl:Wic truss wilh a very small strain-hardening

modulus entering the plastic region) where the unbalanced loads may be very small bul

the displacemenl5 m:lY still be much in error. In this situ:ltions. there is anolher

convergence criterion based on mtemal energy increment would be much more effective.

In this approach. the increment In internal energy at e:ICh iteration (i.e., the amount of

work done by the unbalanced loads on the displacement increments) can be compared to

IheinitiaJinlemalenergyincremenl.

Stress Criteria

A stress criterion involves a ch«k on changes in stress values during an iteralion cycle.

Tbesc: changes can be compared with ~ribed suess level. This type: of criterion is

.....ell sLrited for truss. cable and membr11ne Sl1UCtures.

2.l0 Summary

M:lteriaJ behaviors such as non-linearity, uniaJtial Stress-suain curve, plastic stress-strain

relationship, and different types of yielding criteria have been sludied {Ugural and

Fenster, 1987: Shames and Cozz.arelli, 19921. The nonlinear solution algorilhms (regular

NR, MNR, initial stiffness JTl(:thods, etc.) penaining to the elasto-plastic problems have



been also reviewed [Zienkiewicz. et al .• 1969; Stricklin. et :11.. 1971: K.3o. 1974: Bathe.

1996: Kowalcz)'" and Bojczuk. L996). Most of them are based on upd:ltingco-onlinatcs

of tangent stiffness IIUtriX and initial displx~rnenlS ileratively. The concept of

combining inCR:menl31 :mel ilerative methods [Thomas. 1973: B3toz 3Ild Chan. 1979:

Wellford :mel Sen. 19811 with line search could also be adopted. In incremental

procedure. operations are predetermined in an exact manner as a series of linear

problems. Errors are likely to accumulate after several sleps unless very fine steps are

adopted. Therefore. the solution may diverge considerably from the true response. To

prevent this. iteration could be used and assumed 10 have converged when the unbalanced

load becomes acceptably small judged by the Euclidean noon. The modified

Newton-Raphson method is the S:l.me as the regular Newton-Raphson method except for

updating of stiffness matrix is perfonned after a given number of iterations. The

conventional incremental procedure is a single iteration of ilS modified version wherein

the unbalanced forces in the previous 10000d increment are neglected. Alwa)'l using

conventional methods (e.g.. nonlinear FEA) is not suiable for feasibility study as well as

the preliminary stages of desIgn. Although full nonlinear analysis gives the best

representaLion of structural plasticity. obtaining solution may be difficult. The nonlinear

process could lead to numerical convergence and urn:!etecuble errors:l.Jld even to solution

instabilities (Rislcs. 1979: Crisfield. 1981-84; Ramm 1981-82; Bathe and DVQl'kin, 1983).

Thus. it requires the analysis be restarted with necessary modificalions made to the

geometry, applied loading conditions or the predefined convergence criteria (Bergan and

Clough. 1972). Besides, the accuracy of the solution obtained depends on the size of load



inc~ments taken :lnd the degree of non-linemty of the problem involved. Consequenlly.

lhe~ is no guanntec of a numencal solution being ~asonably 3Ccur.:tIe. In the absence of

a melhod to easily verify the full numerical solution. sometimes it is difficult 10 jUdge the

effectiveness of the solUlion.



Chapter 3

The Secant Method

3.1 Introduction

Knowledge of Ihc behavior of (he materials in the plastic r:llIge is essenti:a.l in order to

undc:rst3lld slnlCturai behavior and to have reliable eslimate of the usefulocss and the life

of the structure. The nonline::lI stress-strain relationship and the loading path dependency

in Ihe pl:lSlic r.mge nuke the an:llysis tedious. Over the yC:lTS. FEA has been successfully

employed in ;ul3.lyzing the material behaviors in c13Slic and c1asto-plastic range. The

nonlinc:Lr FEA lechniques can be broadly dllSsified into Newlon-Raphson ~d :md

SeCilnt based melhods. The rirs! category is described in the previous Chapter. The

secant methods can be further classified as direct secant methods or incremental secant

methods. Amongstlhe direct rncthods are the 'robusl' methods. Various robust methods

have been developed 10 evaluate local inel:astic cffec15. based on elastic modulus

3djustmtnl procedures (Neuber. 1961: Molski and Glinka. 1981 and Seshadri. 19911.

They are based on direct secant method for determining inelastic effects where linear

clashc fEA is carried out for sol\"ing elasto-plastic problems using material parameters as

field variables. Most of these methods currently in use are described below.



3.2 The Direct Secant Techniques

The slope obtained by joining any two points located on the uniaxial stress-strain curve is

known as secant modulus. Usually in robust methods. one of the two points is taken to

be the origin. Any method taking the secant line from the origin can be called as the

direct secant method. Regular ~cwton-Raphson technique if applied without considering

load increments results in a fonn of direct secant analysis. Several other 'incremental'

methods can also be extended to obtain 'secant' results. Usually, this is not adopted in

traditional nonlinear FEA since the convergence and other numerical difficulties are seen

to be difficult to overcome. However. in a simplified method where a good estimate of

the nonlinear strain at a critical point is all that is required. approximate but highly

effective 'secant techniques' come in handy. They achieve the required objective very

efficiently with considerably less labour. Besides this, these methods are 'robust' in the

sense Ihat they can absorb defects in data collection and are not very susceptible to minor

changes in material and geometric parameter5. Full nonlinear FEA in an 'incremental'

manner is seen to be susceptible to such problems.

3.2.1 Basic Secant Analysis

Secant analysis can be carried out in a simple iterative manner using basic principles

borrowing from classical (Newton based) secant methods for the solution of single

nonlinear algebraic equations. The general methodology in secant analysis can be briefly

described as below.

...



Carry out a Iinc:ar elastic fEA ior the gi"en 1000ing and geometry of struetu~. Usc the

results to compute equiv:alent slress and strain as per the :applicable yield criteria (e.g..

von Miscs). If the loading is more than the yield load for the structure. al least some

elements will exhibit equivalent stresses above the yield stress. e.g., point D in Fig. 3.1.

The excess stress at point D is the result of assigning a l:arger stiffness to the

corresponding elemenl Ihan should have been the case. This excess can be removed by

assigning a mo~ 'appropriate' stiffness to all such elements. Methods thai atlempt to

reduce the stiffness by finding the 'tangen!' to the 10:ld.deformation curve an: described

in Chapter 2. The appropriate stiffness can also be assigned in a 'sccant' manner.

'Secant' approaches are well known in several branches of engineering including

structural i1Jld soil mechanics. In the prescnt context. a line joining the origin to the point

representing the 'correct' state of stress and slr.lin is considered to be the correct secant

line. Adluri [2001 J showed thatlhe tOla! slr.lin energy represcnted by the total area under

:Ill such 'secant' lines for all the clements of the model will be exaclly equal to the tOlal

work represented by a similar secant line on Ihe load-deformation curve. Thus. for

proponional loading, a single line:ar analysis using lhe correct secant stiffness will yield

the correct Slate of stress and slrain even if the material or geometry shows nonlinear

properties. The :aim of all the secant methods is 10 obtain this 'COlTe(;t secant stiffness' as

accurately as pos.sible. In the basic sec:lnt analysis, an approximale secant stiffness is

obt:ained by reducing the modulii of all the elemenls (such as those represented by point

o in Fig. 3.1) with stresses above the yield limit. This new modulus is used to carry out a

second analysis. The second :lnalysis will indiCate that



the stress at the previously yielded elements is reduced (not necessarily to yield

stress level). and

b. the yield zone has exp:lnded beyond that indicated by the first analysis.

Funher improvements to the analysis can be made by iteratively adjusting the modulii.

The simplest method of evaluating the new modulus after each analysis is to assume

strain control. Assuming that the strain of the element remains the same while the stress

drops to the yield surface

(3.2-1)

where, a". E" are the equivalent stress and strain for iteration i,

E" E"l are the Young's modulii for iteration iand i+I, and

a, is the yield stress,

The modulus can be adjusted by several other means. All such modulus adjustment

techniques result in re-computing the full stiffness matrix after each analysis. Techniques

based on this process are being l;alled as 'robust' methods, examples of which can be

found in the application of Neuber"S rule, EGLOSS (Seshadri and Babu, 2000J, etc.
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Inste3d of adjusting the modulus. the overall stiffness C:lO be direclly :adjusted based on

me resulls of the cunent 3IIal)'$ls. This new stiffness matrix is used for the next iter3lion.

Tradition3! nonlinear fEA theory produced several studies that adjust the stiffness matrix

directly (Quasi-Newton. BFGS. ctc.). These sec:lOt methods are incremental JUSt like the

'tangent' techniques described In Chapter 2. Although they have been developed as

'incremental' techniques. they can easily be 3pplied without the increment31 option. i.e.,

e:JCh iter-uion StJUtS by 3pplying. Ihe entire load on the structure 3nd the structure starts

from zero deform3tion, These techniques are not classified as 'robust.' However, they

present many efficient and malhem:nically sound ideas that can be wed for improving the

'robust' techniques. Some of the rtpresentative methods of the two kinds :Lre described

below.

3.3 Robust Methods

In this section, different 'robust' methods for the detennination of inelastic rtsponse and

limit load. estimation are described. Many such methods 3tKI their var13tions have been

developed in recent yean. All of them have the idea of elastic modulus adjustment

scheme as common.

3.3.1 The Neuber's Rule

Strain concentration problems are often subjected to load that causes localized yielding.

The resulting inelastic strains are of interest in determining the f3tigue life of structures.

so



Neube(s rule has been tr.tdition;llly used e.ll.lensively for such inelastic strain estimations,

It States that (Neuber, 19611, the geometric mean of suns and str.lin concentration factors

during plastic deformation remains invariant and is equa.1 to the elastic concentn1tion

(actor. Using this approach. the s!r.lin in an inelastic body can be estimated using an

elastic analysis. Let point D In Fig. 3.2 represent a yielded element as OOsel'\led in :lJl

elastic analysis. It can be seen that the elastic modulus (and hence stiffness) needs to be

modified to get a beller eStirn.lle of the strain. This is achieved by projecting point D

onto point H (on the uniaxial stress-strain carvel such that the elastic strain energy is

conserved (i.e.. the area ODB is the same as OHB' or OGDB is the same as CO'HB'). If

an elastic-perfectly-plastic maten;!1 is considered, the modulii of yielded elements is:

(3.3-1)

This new effective modulus (rep~nted by the slope of OH) is ustd to perfonn the next

linear elastic analysis. This pro..-edure can be iteratively repeated until a.1ltne effective

material parameters con\'erge and equivalent stress falls on the experimental uniaxial

stress-strain curve.

As mentioned above. Neuber's rule is well known in Mechanical design. It can be

profitably used to carry out inel;!stic analysis as well. The procedure described above is

nOI strictly Neuber's rule but is ar. extension of it for nonlinear analysis.

"
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3.3.2 Reduad Modulus Technique

A le<:hnique using a reduced modulus was developed by Jones and DhaJla. (L981] for

stress c3legorizalion (particularly for piping suess). This procedure W:l$ extended 10

analyze the inel:astic response and follow up characterislics of piping systems. "The

:rnalysis involves progressi\'c1y modifying the e1aslic modulus 31 each stage by

perfonning repeated linear elastic analyses [DhaJla, 1984 and Severud. 19841. Dhalla.

{1987] later directed his efforts toward developing a simple procedure of classifying

stresses at highly loaded regions using linear elaslic analysis.

This procedure is suaight(orward. In essence. il is the s:une as Ihat described as 'basic

secant technique' at Ihe beginning of the prestol Chapter. Dhal1a and co-workers applied

it for SIre5S classification in a detailed manner. An initial elastic analysis is perfonncd to

obtain the effective stress and str.1in at the highly loaded regions. The inelastic str1in is

then estimated roughly based on the ca.lculaled elastic stress. The minimum secant

modulus is then calculaled as the ratio of the elastic stress to the estimated inelastic strain

defined as

E ==~
. e.

().)·2)

where. a, and E,. are effective element stress and estimated inelastic str:Lin. respeclively.

"



A relaxation tmid with repe:lted iterations is established by this procedure. Maniot

(l988) proposed a reduced modulus method in a modified version for delermining

primary sm:sses in pressure \"essel components and highlighled the possibilily of

delennining limit load. The procedure identifies all elements having stresses above the

code allowable stress. The clastic modu[ii of these elements an: then reduced by using

(3.3-3)

where. E. is the previous value of the modulus. S.. and SI are the code allowable suess

and the clement seress intensity. respectively.

A second analysis is carried 001 to eva[u,;l.Ie a new stress distribution followed by a

readjuslment of the elastic modulii for critically stressed element. This procedure is

repeated in an iterative manner until Ihe maximum stress intensity is less than code

allowable stR'SS or some other sclected convergence crileria. Reducing stresses in a

structure so Ihat the streSSeS an:: everywhere below Ihe code allowable or yield stress of

the material suggests thai a statically admissible stress field exists. A lower bound limit

load solution is one in which a statically admissible SIleSS field exists in which the stress

no where exceeds the yield stress of the material. Thus. the procedure of modulus

reduction is one thai yields a lower bound limil load, provided all slTesses are everywhere

below yield. If however. the procedure gives a converged solulion in which the

maximum stress is ~ater than the yield stress the applied load does not meet the lower

bound limil load criterion. This method was laler eXlended by Boyle and co-worker



[e.g.. Mackenzie and Boyle. 19931 and Sesh3dri and co-worker (e.g.. 5esh3dri and

Fernando. 1992] to develop robust limit load. estimation methods such as the elastic

compensation method and the r-nodc method.

3.3.3 The MARS Method

In the Modulus Adjustment and Redistribution of Stress (MARS) method. the concept of

Neuber's rule and me GcnerJ.hzcd Local Suess Strain (GLOSS) method arc used based

on an iter.ltive strategy combined with a modulus reduction technique (Babu and I)'er.

1998). Statically admissible suess and kinematically 3dmissible str.lin distributions arc

brought close to aetu31 distributions. This ensures satisfaction of constitutive equation

morc:c1oscly.

For the first iteration. linear FEA is carried out for a given load. geometry and material

properties to obtain point 0 defined by the equivalent stress Gd and equivalent total

suain Eel (Fig. 3.3). The equilibnum point E is obtained by dr.lwing a line whose slope

is equal to the final equilibrium stale e.... from point B. To evaluate E.q.. an iterative

strategy (which satisfies equilibrium conditions and yield condition alternately) combined

with a modulus reduction technique is used..

At point 0, equilibrium 3nd compatibility conditions arc satisfied. but constitutive

equation is violated. For all points where equivalent stress exceeds the yield Slress. it is

brought back to yield level by scaling down the suess. Once the suess level is brought to

yield level. equilibrium is lost.

"
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However. constitUlive and compatibility conditions are satisfied Internal forces

coltt.Sponding to this reduced stress level are calculated and compared with the given

toul load. The diffem'ICe ghes the unbalance fQft:e or residual force. In the next

iteration, this residual force IS applied as :an extemallo3d.

The modulus of elasticity corresponding to those points. wheR: the equivalent stress

exceeds the yield streSS befo~ bringing it on to the yield surface. is reduced using

modulus ~duetion technique based on Neuber's energy criterion.

EJ_u'I'E, 1(5.., ),-. '

where, i indicates the number of iletlltions and

(3.34)

(3.3,S)

(3.3-6)

Modulus of elasticity at all other points is left unch:anged.. A linear elastic FEA with the

residual force is carried out and the additional equivalent stress (60'.); is calculated.

The total equivalent stress ::II the end of the iter::ltion is given by

(3.3,7)

"



For all poinLS with equivalent stress exceeding yield stress. the stress components are

again linearly scaled down to the yield level and residual force is calculated. This

residual force is applied again as an external load with the modulus of elasticity given by

Eq.3.3-4. The procedure is repealed until the convergence is achieved.

The modulus of elasticity corresponding to converged iteration is taken as the modulus of

elasticity to equilibrium stale ~m and used to locate E as shown in Fig. 3.3. The

relaxation locus is obtained by joining points 0 and E by a straight line. The point of

intersection F of relaxation locus and material stress-strain curve determines the final

state of the structure.

3.3.4 The Extended GLOSS Method

It is a simple and systematic method for carrying out inelastic strain evaluations of

pressure components and structures based on twO linear elastic FEA. It is based in part

on the reduced modulus method used by Dhalla. It was initially developed as the GLOSS

method [Seshadri. 1991: Adinar.:l.yana and Seshadri. 19961. In the GLOSS (Generalized

Local Stress-Strain analysis) method. the structure or component to be analyzed is

divided into two regions. viz.. local region and the remainder. The local region is chosen

as the highest stressed element and is determined on the basis of first linear elastic FEA.

The largest inelastic effects are experienced in the local region and are: often of interest

from a design standpoint. while the remainder of the system typically operates at nominal

levels of elastic stresses. The detennination of the local region relaxation modulus as an

"



approllimation to the relaxation locus is the key to GLOSS evaluations. The GLOSS

diagram (Fig. 3.4) is essentially a plot of the equivalent stress and the total equivalent

strain. For small plastic zone sizes. the relallation locus is almost linear. Therefore, the

local region relaxation modulus is detennined assuming a linear relaJl.ation locus. Thus

local region response appears 10 be insensitive to the precise nature of the local region

nonlinearly and the material constitutive relationship. The implication is quite significant

in that the relaxation modulus can be dctennined using any convenient constitutive

relationship thai allows progressive relalive softening of the local region. Therefore,

GLOSS analysis can be used to predict inelastic response whether the inelasticity arises

due to first stage creep, steady state creep, or even time-dependent plasticity. Local

region softening by systematically reducing the clastic modulus, for instance, is therefore

an attractive prospect.

In the Extended Generalized Local Stress Strain (EGLOSS) analysis, an initial FEA is

carried out assuming that Ihe entire structure is linearly clastic. Seshadri and Oabu [20001

argued that for every individual element in which the equivalent stress ellceeds the yield

stress, pseudo-equilibrium can be postulated as

(3.3-8)

where, modified yield stress is a~ = 2a
1
-a, and AI indicates representative area over

which the equivalent stress CT, acts.
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Using this idea, the approximate secant modulii of all elements beyond yield stress (e.g.,

point 0 in Fig. 3.4) are estimated as

(3.3-9)

A second linear analysis is carried out. The Poisson's ratio is initially left unchanged.

The results of the fim and ~ond analyses (points 0 and E in Fig. 3.4) are joined to

obtain an approximate relaxation locus.

The intersection of this locus and the modified yield curve (point P) is obtained. This

point would satisfy the strain-displacement relationship. since displacements have been

stipulated to be continuous and also satisfy the stress-strain relationship. The point F

gives the desired strain that we are looking for, despite the fact that the equilibrium

requirement is not fully satisfied.

3.4 Traditional Incremental Secant Methods

As outlined earlier, there are several studies in traditional nonlinear FEA that use secant

stiffness in carrying out incremental nonlinear analysis. All these can be reduced to

'direct' secant methods by suppressing the incremental option. Many of these are

considered to be theoretically very sound. However, they are generally believed to

converge somewhat more slowly than their 'Iangent' counterpans described in the

previous Chapter. They nevertheless are implemented in several major software



packages because of their numerical stability and other useful characteristics. They

contain many useful techniques that can be used with other procedures. For example. the

highly useful '!ine search' h.:lS been fi~t developed in conjunction with secant methods

but later adopted by 'tangent' methods. Some of the secant methods of this kind

(including the path following methods) are discussed briefly below.

3.4.1 The Arc-Length Method

The arc-length methods are intended to enable solution algorithms to pass limit points.

Those methods were originally introduced by Riks and Wempner [Crisfield. 19911 with

later modifications being made be several autho~. They are suitable for nonlinear static

equilibrium solutions 01 unstable problems. Applications of the arc-length method

involve the tracing of a complex path in the load-displacement response into the buclding

or post-buckling regime.

Ramm (19821 has shown that the constant arc-length method of RikslWempner seems to

be the most versatile technique. being advantages in the entire load range. The arc-length

method uses explicit spherical iterations to maintain the orthogonality between the

arc-length radius and the onhogonal direction. It is assumed that all load magnitudes are

controlled by a single scalar parameter (i.e.. the total load factor). Unsmoolh or

discontinuous load-displacement response in the cases often seen in contact analyses and

elastic-perfectly plastic analyses can not be traced effectively by the arc-length

procedure. Mathematically. the arc.length method can be viewed as the trace of a single
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equilibrium curve in a space spanned by the displacement variables 3IId the lou! load

factor [ANSYS. (998). During the solution, the arc-length method will vary the

arc-length radius at each arc-lcngth substcp according [0 the degree of non-linearity that

is involved.
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Fig. 3.5: AK.Leneth Method· Iterlltion Process
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In this method, the yielded point 0 as shown in Fig. 3.5 is projected onlO the unia:(ial

stress-strain curve considering 00 as the arc radius and 0 as the center. The intersecting

point B on the experimental uniaxial stress-strain curve is used 10 oblain Ihe new

effective modulus for Ihe next iteration.

3.5 Incremental (or Path Following) Secant Techniques

Most nonlinear solution algorithms of the tmditional kind (including the secant based

ones) use the path following or incremental te<:hniques. Only at the beginning of the

solution, the origin is used. Alter that, the origin is shifted to another point evaluated

after fint ilemtion. In all subsequent iterations, the point evaluated in the previous

iteration is considered as the ongin. The origin is always shifled and mO'fed following

Ihe path influenced by the loading and the experimental uniaxial stress-strain curve.

Some of the techniques of this kind are described below.

3.5.1 The BFGS Method

It is a generalization of one-dimensional secant method to multi-dimensional problems 10

solve nonlinear simuhaneous equalions. In secant methods. an approximation to the

tangent matrix 'K is used at each iteration. In the Quasi-Newton (QN) methods, a

simple updaling is deduced to compute a new secant matrix from the previous one

(Dennis and More, 1977]. The QN methods are basically a compromise between the full

refonnation of the stiffness matrix perfonned in the Full Newton-Raphson (FNR) method



and the use of it stiffness m:l.trix from it previous configuration itS is done in the Modified

N~wton·Ritph50n (MNR) mrthod. Among the QN methods. the BFGS memod :appean

to be the most effecti\'~. The method has been developed based on me contributions of

Broyden. Aetcher. Goldfarb :and Shanno and has been summarized by se\'ern authon.

e.g.. Matthies and Slr.1IIg 119791.

In this method. for each load increm~nt. the stiffness matrix is formed using the results of

the previous load step by updating the stiffness matrix in a 'seeant' manner. Let K"l'

R"l and F.'l be the stiffness matri,'(, the applied ~ll.lemaJ load and the resistance of force

(by the structure) in the iteration i·1. respectively. Then a displacement vector increment

(6u,) is evaluate as

au, :: K,::M..• (3.5-1)

w~, AR'-l :: Rt-l - F.-l indicates the residual or unbalanced loads. A line search in me

direction ~,at iteration i satisfying equilibrium is performed. Using this line search the

displacement vector /01, at iteration; is detemtined as follows:

(3.5·2)

where, fJ is a scalar multiplier. Calculation of tiR, :: R, - F. gives the unbalanced loads

corresponding to these displacements. The parameter fJ is varied until the component of



the unb3.1anc~d loads :1S defined by th~ inn~r product dur!:J?, is 3.pproximat~ly zero. In

oth«words

(3.5-3)

wh~~, Tol is th~ conv~rgence tokrance.

It is nOied that the inilial displac~ment veCfQr u,-l 301 ileration 1+1. for a given load vector

;nc~ment RH is obtained by

(3.5-4)

Th~ updaled matrix is ~valuat~d d~pending on th~ n~w displac~menlS 101, 3.lld ~xpressed in

product form of

(3.5-5)

whe~, B, =I + p,q,r , :ll\d Ih~ upd:tted matrix (K,) must satisfy th~ Quasi-N~wton (QN)

~lation defined as K,b, =r,.

The vectors P, and q, are calculated from the known displacements and forces (that are

equivalenl to element SI~SseS).

(3.5-6)
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q,= 6~'r; (3.5-1)

where, 6, =11, -11,_1 and r, =.1R,_1 - M, are the displacement changes and the

unbalanced load difference between two successive iterations (for a given load

incremcnt),rcspectively.

The product defined in Eq. 3.5·6 is positive definite and symmetric. To avoid

numerically dangerous updates. the condition number C. defi~ in Eq. 35·6 of the

updating mauix B, will be compared with some prescribed tolerance limit. The updating

is not performed if the condition number exceeds the prescribed tolerance.

[

0' ,,,,
C'=-dr~r,oj', ,-I,

(3.5-8)

This method and its variations are quite regular. Compulational costs for the solution of

large nonlinear system of cqU3tions can be reduced dr.Lstically by using convenient

Quasi·Newton updates or by adequate combined Newton/Quasi.Newton str.llegies

[Gcr.ulin, et aI., 1981). They are implemented in several software packages. For

example. ANSYS uses a method similar to this based on the work of Schweizcrhof and

Wriggen, (1986}. ABAQUS FE software uses these tcchniques (Quasi·Newton methods,

e.g.. BFGS method) as well.
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3.5.2 Tho SN Mothod

An improved technique for the solulion of implicit equations is the Newton Secant

method (SN) which uses 3. numerical approximation of the function derivatives [Garci3.

1998). This method simplifies the solution procedure. by addressing only two equations.

The fin! equation is the implicit function and the second equation represents the

numerical approximation of the derivative. The troditional Newton.Raphson (NR)

method takes a.seed value of II /the unknown being solved) and finds a derivative of the

implicit function evaluated at II. A new value ",., is found by correcting the initial value

", by the ratio of the function to the function derivative. The ittraLive process for

sttueturaJ equilibrium equations ,n the traditional NR method is as follows:

13.5-9)

The iterative process is continued until lhc absolute value of the function is within a

specified error limit. II requires the computalion of the function derivative with respect

10 lhe unknown being solved. Each different unknown requires the formulation of a new

derivative. TIle secant modific:l.lion as per lhe Secant Newton method consiS15 of

replacing the derivatives by 3 different qUO(ient such as

/(U,) "" flu,) - /(11,_1)

U,-II,_I
(3.5-10)



where. U,_l and !(u,_,) are the previous values of the unknown displacements and

implicit function. respectively.

The SN method is a more simplified iterative procedure where the function derivative is

numerically approximated. In this manner. only two functions are evaluated regardless of

the unknown. However. care must be exercised in supplying the correct seed value for

the iterations.

3.5.3 The Modified SN Method

In the Modified SN (MSN) method of Zhang and Owen (1982J. the iterative

displacement change involves only a scalar multiple. Both the MSN and SN methods are

based on a secant approach but the MSN method leads to a reduction in the required

number of iterations compared to the SN method. In the SN iteration scheme. the

iterative deflection change is a scalar times the previous iterative change plus a further

scalar times the usual unacceleraled change. These scalars are automatically recalculated

at each iteration. These are related to inner products involving the iterative deflection

and the present and past out of the balance force vectors.

Before introducing the MSN method. the complete iteration process for the SN method is

summarized by the following expressions.

(3.5·11)
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(3.S-12)

(3.S-I3)

(3.S·14)

b, =-u,~,r,. c,=jJ,7,'r,. d,=-6u;.jM,_1 (3.S-IS)

where. II,. II,., are the displacemems on the 1
41 and (i+I)'" iterations and l1u" Au,., are

displacemem changes on the lh and (i_I)1Il iterations. 6.ii, is the usual unac:celerated

change. K;l, All, and liR,.j are the stiffness matrix 31 the beginning of the increment.

residual forces on the jo. and (i_1jdl iterations, respectively. r, =t:Jl., -6R,.j gives the

difference between the two residual or unbalanced forces.

In the Modified Secant Newton \MSN) method, Eq. 3.5-11 is replaced by the following

ellpressions.

(3.5-16)

~ :(h, -I)~
c,

(3.5-17)

It is evident that iterative deflection change is now only a scalar times the usual

unaccelerated change. Zhang and Owen [1982) compared the SN and MSN methods and
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concluded that the latter one is mo~ economic with ~gard to computational time. due to

lIle reduced number of iterations. It is noted that the MSN method can also be derived

from the variable metric method.

3.5.4 Crisfield's MSN Method

Crisfield (1980. 19811 has argued that line search with the MNR method is a simple and

efftttive method for incte3$ing the robustness of the iterative technique. The line search

is an integral pan of the solution method. With the line search performed within an

iteration. the expense of iter-won increases but fewer ilerations may be need for

convergence. Also lIle line search may prevenl the divergence of the iterations and in

practice this increased robustness is the major reason why a line search can in general be

effective.

While the SN method can be derived [Crisfield. 1980·81] from any QN lechniques.

Crisfield has shown that il is also possible 10 update inverse stiffness matrill K.- l from the

previous inverse stiffness matnx K.~ using the BFGS procedure or Broyden [19701.

AelCher (1970) and Wolfe (1975). and given by

(3.5-18)
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Crisfield's SN method [19801 can be considered as single-cycle restarted venions of

these up-dates and the procedure 10 be taken is as follows:

(3.5-19)

(3.5-20)

(3.5-21)

.....here.

(3.5-22)

A,=I-C,: -~::-l~'-' (3.5-23)

(3.5-24)

At the beginning of cycle. K'_l = K, where. K, is an approltimale stiffness matrilt.

which could be the exact matrilt at the beginning of the increment and

(3.5-25)

(3.5-26)
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Eq. 3.5-21 defines :l mree-parameter acceleration procedure. This method is derived

from the BFGS ~hnique and implies a stiffness matri", K, update from K~ which

satisfies the secant relationships. Crisfield [19791 called Eq. 3.5-22. SN-2 and derived 3

simpler two-parameter acceler:1t1011 fSN-]) for which

(3.5-27)

where.

D :-c-A(~)"A(I-~)-I (3.5-28)
, "fJ,_I6.II,'_I', ' P'_IIlu'~I',

By making the appro",imation

(3.3·29)

No approximation is therefore invoh'ed if the previous iteration is a standard

unacceler.l.led MNR iteration. However. numerical experience has shown that good

solutions can be obtained by applying Eqs. 3.5-27 and 3.5-28. As the coefficient A, of

the dominant tW, is the same for both the two-parameter and the three-parameter

accelerators, a further approximation whereby the 6u'_1 tem in Eq. 3.5-27 is ignored and

the acceleration becomes simply

(3.3-30)



This procedure therefore. involves the application of the dominanl lenn in ;a restaned

single<ycle BFGS technique. Howe\'er it is not called ;a SN method since it does not

degener-ue to the stand:lrd secant melhod for one-dimensional problems.

3.5.5 Barnes's S«ant Method

The algorithm given by Bames [1965J has the advantage of not requiring the explicit

evalualion of derivalhes. This uses instead an :r.pproximate value of the Jacobian and

COtTeCt$ this after each function e\'aluation and is equivalent to the generalized secanl

method described by Wolfe (1959) with :r.dditional 3C!.v:mtage of being able to make use

of an initial approximation to the Jacobi3ll. The benefit of this last f:w:t is significant

since the situation often arises in pmctice where lhe same SCi of equations are to be

solved $Cveral times ..... ith slightly different values of cenain p:r.rarnc:ters. The final

solution point and Ihe Jacobian oflen provide excellent initial conditions for the next and

under these: circumstances the melhod may prove to be many times faster than the NR

melhod. Both theoretical :r.nd experimental results have shown chat this method is in

general about twice as good as :-:R procedure in the neighborhood of a solution [Barnes.

19651.

Assume 1, and u l are an initial guess of the Jacobian and an initial point. respectively.

where the function value is II' then the first step for 6.u l is dc:fined by

(3.5-31)
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Hcre. if thc assumption 1 1 lIo'cre COlTC'Ct. it would givc the Ncwton-Raphson (NR) step

and rise to the point ": "'" III +&11 at which (he function value is I:.

Thc correction (0 be applicd to (hc Jacobian J. is de(ennincd by considering the behavior

of a linear systcm which has valucs II' I: at "I' ":. respec(ivcly. For Jacobian J of a

system.i(can bewrillcn as

r "'II +J&I, (3.5·31)

The corrected J3cobian J: is chosen to satisfy abovc thc equation whcre d l is a

correction so that 1: '" 1 1 +dl • Thcn d l satisfies I: = t. +(1, +dl)Au I and the abovc

cquation becomes

(3.5-31)

A solution of this whcre :. is 3.11 amilraty vector is

(3.5-33)

A general itcrntion proccss where thc vcctors Z, are as yet undefined is thus
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&I,: -J:'f.
U••, :U, +~,

d, :~:-;
1.., : J. +d.

where. d,6u, : f.., and J••,&I, : f." - f..

(3.5·34)

A desirable feature of any method of soh'jng nonlinear equalions is to rapidly solve a

linear set of equations. In fact. function evaluation /I + I should suffice to detennine the

Jacobian of the system e.~actly and hence the solution ought to be found on the function

evaluation" + :!. This means that II•• ~ ought to be the solution. The magnitude of =, is

irrelevant. For convenience it is taken [Q be unit vector and the above computation is

then readily referred in either case by the well known Gram-Schmidt onhogonalization_'S>.

The important consequence of the choice of ~, is that

dJiuj:O IS;-j</I

Therefore.

J,.IJilI, :(J"I +dl ' l +.... +d,)6u 1

: J,.l tJ.u, 1::5,;- j<n
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Considering the behavior with lhe general set of nonlinear equations (Le., defined by

/, (loll) ::: 0) the above equation is expressed as

= t.,., - t••
:::6f1-. ;<1.:. O<;S"

In particular if k 2:"

(3.5-37)

The value of Jacobian J1 is therefore that of the linear system defined by the n +1 pairs

of points and funclion values. 1'1 •• ./1 U l ./I . This method is therefore identified

with the generalized secant method. As ITl(:ntioned earlier. the present re~nlation of

secant method however has the advantages of being able 10 usc an initial value of J and

in practice has been found to be more reliable.

3.5.6 Chen's Method

A consistent approach for c:J.rTying out the iterative computation of nonlinear FE

problems has been suggested [Chen. 1990. 1992J. In this computation procedure. the

direction of incremental response vector is defined by the constant stiffness prediction.

Then a relaxation parameter obtained by minimizing cenain error quantity is adopted for

defining an improved incremental response vector in iteratively updating the tota!

response vector. The 5«ant fonnulation is adopted for consuucting the error quantity by
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introducing an implicit secant sriffnt:ss matrix. This approach is considert:d 10 bt:

consistt:nl with tht: gt:omt:trical st:nst: inht:rt:m in Ihe rel:uation proct:ss. Tht: rt:sulting

algorithm requires only a small amount of post data for carrying out Ihe reluation

pn:x%SS. The rel:U:lIion p~ters are simply ~fined by the innt:r produclS of a certain

combination involving incremenlal response v«tor oblaint:d by !he conSlant stiffness

prt:diction and residual force vectors. Moreovt:r. il is easy to implemenllhis computation

procedure into a FEA cOOt:. The computational proct:dure can bt: applied to the col1:lpse

analysis of a structurt:. This procedure can accomplish the computation task

economically. while m.:1int3ining good numerical stability. though a l:u-ge load step is

adopted for Ihis analysis.

As describt:d in Chapter 2. the Full Newton-Raphson iteration is defined in differenl

notations (where. K~ = global tangent stiffness matrix. du:"l = incrememal

displacemenl vector and R; = global residual focce vector 301 iteration slep I) as

(3.5-39)

To improve the perfonnance of the elasto-plaslic analysis. a relaxation technique is

adopted for replacing the above iteration procedures. The constant Sliffness matrix.

denOled as K~ fanned at the bt:ginning of the ileralion process is used to predict the



direction of displacement increments for all subsequent iteration steps. Letting 13'·'

denote the acceler:l.ling parameter. then this procedure can be as follows:

(3.5-40)

A series of iteration schemes using different accelerating parameters has been proposed.

Some of these methods adopted a dynamic way in which different accelerating

parameters are used for scaling different de~es of freedom in the global discrete system

to improve the convergence. Taking {3'" equal 10 I, the relaxation algorithm stated by

above equation lead to the Modi fled Newton-Raphson (MNR) scheme.

In this approach. the data obtained from the MNR method are used for constructing a

secant relation. Two different error quantities defined by adopting the secant relation are

used to determine two accelerating parameters. which lead to two iteration algorithms.

Let Ii; and K;, denote. respectively. the residual force vector after the MNR prediction

and the stiffness matrix that establishes the secant relation for the period with incremental

displacement vector 6u;'I. Then Ii; is related to R; through the following equation

(3.5-41)

Selecting the scaled incremental displacement vector p'.l<1u;.' as the true response

incremenl. the residual vector 3t the end of the current iteration step can be obtained by



(3.5-42)

In the rim algorithm to be derived. a physical parameter defined as the inner product of

R;oJ and the displacement increment vector caused by R;-I along the linear defonnation

path predicted by K~ is selected 10 be the error quantity. Letting E;0ldenote this error

quantity, the following expT6sion can be defined

(3.543)

[ntroducing Eqs. 3.5 ..n and 3.3....0. it shows that E;'I is related to p,ol slated by Eq.

3.5-44

Minimizing £;01 with respect to PO-' and using P;'I to replace p'0'. Ihe xceler;Uing

parameter /1'.-1 is defined as follows:

(3.545)

In deriving Ihe second iteration algorithm. the self-inner producl of R;" is selecled to be

the error quantity. Letting E~'I denote this error quanlilY, then E'i l can be expressed as

(3.'-46)
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Introducing Eqs. 3.5-41 :lfld 3.5-4:! into the above. Ei·' appears 10 be a quadr.l.lic fonn of

po.' suted by the following equ':llion

q ·(rr(R: -if;XR; -if;)±W·'R;(R; -if;)+R;R; (3.5-47)

Minimizing Ei·' with respKl to P"l :lfld using P'''' to replace p'.l. lhe second

:lCceler.llion parameler can be found to have the fonn of

/3'"' I R;IR; -if;)
f = (R'-R')IR'-R'J

(3.5-48)

Eqs. 3.545 :lfld 3.5-48 represent (he two accelerating parameters thai are derived for

improving the convergence r.He and numerical slabililY of (he MNR iteration. II is noted

that the essence inherent in these two algorithms is Ihe introduction of II secant relalion.

3.5.7 Tangent.setant Approach

A tangent-5eC:lfl1 technique for nonlinear FE equations in small elasto-plaslic structural

problems is developed by Alfano. et aI. (19991. Its peculiar feature lies in the choice of

the most suitable consecUlive operator to be adopled at each ileralion of a generic load

step. II ensures the utmost stability and convergence rate. Namely, the consislent tangent

operator is replaced by a secant one or vice versa. whelher lhe adopted fann of the

residual does nOI. or does conveniently decrease at the current iteration. The secanl

operntor is defined as 10 recover the finite step increment of the plastically admissible
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stress from the tota!. not iterative. strain increment. The original fannulation of the

original solution procedure consists of alternative tangent and secant iterations. It can

extend to achieve an effective coupling with line searches as well.

The displacement-based FEA of elasto-plastic structural models relies upon two main

ingredients: the numerical integration of the rate constitutive equations over a generic

time step and the iterative algorithm exploited for solving the nonlinear equilibrium

equations. To enhance the overall efficiency of the solution procedure, a greater attention

has to be devoted to the iterative algorithm exploited for solving the nonlinear

eqUilibrium equations since the numerical integration of the rate constitutive equations

over a generic time step is currently carried out by fairly standard methods. This is the

outcome of the extensive attention. which has been devoted, in the last IS years.

On the contrary, the choice of most economical iterative scheme for the solution of

nonlinear FE equations is still the argument of an open debate, as it is usually problem

dependent. It is well known that NR method is conditionally convergent and as a general

rule, the convergence rate decreases as the degree of stability increases. The MNR is

extremely robusl but requires a large number of iterations to ensure convergence. The

method is very economical since the Jacobian matrix can be assembled and factorized

once per load increment but the rote of convergence is so poor thai usually offsets any

other computational advantages. On the contrary, the FNR provides the highest rale of

convergence (i.e., asymptotically quadratic) among the iterative methods currently

employed to solve nonlinear setS of equations [Luenberger, 1984). Stability is however
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rather critical since small load steps are required to ensure convergence. Further the

Jacobian matrix needs to be computed and factorized afresh at exh iteration thus

considerably increasing the numerical cost of the whole slt:lIegy.

Looking for more stable solution strategies. attention was naturally drawn to the so<a1led

Quasi-Newton or sa:ant approaches. which exhibit intermedi:ne petfonnance between the

MNR and FNR methods. The Quasi-Newton methods are usually very economical since

the Jacobian does not need to be inverted at each iteration. Rather the Jacobian inverse is

periodically updated by rank one or rank two (BFP. BFGS) corrections [Matthies and

Strang. 19791, The convergence rate of Quasi-Newton methods is only linear but the

stability properties are significtlntly greater than the ones characteriZing a NR approach.

The previous considerations make one reasonably feel that a solution strategy

encompassing both the high con\'ergence rate of FNR method and the stability of the

secant one can be very effective, However as they Stand. Quasi-Newton methods don't

seem to be well suited to a simple straightforward merging with the traditional

implementations of the NR method, although some proposals in this sense can be found

[Geradin, et al.. 1981). This led Alfano, et aJ. to search for alternative formulations of the

secant method, a goal already pursued (Martin and Bird. 1986) from a different

perspective. Thus, the expression of a symmetric secant operator which provides the

total, not iterative increment in the step of the plasticity admissible stress associates with

a given strain increment is derived. Hence the method described by Alfano, et aI. [1997)

belongs to the class of the so-called Picard or direct procedures, Actually the stnJ,cturaJ

stiffness operator associated with secant elaslD-plastic operator establishes an explicit
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nonlinear ~I:nion belween lhe lotal displacemenl incremenl in the step and the OlSsigned

load increment. The stabitilY propenies of secant method exploited turned out to be

excellent and in some cases it was possible to assign load steps several times greater than

the ones that make the f'\;"R method converge. However. as expected lhe number of

iterations required:1I exh load step was comp;1t3ble with the one penaining to a MNR

method and hence unacceptable for large-scale computations.

The main objective is to p~sent a general and robust solution procedure for small

elasto-plastic structural problems. which can encompass bolh the high convergence rate

of the tangent approach and the remarkable stability properties of Ihe secant one. To this

end. Ihe secant procedure originally formulated in terms of the total incremenl of rhe

displacements in the step is convenienlly tnnsfonned so as to assume the iterative

displacement increments as the primary unknowns. This ~ady facilit:lles the

implementations of the langenl·secant stnltegy since just a logical switch needs to be

added 10 the routine in which lhe conSlirutive opcr:1I0r is evaluated at the element level.

fn implementalion. the most convenient choice between the consislent tangent and the

secant operator to be made: at each structural iler-liion is assumed to depend upon the

energy norm of the residual. Specially. the langent operator is tried to use so as to speed

up the calculations by swilching to lhe secanl one at those iterations in which lhe energy

norm does nOl reduce according to a user defined ralio. with respect to the least value

achieved at the p~vious iterntions. Only subsequently. when the energy norm has

conveniently decreased. the converse switch from the secant to the tangent operator is

performed. The numerical performances of the tangent-secant stntegy turned out to be
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comparable with the ones xhievable with a pure tangent approach supplemented by line

searches. This prompted to find OUt the fTlOSl convenient way of coupling this classical

technique [Crisfield. 19911 with the proposed one.

The basic idea underlying this str,Jtcgy is different from the tangent methods and belongs

to the class of direct or Picard procedures. A solution of the nonlinear s~tem is

iter.:ltively sought for by defining a secant......hich associates the total rather than iterative

displacement increments in the step. The values of the Slate variables at the beginning of

the step satisfy the equilibrium equation:

(3.5-49)

The structural equilibrium equation is expressed in terms of the numerical vector u of

displacement par.uneters through the residual M(u) defined by

(3.5-50)

where. R and M(u} art the applied and unbalanced loads. respectively. The difference

between applied loads and the forces :l$sociated with lhe internal stress u = E(Bu - p)

gives the unbalanced loads. Band p are the slrain-displacement operator and nonlinear

function of displacement u. respectively. The integration is extended to the domain V

of the structural model.
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The combination leads [0 solving the nonlinear system in lhe unknown du .

(3.5-51)

It is noted thaI tiR, is an applied load incremenl. Defining a linear secant oper.llor £"

where. £,6e:: £(6e - 6p). the previous system is recast in the equivalem form of

tiR(6u):: tiR, - /B r£,B6udV::::O (3.5-52)

Accordingly. when applied to the given tOlal strain increment lie:: Bliu. the secant

operator provides the associaled stress increment in the step. A solulion of the nonlinear

system is then iteratively sought for by solving lhe linear system of the equations.

(3.5-53)

Selling

(3.5-54)

Eq. 3.5-53 becomes

(3.5-55)
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The ~vious linear system of equations expressed in terms of the Ilial values

.1u, = II, -II. of the total displacement increment in the step. can be refonnulated in

terms of the iterative increments ci4;.1 by letting ci4':1 = .1u'OI - tw, so that Eq. 3.'s'S5

bee......

M. - K..,l!II, = R -Ro-JBrE((Bu, -uo)-(p; -Po)!dV

= R- .!SrE(BII, - p,)dV

=~(II,)

Therefore. finally

(3.5·56)

(3.3·37)

(3.3·38)

Difrerent implementations of line search techniques are possible (0 accelerate the

convergence rate. It has been shown that the tangent-secant approach and its coupling

with line searches provide valuable tools to analyze etasto-plastic structural problems in

the small strain regime. In panicular the proposed strategies exhibited numerical

performances appreciably better than a tangent approach with line searches [Alfano. et

aI .• I999J.
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3.6 Summary

A review of nonlinear solution methods based on secant methods is presented in this

Chapter [Wolfe. [959: Barnes. 1%1; Matthies and Strang. 1978; Owen and Gornel,

1981; Powell and Simons. 1981: Alfano, et al.. 1991, 1999). They include dire<:t and

path following secanllechniques (BFGS. SN. MSN. elc.) [Crisfield. 1981-84; Zhang and

Owen. 1982; Bathe. 1996]. Mos! of them are a combination of incremental and iterative

procedures. However. they can be either incremental or iterative alone. Incremental

procedures arc adopted using stiffness matrill with updating co-ordioones and initial

displacements using a number of load steps. and opel1ltions are prede!cnnined as a series

of linear problems. As in the case of tangent methods described in Chapter 2. errors are

likely to accumulate afler several steps unless very fine steps are adopted. Therefore, the

accuracy can be improved by applying equilibrium corrections and thus preventing

divergence considerably. An iterative procedure can be assumed to have converged

when the unbalanced load becomes acceptably small. judged by the Euclidean norm. (a

scalar measure of the magnitude of the vector). In pure iterative methods. the total load is

applied at a time and equilibrium is restored by iteration. Most of the time, path

following techniques devise mixed schemes combining the features of both procedures.

Secant type methods (e.g., Quasi-Newton) converge almost always in a larger number of

steps than an optimal Newton strategy. They become competitive when the COSI of

Jacobian evaluation is significantly larger than that of the residual vector calculation.

The procedure of using secant approximation 10 the derivative in Newton's iterative

scheme for finding the solution of simultaneous equations generally takes less computer
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time than ~ classical techniques [Jeeves. 19581. Although the secant method requires

more iter:uions. each iter:uion requires leu time since there is no eYaluation of the

derivative of the function. Con\·e~ly. strong nonlinearity could lead to an

ill-conditioned iteration m:nrix. However. for complex material nonlinearitics. secant

type methods (e.g.. BFGS) an: preferable. A line search can be applied to reduce the

number of iterations significantly. The line search also costs the analysis. but most of the

time. it makes the analysis more efficient and effective. Some approximate methods

(Neuber. EGlOSS. etc.) in this Chapter based on direct secant techniques (robust

methods based on elastic modulii adjustment techniques) have been studied [Neuber.

1961; Molski and Glinka. 1981: Seshadri. 1991. 1995; Alwar and Bahu. 1995; Babu and

(yer. 1998-99: Raghavan. 1998; Knop. et al.. 2000: Seshadri and Babu. 20(0). Most

direct secant (e.g.. EGlOSS) methods inyolve elastic modulii adjustment techniques that

directly recalculate the stiffness matrix of the structures. All robust methods haye the

some considerations of relaxation locus. residual energy. etc. Traditional path following

secant methods all haye some kind of accelerations (line searches) associated with them.

In the next Chapter. possible alternative robust methods combining the features of

traditional secant line searches and ideas of relaxation locus are explCM'ed.
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Cbapter4

Line Searcb Techniques for Secant Analyses

4.1 Introduction

Various robust techniques h3ve been developed to prediclloc:al inelastic strains as well as

limit load estimations based on elastic modulus adjustment procedures, e.g., Neuber

[1961J. Molski and Glinka (1981] and Seshadri (1991). Robustness in the present

context can be viewed as an ability (0 provide accep!3ble results on the basis of

conceplUal insighl and the availability of a less than ideal m'l.Ierial. Many of the robust

techniques are based on Ihe direct secant method for determining inelastic effeclS. In

these methods. simple linear elastic FEA is carried OUI for solving elaslo-plastic problems

considering materi31 paramele~ as field variables. The nonlinear response is obtained by

employing t .....o elastic analyses rather man carries out fuJI nonlinear analysis. Highly

s~ regions of the slfUCture :tie syslcmalically weakened by a reduction of their

modulii in an anempt to simulale local inelaslic sof[ening. Robusl methods don't require

detailed constitUlive relalionships describing lhe inelastic flow. Since robusllcchniques

ate based on linear e1aslic FEA. lhey can be easily used [0 evaluate inelastic strains in

practical Sln!ctures having complicated geometry. The use of robust methods based on

linear elaslic analysis is significOlnl from the design poinl of view. The design

conununity has adapled these techniques as a design lools for some applications. Such
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secant techniques have also been used successfully for the estimation of limit loads. e.g..

Mackenzie. et al. [l9931 and Shi. et. 301. [19931. The present Chapter discusses some of

these methods and possible extensions.

As described previously. Babu and Iyer [19981 developed a procedure called the MARS

method using relaxation based on GLOSS analysis. There. an attempt was made to

satisfy force equilibrium in the plastic range for a specific set of applications. In this

approach. the residual force :lfler every iteration is c:llculated and applied to figure out

the equilibrium modified Young's modulus. This method requires se\'era) iterations. The

calculation of unbal:mced force seems to be application specific. In C3Se of the EGLOSS

method. the final state described by local inel3Stic strain does not satisfy the equilibrium

of the structure for a given loading condition. The residual force after first linear elastic

FEA is not directly accounted for although there is an implied localized compensation of

the excess energy. Usually. the compensation obtained by modifying the modulus of

elasticity of the yielded elements from the first linear elastic FEA is not enough. The

increase in the volume of the yield zone is only indirectly accounted for. At larger loads.

the discrepancy between the initial analysis yield zone size and the 3Ctual yield zone is

very significant. This discrepancy increases with iocrra.se in loading except in the case of

sudden stiffening (which is even more difficult to track through an initial el3Stic

analysis). Hence. the inelastic strains are not estimated accurately and the error in the

estimation increases with increase in the load level. Besides. at larger load levels. using

EGLOSS modifications. Young's modulus could become negative thus rendering the

method inapplicable.
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Several other approximate methods have been developed to predict the local inelastic

stresses and slrains. e.g.. Neuber's rule {Neuber, 1961], variations of Neuber's rule

[Seeger and Heuler, 1985J, strain energy density approach (Molski and Glinka, t9811,

Neuber's rule predicts inelastic strains reasonably well for cenain applications, e.g., plane

stress problems. In plane strain situations. Neuber's rule has been widely reponed to

overestimate the inelastic strain. This could lead to Significant errors in fatigue life

predictions.

Since Neuber's rule overestimates Ihe local plastic strains, a new method of

elastic-plastic stress and strain calculation based on strain energy density was developed

by Molski and Glinka [(980). This approach is based on the assumption that the strain

energy density distribution in the plastic zone ahead of a notch tip is the same as that

determined on the basis of an elastic solution. When the stress near the notch increases

beyond the yield stress. plastic deformation takes place. It is assumed that the energy

ratio (the ratio of the strain energy per unit volume due to the local stress and the nominal

remote stress, respectively) does nO( change due to the small plaslic region. The

relatively high volume of the elaslic material surrounding the small plastic zone controls

the amount of strain energy absorbed by the plastic zone. The results of an elastic

analysis can be used in combination with the material constitUlive relationship to eslimate

the slrains in plaslic zone without actually carrying out a plastic analysis. The application

of this method is limited to the cases in which the plastic zone is small in comparison
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with the surrounding e1~ic field. Neuber's rule has the same energy density

inteqntation (as Molski and Glinka) in the elastic regime. However. Neuber's

stress-strain prodUCt does IIOt represent the same energy dt:nsity in the elastic-plastic

regime. Therefore. the difference between these two methods is higher for plastic

materials and high stress concentr.lIion fxton.

Knop. et al. (2000) has done e:~tensive \.\lark on both Neuber's rule and Molski and

Glinka's approach for the prediction of inelastic stresses and strains near the notches and

cracks. Neuber's rule: tends to overestimate the notch tip stress and strain while Glinka's

approach underestimates them. Neuber's rule makes better predictions for plane stress

loading conditions, while Glinka's method makes better predictions for plane strain

conditions. As the value of the stress concentr:l.tion factor increases the predictions made

by the Glinka's method improve. For tension loading the predictions made by Neuber's

rule ace better than ror bending lo:ading. The converse is tIUC for Glinka. For torsion

loading, the prediction made: by Glinka method is better than Neuber's rule.

4.2 Lin< Search

In all the methods discussed above. one important aspect is either nO( recognized or is

recognized but noc accounted for explicitly. It is concerned with the difference between

the size of the plastic zone indicated by the initial elastic analysis and the actual plastic

zone. In the following, extensions to the concepts presented by previous researchers arc
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discussed. These eXlensions are m:linly dependent on using line se3rCh 10 estimale the

spread of Ihe yield lone beyond Ihal indicated by the first linear-elastic FEA.

Tht' basic sleps involved in line sean::h are described in Chapter 3. Several methods. e.g..

BFGS. Crisfield MSN. basic or modified Newlon-R.:tphson. etc. can use Utis IeChnique.

Several vari:rn1S of this lechnique are possible. The procedure adopled in the presenl

study is described below.

4.2.1 Basic Line Search Technique

The basic line sean::h technique involves, 35 in Ihe case of all other techniques. carrying

out an elastic analysis on the original structure with allihe given loading R and boundary

conditions. Let Ihe defonnations. equivalent slresses and mains of Ihis analysis be

indicated by [utl.IOiI. (e 11. respectively. If suuclure was loaded beyond the elastic limil.

Ihe stresses in Ihe inelastic zone would show values higher than Ihe yield stress of the

material. lei Ihe highest streSSed elemem in the SU\IClure has equivalent (von Mises)

stress Gel and equivalenlstr.lin eel. This is represenled by point 0 in Fig. 4.1. At point

D. equilibrium and compatibility conditions are satisfied while the constitutive equation

is violaled The excess stress at such poinlS needs to be removed.

Once Ihe sr.ress level is broughl down to yield stress. constitutive :rnd compatibility

conditions are satisfied but equilibrium is violated, i.e., removal of Ihese stresses results

in a net force imbalance. Let F represenl Ihe intemal forces corresponding to this
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reduced stress level. II ctln be eStimtited easily as (Zienkiewicz. et til.. 1969: Owen and

Hinlon. 1986].

(4.2-1)

where. [BJ is Ihe deriv:uive matrix defining slr.l.in-displox:ement relationship.

[01 is the slress

The difference belween the applied load and F ctln be viewed to constilute an

'unbalanced' or a 'residutll' force (M).

IiR=R-F (4.2-2)

This is the force due to the excess streSSeS beyond the yield point. This unbalanced force

needs 10 be redistributed to the remainder of the SUUClure in order to establish

equilibrium. Such redistribution involves increasing the stresses aI several poinlS of the

structure. As a. result. some of the areas thai were elaslic in the initial analysis might be

rendered inelastic. This means the yield boundary as indicated by the inilial analysis

expands upon redistribution. Also. the str:l.in in the already yielded zones increases to

maintain compatibility.

In line search lechnique, [he residual force is applied as an external load to the original

SlJUClure and the deformation (/luI due 10 the unbalanced forces is calculaled. This does

nOI involve a fresh analysis since the structure stiffness (and hence [IC']) is not altered.
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(4.2-3)

Computation of [6141 is like finding the displacements 10 an alternate load case wilhoUi

disturbing the original malrix. This however. implies that the matrix (or its decomposed

form) musl be stored and hence requires an elttension of the storage time. If such eXira

storage time is not needed. the matrilt mighl be disposed off after the initial linear

analysis. It must be noted that most practical techniques such as FNR, MNR. BFGS, etc.,

do not actually discard the matrix [I(]. They store it (in its decomposed or inverse form)

and 'update' it to carry out further iterations. Some of the techniques used in this regard

are cltplained in Chapters 2 and 3. In that sense, the presenl computation of [Au) does nOI

involve any additional storage or analysis except the computations implied by Eq. 4.2-1

(0 4.2-3. It must be pointed out that this differs from the implementation of current

'robust' techniques such as EGLOSS. elc. These techniques carry out the initial analysis

for the given loading and immedialely discard Ihe global matrix and other such data.

They do not need to store it since the second analysis involves the assembly of a mostly

'new' stiffness matrix. Although they have not recognized it, these techniques can be

modified to update only Ihe necessary portions of the 'old' stiffness maltilt to obtain a

'new' secant matrilt based on the resulls of the initial analysis.

These displacements (6141 are considered as increments to the displacements (Ul) obtained

by the initial linear analysis. These displacement increments will nOI be the correct

incremenls 10 fully balance the unbalanced force since the application of the increment
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might result in further exp:msion of the yielded lOne. However. this increment vector is

thought to provide the 'direction' in which funher increments can be carried out A very

good estimate of Ihe exact increment is calculated by linearly scaling the computed

increment (Wt]. If Ihe scaling parameter is P. the line search displacement can be

calculated as

(4.2-4)

The pamrneter P is computed such that the product of the unbalanced load due to such

increased displacement and (6.uJ is a minimum. In order 10 obtain the optimum value for

p, a trial value is first assumed and trial values of (UbI arc calculated. Strains and stresses

for this displacement field are estimated. For this trial field of stresses, the unbalanced

force is calculated (in the same manner as that indicated by Eq. 4.2·2). The work done by

these unbalanced forces on the displacement increment [Wtl is minimized by iteratively

adjusting p. In other words,

0 ••

(4.2-6)

where, tol is the tolerance number.

i refers to the trial number.
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The trail for determining the v.:J.luc of P is c.:J.lled as the line st.:J.rCh. The fin.:J.I value of

displacement at the end of line stan::h is given by Eq, 4.24 where the converged or

'optimar value of Pneeds to be used. Let the highest W'essed element at this stage has

the corresponding equiv.:J.Ient (\'on Mises) stress ~ and equivalent (von Mises) strain E/s.

The new displacement field (uIrI ~prescnlS significant expansion of the yielded zone

compared to thaI predicted by the initi.:J.Ilinear analysis (14/1. This increase in the yielded

zone is especially significant at large loads. As mentioned above, different variations of

the line search technique can be used 10 accelerate the convergence rale in tile FNR,

MNR, Initial Stress, BFGS melhods, as well as some other nonlinear solution algorithms.

However, previously described 'robust' techniques have not recognized the utility of the

line sean::h or ilS varianlS in estimating me inelastic zone sizt. Adluri (2001) showed that

if the inelastic zone size is estimated with good accuracy. the an.:J.Iysis becomes linear and

is completely determinable. The procedures described below apply a variety of simple

geometrical constructions using the power of line search. 'These procedures give good

predictions of inelastic strain for a variety of SlJUCtures subject to a wide range of load

levels,

After the line sean::h is carried out, for all elements with equiv.:J.Ient stress exceeding yield

stress, the a new secant modulus is estimated as below:

£:~
, e, (4.2.7)



A new yield stress akin to the reduced yield stress or equilibrium primary stress can be

computed by lowering the yield stress level as below'

(4.2.8)

This equation is derived on the basis of line search and basic secant modulus concept

explained in Chapter 3. A line search is carried oul to expand the yield zone size (close

to actual yield zone size) after initial elastic analysis. To satisfy the constitutive condition

at Ihis stage. the stress level is brought down to the specified yield stress. To carT)' OUI the

second elastic analysis. the modulii of all yielded elements are reduced based on the

specified yield stress and line search sU'ain. Bringing 0'01 (the pseudo stress after initial

elaslic analysis) down to this secanl line establishes the modified yield stress level

defined by the Eq. 4.2.8.

Alilhe work described above can be carried out after the initial linear analysis involving

!he assembly and pnxessing of a single global stiffness equation. After the line search

and the estimation of a secanl modulus, a second linear elastic analysis is carried ou(

(using !he modified secant modulii of Eq. 4.2-7). The Poisson's ratio is lefl unchanged.

The elastic properties of all other elements where the secant modulus is not used are left

unchanged in the second FEA. The corresponding equi valent stress and sU'ain of highest

stressed element are determined and denoted as O'e! and E.z.
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It must be noted that sometimes. line search could overestimate the strain. In this case,

the strain E.2 obtained by second linear elastic FEA will be less than the strain EI<.

Computation of the optimum value 13 depends on the minimization of the product of the

unbalanced load due to increased displacement and [.1111. Therefore. the position of the

strain after second linear elastic FEA depends on the prediction of line search.

OAC is the elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain curve and OD is the elastic line. The

pseudo elastic point D (CJ.I.E.ll of the local element after first linear FEA is represented

on this elastic line. For a panicular element, the pseudo elastic point D' (O"Il.,E 1<) shown in

Fig. 4.2 (in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3, this point is not shown) is obtained after line search. This

point has crossed the yield stress. Keeping the strain value the same and projecting the

point D' on the stress-strain curve. the effective value of Young's modulus for the second

FEA is obtained. The point M (c.~. Ed locates the stress and strain of the local element

obtained from Ihe second linear FEA. The slope of OM denoted, as Eo is known as

secant modulus.

There are several ways of combinations to represent the pseudo-elastic stresses and

strains after second linear FEA. To do this. several combinations are ellplored here.

These are outlined as LSMlto LSM7.
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4.2.2 LSMI

In this procedure. an initial elastic analysis. a line search and a second linear analysis are

carried out as described above. The stress-strain points D (from the first pseudo linear

elastic analysis) and M (from the second pseudo linear elastic analysis) are joined

together as shown in Fig. 4. L The appro~imate relilXation line OM is extended to the

point F on the yield stress line AC. If the point M is lower than the yield stress line, the

point F is taken at the intersection of DM and the yield stress line AC. The maximum

slr.lin could be found either at point F or M depends upon the direction of line search.

This maximum strain gives the approximate estimation including Ihc plastic effects.

4.2.3 LSM2

In this procedure. the same analyses as described :lhove are carried out. A modified

yield stress is evaluated using Eq. 4.2-8.

As in the case of LSM 1, the line OM is ex.lended to intersect the new line representing

the modified yield stress at point F as shown in Fig. 4.1. The suain al poinl F gives Ihe

approximale equivalenl slrain including the plastic effects.
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4.2.4 LSMJ

Al me end of the line search. W( obLain an approltimalc estimate of equivalent suain.

Using this strain. we can OOl:ain an eJulie stress by multiplying it with the Young's

modulus. leI this slr.Un :md the colttsponding pseudo linear daslic S~ !knolt the

point D' in Fig. 4.2. The line D'M IS extended to the point F on the yield stress line. As

before. (he strain at point F is assumed to gi\"c an approximate equivalcnl strain

including the plastic effects. Note that the point F in this analysis is not the same as the

Fin LSMI procedure (Fig. 4.1).

4.2.5 LSM4

In this approach. the analysis is the same as in LSM3. The line D'M is extended to the

lowered yield streu line (similar to Ihal in LSM2) 3.S shown in Fig. 4.2. The intcrseclion

is at F' which gives an approxim:nc estimate of indastic slr.lin. Note that the point F' in

lhis analysis is not the same as the F' in LSM2 procedure <Fig. 4.1).

4.2.6LSM5

In this approach, an initial elastic analysis (0'.10 E•• ). a line search (als. EIs) and a second

linear analysis (O'c2. Ed ace carried out as described above for the previous methods.

An approximate eSlimate of inelastic strain (E) is evaluated using
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(4.2-9)

This is a simple extrnpolation of a new strain based on the two elastic analyses {Adluri

~OOlJ. It assumes that a second line search would increase the strain in the production of

the ratios of strain energy in the two analyses. Instead of conducting a second line search.

this equation is used to extrapolate the strain.

4.2.7 LSM6

In this procedure. the same analyses as described in LSM2 are carried out. A modified

yield stress instead of Eq. 4.~-8 after second elastic analysis can be computed by

modifying the yield stress level as below:

(4.2-10)

This equation reflects a simple modification 10 compensate for the local strain energy

loss in secant modification to the modulus [Adluri. ~OOl]. This is similar to that used by

eq.3.3-8. That equation is based on pseudo-equilibrium of the local element.

Similar to others. the line DM is extended to intersect the new line representing the

modified yield suess (defined by Eq. 4.2-10) at point F' as shown in Fig. 4.3. The strain

at point F' is explored for the approxim:l.le equivalent strain including the plastic effects.

Note that the point F' in this analysis is not the same as the F' in LSM2 and LSM4
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procedures. II must be noted that sometimes. the effective yield su"ess le\'e1 coold be

4.2.8 LSM7

In this procedure. lhe same ::m.lI~"5CS as described in LSM-I are carried out. A modified

yield stress is evaluated using Eq. -1.2-10 (as in LSM6) in stead of Eq. 4.2-8. As in the

case of LSM4, Ihe line O'M is extended 10 interseCi the new line representing the

modified yield SIf"eSS at poinl F' as shown in Fig. 4.2. The strain at point F' gives the

approximate equivalent strain including the plastic effects. It must be noted that the

points F' and the effective stress level in LSM-I and LSM7 are not the same.

4.3 Procedures Based on Extensions to Neuber's Rule

The usefulness of Neuber's rule is explored in this study. The rule is not traditionally

used 10 carry out iter.uive nonlinear analyses. But the simple concept of the rule c::m be

extended to carry out progressrve refinement of the initial analysis results. In the

procedure used here. an initial analysis is carried oot as usual (shown as point 0 in Fig.

4.4). For all the points above yield limit, the modulii are changed using

(4.3-1)
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This is me same as Eq. 3.341. For points that remain elastic, the original modulus is

retained. Besides. an effective yield stress is obtained as defined in Eq. 4.1-8 above.

A second linear analysis is carried OUI using the modulii modified as appropriate. The

result is represented by point M in Fig. 4.4.

Two combinations (based on Neuber"s rule) to evaluate equivalent slrains after second

linear FEA arc: explored here. These arc: named as NI and N1.

4.3.1 NI Approach

In this procedure, an initial elastic analysis and a second linear analysis arc: carried out as

described above. The stress-strain points 0 (from the first pseudo--elastic analysis) and M

(from the second pseudo--elaslic analysis) arc: joined together as shown in Fig. 4.4. The

point F is found at the intersection of OM and the yield stress line AC. The strain at poin!

F is assumed to be an approximate equivalent main including the plastic effects.

4.3.2 N2 Approach

In this approach, the analysis is the same as in NI. The approximale relaxation line OM

is extended to the modified yield stress line (defined in Eq. 4.2-8) as shown in Fig. 4.4.

The inte~tion of OM and the modified yield stress line (point F) is considered as the

approximation 10 the inelastic Slrain. Note that the poim F in this analysis is nol the

same as the F in LSM2, LSM4, LAM6 and LSM7 procedures.
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II must be no~ that sever31 other combin:l!ions of geometric constructions are possible.

All those will have some physical justificlIion. All of them are approximate. However.

alleast some of them will be robUSI in the sense Utat they will predici reasonably ac:cur;J.[e

strains with a relatively small dfon and can absorb imperfections in data lTk!asuremcnL

The methods are; loosely based on ideas from previous research. They include Neuber's

rule, EGlOSS Clltensions to compute modified yield stress. line search to estimate the

increase in yield boundary beyond that predicted by the initial linear analysis. elc. The

individual researchers who developed the above techniques did not choose (0 make the

combinations -especially the use of line search with robust techniques. [t can be argued

that the use or non-use of special techniques depends on the requirements of the analysis.

For example. a quick estimate of slrain can be obtained using simple Neuber's rule and

nothing else. A much bener estimation can be obtained using LSMI. But this would

involve additional cost of line search. Regular nonlinear finite element analysis itself can

benefit by using the techniques of robust methods to accelerate the analysis and or to

check the accuracy of the iter31I\'e updates. The present study is auempt at exploring

some of these possibilities.

All the combinations (except LSM5 and LSM6) described above are compared with the

nonlinear FEA and summarized in Chapter 5.



Chapter 5

Numerical Examples

5.1 Introduction

In the previous Chapter. a number of alternative procedures have been outlined. These

are robust techniques largely b:l.!>ed on line search to minimize the work done by updated

unbalanced forces on the displacemcOIs due to inilial unbalanced forces. In addilion,

these techniques use ideas developed in other methods such as Neuber, EGLOSS. etc. To

demonstrate the applicability of the proposed robust techniques to the solution of

practical problems. a variety of sample analyses have been carried out.

The objective of this Chapter is to present the comparison of equivalent inelastic slrain

predictions for material non.linearity evaluated by the proposed methods with those of

detailed inelastic FEA and theoretical results, where available. The relative merits of the

different alternatives are discussed.

The problems are modeled by using AJ'lSYS Finite Element software (Release 5.5)

(ANSYS. 1998]. Four-noded isoparamelric quadrilateral elements (PLANE42) are used

for FE modeling for two-dimensional problems. PlANE42 has two de~es of freedom

at each node. Elements of this kind have proven to be very effective and efficient in

linear as well as general nonlinear continuum mechanics fonnulations. LINK I and
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S0LID45 element types are uSC'd for truss and rectangular plate problems_ rupectively.

LINK I is a IWo-noded elemen! with twO degrees of freedom at e3Ch node. SOLID45 is

eight-noded solid element with thlU degrees of freedom at each node. The materials

used in the modeling are considered to be homogeneous. isotropic and elastic-perfectly

plastic. Wherever relevant. the models have been refined to obtain mesh convergence.

A..'IlSYS FE software does nOl perfonn line searches after the first linear elastic analysis.

The 31gorithm used by A.I'IiSYS seems to need at least two ;m3lyses to establish search

directions and meaningful updates. However. basic line search can always be carried out

irrespective of the condition of the :maiysis -although in some cases. line search may not

show significant change in the yield boundary. In order to carry out the line search

ouuide the purview of ANSYS. a set of procedures reflecting the basic ideas of line

search parameters have been developed. These procedures are purely for Ihe: ease: of

carrying out line search and do not in any way influence the: effectiveness lor the lack

there of) of the methods being discussed. If one were to program these methods directly.

these eltU'a procedures need not be resorted 10. All these extra procedures have been

programmed using the ANSYS Design Panunetric Unguage (ADPL) provided with the

AN'SYS package (ANSYS. 19981. The language is somewhat similar to Fonran and can

be easily understood. Sample macros involving the extra programming are included. in

Appendix A. It lists input tiles for the analysis of simply supported beam under

unifonnly distributed load (UDL), The input files of linear and nonlinear analyses are

listed in Appendix B. The macros to perform the necessary elastic modulus changes and

post-processor routines for EGLOSS and N2 methods are lisled in Appendix C. II must
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be pointed outlhal the equivalent strain \'alucs obuincd from ANSYS do not include the

Poisson's ratio faclor. Therefore, clastic and plaslic equivalent strain values obtained

using ANSYS corntn3tlds (ANSYS. 19981. respectively must be divided by 0+11) in

onkr to gel the correcl clastic and plaslic equivalent slr.l.ins. Details an: given in

Appendix D.

5.2 Beams with UDL

Beams form an important class of structural components since they arc commonly used

in many kinds of applications. Severa.! times during Ihe life of a beam the load is

expected 10 increase beyond the initial yield there by creating accumulation of plastic

strain. In the present work. three beams with different end conditions subjected 10 VOL

arc selected 10 carry OUI the equivalent inelastic strain predictions. All three beams have

the same dimensions and propenies. The beams have a span of 508 mm (20 in.), depth of

25.4 mm (1 in.) and unit thickness. Although the dimensions are odd. this problem has

been selected for anaJysis since it was used by previous researchers [Raghavan. 1998:

Seshadri and Fernando, 19921.

All beams are modeled as two·dimensional problems. Therefore. these beams an:

assumed 10 have unit width in the direction nonnal 10 the paper. The material of all

beams has a yield stress of 106.85 MPa (30 ksi) and a Young's modulus of 106. 850 MPa

{30, 000 ksi). The Poisson's ratio is taken as OJ,



It is known that individual robust tcchniqucs are good for certain load levels. Most are

applicablc for low levels of plastic strains since the relaxation locus is relatively straight

line. In this study. different load levels ranging from just above yield to nearty limit

loads have been considered (0 asccrtain the effectiveness of the various techniques under

consideration.

5.2.1 Simply Supported Beam

This is a detenninate beam. Elastic results for the beam are known from elementary

texts. A theoretical nonlinear analysis (detail analysis is given in Appendix E) has also

been carried out for this beam.

The FE model of the beam has 60 equal divisions along the beam span and JO equal

divisions along the depth. PLANE42 elements of ANSYS are selected. The finite

element mesh and the boundary conditions are shown in Figs. 5.la and b. The beam

model has zero displacement in X and Y directions at the mid side node of left support.

At the right support. the mid side node is restrained in the Y direction. Despite the aspect

ratio of the elements seems to be very high. the mesh has been used to carry out an elastic

analysis and a detailed inelastic analysis. because the results of both the analyses are in

excellent agreement with the theoretical analysis as shown in Table 5.1. Thus. the model

can be used to test the effectiveness of the different possible techniques proposed in

Chapu:r4.
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Extreme fibers of mid,sp311 constitute the critical zone where yielding begins. The be:lll'l

remains elastic when Ihe 103<1 is Icss Ihan the yield load. When the applied load equals

the yield load. the extreme fibers of the section at mid.span statt to yield. When the load

is increased beyond the yield load. the maximum moment at mid.span exceeds the yield

moment. thus s~ng the yield boundary both in the length dim:tion and depth

direction. This sprt:3ding of the }ield zone COnlinues until the entire section at mid-span

is yielded. The limit lood for the problem is 1034.4 kPa (ISO psi). The theoretical load at

the first onset of yielding at extreme fiber is 689.6 kPa (IOOpsi). Differenl load stages

(shown in Table 5.1) between the yield and limit load are considered to compare the

different proposed techniques with the ex.act analysis and nonlinear FEA. These loads

are chosen arbitrarily to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed techniques at

different load levels. The input files of linear elastic and nonlinear analyses are given in

Appendiccs 8.LI and B.1.2. respectively.

The highcst strain is identified at mid-span corresponding to element number 300 or 310.

Sintt ANSYS givcs one str.Un per element. this strain is taken to be at the ttntre of the

clement. At a load of 827.5 kPa (120 psi. 20% higher than the yield load and 40% of the

interval between yield and ullimate loods). the predictions made by LSM I. LSM3.

LSM4. LSM7 and NI are in ex.cellent agreement with those of the nonlinear analysis

(less than 0.5% below). The EGLOSS. N2 and LSM2 give strains more Ihan 5%

(conservative) above the nonlinear analysis results. At a load of 896.5 !cPa (130 psi. ]0%

higher than the yield load). LSMI. LSM3. LSM4 and LSM7 show errors well below 2%

while the others are relatively acceptable. Even at load stage of 965.4 kPa (140 psi). the
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slnlin prediction given by LSMI. LSM3.LSM4 and LSM7 is 8 to 9%. The prediction by

the EGlOSS and N2 Sl'1ow m:ltginally higher error. As the load level increases the error

also increases. because at larger lood levels. the discrepancy between the initial analysis

yield zone size and the X1ual yield size is very significanl. This discrepancy increues

wilh increase in loading.

It must be poinled out Ihal the EGLOSS and N2 errors change signs. Ne:lt the load levels

where the error trends change signs. the error may seem to be very low. Thus. it must be:

noted that a low error level only at a particular load does nOI necessarily indicate the

effectiveness of a certain method. At the same load level. LSM2 and NI show more than

20% error. Similar trends with increased error continue at a load of 1000 kPa (145 psi

close to the limit load). II is noted thaI at every load Slage. the techniques based on line

searches (l..SMI.1.SM3. LSM4 and LSM7) give better estimation though unconservative.

compared to the EGLOSS. N I and N2 methods. The rtrTl3.ining line se:uch techniques

such as LSM2 wert not as good as the resl of the line search techniques. For comparison

purposes. the full nonline:lt analysis (Newton-Raphson) wilh line search option has been

employed by resuicling the analysis to two ilerations. The results are reponed in the

Table above against NFEA·2ilr. The rcsullS show zero error for load case I. However.

for subsequent load cases. the error is significantly high. The zero error in load case I is

probably due to the fael that the error trend is changing sign (from negative to the

positive) at that particul:lt load.
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Table 5.1: Simply Supported Hearn wllh UOI.. -lnehn,lk Sirain Predkllon al DUrertnl LoauIs

• Load Cue 1 ·Load Case 2 ·I..oad Case 3 ·I..oadCasc4
Methods

Strain """" Em>a SIr-tin "rod Em>a Str...in Errorl En0<2 Str...in Error! Em>a

LSM I 1156.2 0.28 0.43 1393.4 1.36 1.99 1813.7 8.85 9.1 2174.7 22.91 23.28

LSM2 12188 -5.11 -4.95 1588.1 -12.41 -11.70 2439.2 -22.62 -21.43 3298.5 -16.91 -16.36

LSM 3 1156.2 0.29 0.43 1393.5 1.35 1.98 18119 8.81 9.68 2161.7 23.38 23.73

LSM4 1155.8 0.32 0.46 1381).9 I.lli 2.23 18()(,.9 1).lll 10.W 2165.1 2.1.2(, 2Hli

LSM7 1156.2 0.28 U.4) 131)).7 1.34 1.1)7 1814.2 8.71) ·).1l7 2161.8 23.)7 23.73

NI 1155.2 0.37 0.52 1331 5.78 6.38 1506.7 24.25 24.98 1617.7 42.116 42.1)2

N2 1225.1 ·5.65 -5.49 1468.8 ·3.97 ·3.31 1702.9 14.39 15.21 1857.6 34.16 34.46

E-GLOSS 1230.6 ·6.13 -5.97 1492.2 -5.62 -4.905 1753.1 11.83 12.68 1925.3 31.76 32.07

NFEA·2ilr 1159.4 0.00 0.15 1335.1 5.49 6.09 1673.1 105.88 16.70 1805.7 36.00 36.30

Nonlinear FEA 1159.5 0.14 1412.7 0.63 1989.1 0.96 2821.4 0.46

E.oct Analysis 1161.2 1421.7 2008.5 2834.6

·Load Case I load (Pu)

827.5 (120 psi) I 1.815
896.05 (130 psi) I 2.62
965.4 (140 psi) I 3.89
1000.0(1405 psi) I 4.673

Note: All strains indicaled above are in micro-strain units.
Errors lire in percent (%). Enorl and Error2 arc in comparison with nonlinclIr FEA lind elwct analysis. respcctively.
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"The techniques LSM5 and L5~6 were also examined for various problems. Generally

lheir results are no!: as good as those of the other line sean::h techniques listed in the

Tables in this Chapler.

Represenutive results for L5MI and EGLQSS are plolted in Fig. 5.lc. It must be noted

that the three curves sho.....n appear 10 be 'close' 10 each other. However. the appearance

is somewhat deceptive. The error must be looked as the difference in slrain for a

p:lf1icular stress level. To illustrate the point. Ihree strain lines are drawn for lhe three

curves at load case 4. The difference indicated by these three venical lines must be

considered to understand the effectiveness of a paniculnr method.

5.2.2 Propped Cantilever Beam with UDL

"The propped c:lnlilever beam has the lefl end built·in and the Olher end simply supponed.

II is subjected 10 a distributed Ion With increasing load the firsl plastic hinge forms al

the built·in support and lhe structure subsequenlly becomes delenninare. As !he lood is

increased further. an :additional plastic hinge forms in !he span leading to the collapse of

the SIJUCIUIe. The limil lood for the problem is 1551 kPa (225 psi). The load at lhe first

onsel of yielding is 793 kPa (115 psi) as per ANSYS. As in the case of simply supponed

beam with VOL. different loads (ranging between the yield and limit loads) are

considered to evaluate the effectiveness of differenl procedures. The input files of linear

elastic and nonlinear analyses are given in Appendices B.l.1 and B.2.2. respeclively.

1ne results for different methods are presented in Table 5.2.
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The FE model of this beam has lOll equal divisions along the beam span and 10 equal

divisions along the depth. PLANE42 elements of ANSYS are used. The finite element

mesh and the boundary conditions are shown in Figs. 5..2a and b. The beam model has

zero displacement in X and Y directions at the each node of left support. At the right

support. the boUom node (if the middle node is taken. the response does not change

significantly) is restrained in the Y direction. The mesh has been used to carry out an

elastic analysis. NFEA-.2itr (nonlinear response obtained after two iterations) and a

detailed inelastic analysis.

The highest strain is identified at the buill-in support corresponding to element number I.

AI each load stage except at the lower end. the EGlOSS method gives slightly better

predictions than the other melhods. even when the load is significant. This is in spile of

the fact that the EGlOSS method is developed for low load levels. At the load of

896.5 KPa (130 psi). LSMI. LSM3. LSM7. NI and NFEA-.2itr give good results

compared 10 other techniques. LSM.2 gives good prediction al high loads. However. this

seems to be due to the fact that the error trend for this method changed sign and hence

momentarily seems to be beuer. Representative results for LSM I and EGLOSS are

ploned in Fig. S.le.
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Table 5.2: I'ropped Canlilenr Beam wilh UDL -Inelaslic Sirain PMiclion III Differenl kNlds

'"load Case I '"L..oadCase2 '"L..oadCase3 '"load Case 4
Melhods

Strain(..,) Error(%) Slr.lin(..,) Error{%) Strolin(..,) Error(%) Slrain(Vo) Error(%)
~

LSM 1 12'J7.3 2.81) 1508.4 5.21) 2486.8 11).55 293O.S 26.86

LSM2 14J8.6 -7.68 1740.1) -9.30 JJ21.7 -7.447 400J.8 0.078

LSMJ l2'J8.5 2.79 150'J.1 5.2.\ 2461).8 :1:0.11 2880.4 28.11

LSM4 1288.5 J.54 14'JIHI S.l){) 2475.1 I'J.')J 2895.1 27.75
~-f--~~--1----. --------_. -

LSM7 1299.7 2.70 151(J..\ 5.17 24(1'J.lJ 20.10 181:11.1 28,(1)

NI 1274.2 4.(J2 1440.1 9.57 2011.6 34.93 2271.1 43.J2
-

N2 1401.2 -4.88 16(12.5 -4.38 2372,1 23.27 2721.8 32.t17

E-GJ.OSS 1419.7 -().27 1656.4 -4.00 2557.7 17.26 :N!\9.1 25.40

NFEA-2ilr 1323.4 0.'J4 1438.4 9.68 2204.3 28.7 2M5.1 D.4'J

Nonlinear FEA 1339.3 1592.7 30'J1.5 4007.0

"Load Case_l Load (kI'a) II
896.5 (130 DSi) 2.2
965.4 (140 sil 2.545
1172.3 (170 psi) 3.6283
1241.3(ISOpsi) 3.9
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5.2.3 FlXed·Fixed Beam wilh UDL

A fj~ed-fixed beam has been analyzed for the same p~n.ies 3S those for the two omer

be:amsdescribed3bo...~. At 31oadof 1230.6 kPa(178.5 psi). theeA~me fiben at wend

$uppom start [0 yield. The spreading of the yielding zone continues in 10 the span and

along the depth with increasing load and firu plastic hinge is fonned at the suppons. As

the load is increased further. an additional plastic hinge (oons at the middle of the span

leading 10 collapse. The limit load for the problem is 2221 kPa (322 psi). The results of

different methods at different load stages hetween the yield and limit loads are presented

inTableS.

The FE model of this be~ has 60 equal divisions along the beam span and 10 equal

divisions along the depth. PLANE42 elemenu of ANSYS :tre used. The beam model

has zero displacement in X and Y directions at the each node of left and right supports.

The mesh has betn used to c31T)' oot an elastic analysis. 1'o'EFA-2itr and a detailed

inelastic analysis. The input files of linear elastic and nonlinear analyses are given in

Appendices B.3.1 and B.3.2. respectively.

The highest local str.l.in is identified not the built-in suppon corresponding to Ihe element

number 1. In prediction of critical strain 011 low load, all line search methods except

LSM2 give good comparison with nonlinear FEA. As in [he case of propped cantilever

beam, LSM2 is somewhat inconsistent.
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Table 5.3: Fixed-Fixed Beam ·Inelllsilc Strain 1"rt.'dlcUon lit Different Loads

'"Load Case 1 '"Load Case 2 '"load Case 3 '"load Case 4
Methods

Slr:,in (p) Ern lI' ("~ ) 511.;11 (fll Em'r(':!) Slr:lin (~I) Enor(%) SI....Lin(~) Error(%)

LSM I 1148.2 1.61 1402.5 2.94 2330.9 11.51 )955.9 )1.61

LSM2 1227.6 ·5.19 1577.3 -9.14 3219.8 -22.22 6102.5 -5.50

LSM3 1149.1 1.54 1404.5 2.81 2))1.1 11.51 3894,1 32.()7

LSM4 1142.9 1,(16 1390.1 .3.81 :B13.H II,HI Jl)07.1 32.45

LSM7 1149.8 1.47 14U(>.6 2.0<1 23)1.3 11.5u 38W.5 32.67

NI 1135.9 2.66 1355.] 6.22 1827.1 30.64 2562.9 55.7

N2 1202.9 -3.07 1507.0 4.28 2131.3 19J)9 3140,0 45.71

E-GLOSS 1207.2 -3.44 1536.2 -6.29 2256.1 14.35 3468.9 40.02

NFEA·2jtr 1162.6 0.37 1359,4 5.93 2011.(19 23.65 3015.7 47.86

Nonlinear FEA 1167.1 1445.2 2634.3 5784.3

'"Load Case ~ Load (MPa) p
1.31 (190 psi) 1.835
1.45 (210 psi) 2.605
1.73 (250osi) 4.156
2J)()(290 psi) 5.8055
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At a load of 1724 kPa (250 psi). the errors in the EGLOSS. I'll. N2 and NFEA-liU"

(except at low load le~'el) methods are quite significant while LSMI, LSM3. LSM4 and

LSM7 are reasonable. At a load of :2000kPa (290psil. the trends continue.

Rep~sentati\'e resullS for LSM! and EGLOSS are ploued in Fig. 5.3a. It has been nOled

that in all three beams. at load just above the yield load level, NFEA-2itr shows excellent

agreement with a detailed nonlinear analysis compared to the other methods described

above. But at higher loads. this excellency is dissipated quickly.

5.3 Simple Multi·Bar Truss

In the previous section. three cases of a beam have been explored. The predominant

mode of non-linearity is due to bending. In this section, a simple truss with six members

arranged parallel to each other is selected to apply the differenl analytical procedures.

In trusses of this kind. the failure is by the direct yielding of entire members.

Compression failure by buck.ling is excluded by design. Such 'multi-bar' structures are

popularly used to study the effectiveness of inelastic analysis procedures, e.g., Chen

[1996) and Seshadri (1991]. It is customary!O take two or three bars parallel to each

olher to carry out such analyses. In the present case, a truss with six bars is taken. This

was used by Adluri [200 IJ to demonstrate the limit load estimation techniques.
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Tab~ 5.4: Simple Mulli·Bar Truss ·llM!laslk: Sll"lIin Prediction al Dirr~rll!nl Loads

·LoadCasc I ·Load Case 2 ·LoadCase 3 ·LoadCase 4
Methods

Strain Error(%) Strain Error(%) Slmin ElTor(%) Strain Error('ll)

LSM I 1.318 2.65 2.189 8.00 2.488 857 2.1)1)7 :l~8

LSM2 1.802 -33.06 3.189 -34.UO 3.601 -32.31 4.~62 ·46.75

LSM3 1.277 5.73 2.016 15.25 2.275 16.40 2.729 12.22

LSM4 1.286 5.01 2,1l58 1).49 2.326 14.5U 2.787 IlI.l'i--_._-- _._------- _._----~- f----
ISM7 1.277 5.67 2.U24 14.9J 2.21'5 _.I.~~ 2,739

~--
NI 1.276 5.77 2.lXJ2 13.32 2.342 U.IJJ 2,629 15.43

N2 1.464 -8.11 2.662 -11.88 3,063 -1256 3.465 -11.45

E-GLOSS 1.128 16.67 2.871 -20J12 3.388 -24.49 3.9360 -26.61

NFEA-2ilr 1.384 -2.20 2.436 -2,39 2.787 -2.45 3.138 -0,94

Nonlinear FEA 1.354 2,)79 2.722 3.109

E.\al.:IAnalysis 1.354 2.379 2.722 3.Wl)

.L.oad CllSII! ., P2 .3 P
I 1.5 2.25 1.5 3.43634
2 I., 2.7 I.' 2.98711
3 I.' 2.85 I.' 2.96013

4 2 3 2 3.58684
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This truss is unlike regular truss like Suuctures in the sense that il exhibits sudden

sliffening during iter:lIive secant analysis where:1S it does nO' exhibit sudden stiffening in

an uaetanalysis.

If the par.uneters are changed sli~htly, even the exact analysis indicates sudden stiffening.

Traditionally. problems with sudden stiffening are cumbersome to deal with. TIle

configuration of truss and the diml:nslOns of the members are shown in Fig. 5Aa. The

yield stress of the material is assumed to be 1 and the Young's modulus is also taken as I.

In FE modeling for the truss, Ll~KI is used. LL:'iKI is a tlVo-nooed element with tWO

degrees of freedom at each node. The input file of nonlinear analysis is given in

Appendix 8.4.1. The loads sho\\n in Table 5A are applied arbitrarily and the equivalent

inelastic strains are evaluated.

Both exact analysis and inelastiC FEA are camed out for thIS problem. Both these show

identical results. The results of the analyses are shown In Table 5.4. Member I first

yields in the initi:1I analysis and IS o:ommiered::LS a critical member for equivalent inelastic

strain approximation. At a.l1 load levels (including close to the limit load). LSMl and

NFEA·2itr give good prediction. Since the full nonlinear analysis for this problem

converges in three iterations. NFEA-2itr (after tWO nonlinear iterations) gives very good

estimates. At each load stage. N2 overestimates the strain but is reasonably good. LSM2

is consistently too high in its predictions at all load stages. The prediction made by Nt

and EGLOSS methods is also not quite acceptable, LSM3. LSM4 and LSM7 show
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results that are slighdy inconsistent bul are acceptable. Reprc:scnutj\'e results for LSMI

and EGLOSS are ploned in Fig. jAb.

5.4 Plate with a Central Hole under Uniform Tension

A nat plate of length 76.2 mm and width 38.1 mm with accntrJI hole ofr.:tdius 6.375 nun

(Fig. 5.5a) is solved for equivalent inelastic strain prediction based on the GLOSS

method by Raghavan (19981. Babu and Iyer [19981 have laken the s:um: problem for

inelastic O1tL3.Iysis of components using a modulus adjustment scheme called MARS.

Se'shadri (19911 hJd earlier so[\e<! !hat problem for showing the df«tivet16S of GLOSS

analysis. Chen [19921 used it for an i1Ccelerated method In elastic-pl:lSlic finite element

computation. They used a UOi fonn pressure of 200 MPa applied to the plate. tn the

present study, four different load cases are used. The yield stress of the material is

363.2 MPa and the Young's modulus is 72, 368 MPa. The Poisson's ratio is assumed to

be equal to 0.3.

In FE modeling, the key points arc defined along the edges of the plate. 1be key points

are connected by line in Cartesian and Cylindrical coordinates. The mesh is made denser

near the hole. The corresponding key pointS define areas and AMESH command

performs the automatic meShing. Due to symmetry, only one quarter of the plate is

modeled. Four-nodcd isoparJmetric quadrilater.:tl elemcnt (PLANE42) is used.

Symmetric boundary conditions arc given for the relevant edges. The model is shown in

Figs. 5.5b and c. The input files of linear elaslic and nonlinear analyses are given in

'"



Appendices 805.1 and 8.5.2. respectively. The results lor different methods are

presented in Table 5.5.

R6.375mm

I· 38.1mm ·1
Fig. 5.5a: Plate wilh a Circular Hole
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Fig. S.Sc: Detail near the hole
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After first linear elastic FEA.lhe highest critic:l1 strain is found near the hole region. The

pressure at the first onset of yielding is 106.4 MFa.. The Ii mil load for this problem is

242.3 MPa.. At low 103d le\·els. EGLOSS shows excellent results in comparison to other

methods. Similarly. NfEA-::!ilr IS also aa:epubly good :It low loads. For higher 103ds

such as a toad of 220 MPa. the EGLOSS method fails since lhe modified modulii become

negative. At a load of 210 MPa. the EGlOSS method gives a high error like other

methods except LSM2. The LSM.2 method gi\'es surprisingly excellent results at all load

levels for this strain concentration type problem. However, it must be noted that the

method does not give consistently good results for other types of problems (e.g.. beams).

The other line search techniques although not as good as LSM2. give consistent trends.

Re~ntative resulls for LSM2 and EGLOSS are ploUed in Fig. 5.5d.

5.s Thick Cylinder with a Circumferential Notch

A thick cylinder of length 228.6 mm (9 in). inner diameter 812.8 nun (32 in.) and outer

diameter 1270 rom (SO in.) with a ciTt:umferential notch radius of 25.4 mm (I in.) on the

inside surface under internal is considered The cylinder is subjected to plane strain

condition. Different load suges under plane strain condition are considered to com~

the line search techniques. The materiaJ has a yield stress of 200 MPa (29 ksi) a.nd a

Young's modulus of 190,000 MPa (27.500 ksi). The Poisson's ratio is 0.3. Raghavan

[19981, and Seshadri and KizhatiJ {I993] solved this problem for equivalent inelastic

strain estimation based on the GLOSS method.
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Pan of the cylinder is modeled under a.,isymmetry condition. The mesh chosen is finer

near the circumferential notch. Isoparametric quadrilateral element PLAl'lffi42 with

axisymmetric option is used. Symmetric boundary conditions are given fOf the relevant

edges. The model is shown in Figs. 5.5b and c. The input files of linear elastic and

nonlinear analyses are given in Appendices 8.6.1 and 8.6.:'.. respectively. The results for

different methods are presented in Table 5.5.

The pressure at the first onset or" yielding is 60.7 ~lPa (8.8 ksi) and the limil toad is

L75 MPa (25.4 ksi) as per A:"SYS. Table 5.6 shows the equivalent inelastic strain

predictions obtained by different methods for various loading stages. It can be seen that

the EGLOSS method over predil:ts Ihe equivalent inelastic strain al each load stage. while

N2 gives OVef estimation at low load stages but is not as conservative as the EGLOSS

method. Even at higher load. the error obtained by N:'. is found to be no more than five

percent. Methods LSM2. N2 (based on Neuber's rule) and NFEA-litr are in very good

agreement with nonlinear FEA. LSMI and LSM3 give consistent equivalent inelastic

strain trends as Ihe error increases with increasing load. The estimation given by the

EGLOSS method at low load le\·els is a lillie better than that of LSMI but not as much as

Ihat by the modified Neuber method (N2) ::and LSM2. At a load of 96.5 MPa (14 ksi). the

EGLOSS method shows nearly 5% higher error than that obtained by LSMl.

Considering higher load stages. LSMI has shown better prediction than the EGLOSS

method. The overaU predictions obtained by NfEA·2itr at all load levels are also

acceptable. Representative results for LSM2 and EGLOSS are plotted in Fig. 5.6d.
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S.6 Bending of Rectangular Plate with Partial Fixity

A rectangubr pl:lIe 382 mm 115 In. I long. 254 mm (lOin.) .....ide :lnd 12.7 mm (0.5 in.)

thick has b=en selected to carry out nonlinear str.lin prediction. The pl3te is subjected to

unifoon later:l.1 pressure throughoul. The plate is p:mially fixed and partially simply

supported as shown in Fig. 5.7;1. Plales are wi<kly used as important structural

c.omponents such as flat he3ds of pressure componentS. Internals of pressure vessels. heat

exchangers. and a variety of building slructure applications. The complex boundary

conditions have been chosen !nlcntionally for this problem (0 investigate the versalility

and robustness of the procedures under consideration. since analytical solutions for such

configurations are difficult to oblain. For instance. the complex geometry along with the

boundary conditions can eause shear inter3Ctions lhus rendering an analytical

elastic-plasti..: analysis intrnetabk.

The plate mal..:rial has a yield stress of 206.85 MPa (30 ksi) and a Young's modulus of

206.850 MPa (3D. 000 Icsi). The Poisson's ralio is 0.3. These properties are the same as

those for th.: tx:lm type problems described c;U-!ier.

This problem has no symmelry. It is modeled as a lhree-dimensional solid using

S0LID45 ckmcnls of ANSYS. Th..:se are cight-noded solid elements with three degrees

of freedom <.It c:I..:h node. The FE model is shown in Fig. 5.7b.
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Due 10 the complexily of boundary condilions. before firsl linear el3Stic FEA. il is

difficult 10 say where Ihe critical Sirain occurs. Twelve equal divisions along the length

and width art: considered 10 model the plate. The thickness is divided into 5 divisions.

Displacements at each fixed node are restrained in all X. Y and Z direclions. At simply

supported nodes. only Y di~'lion is restrained. The inpul Iislings of line;Jf elaslic and

nonlinear analyses are gl\en In Appendices 8.1.\ and 8.1.2. respeclively.

Mangalaramanan (1991) and Bolar [20021 have sludied this problem for Jimil load

behavior. Note Ihat the problem could have been solved using plate-bending elemenls as

well.

The limilload ILJr the problem IS J~S3 kPa (505 psi) [Mangalaramanan. 1991J. The load

at the first onS<.:1 ot yielding is 15·H kPa (22..1.3 psi) as per ANSYS. Different load Slages

belween Ih..: ~ield. and limit load are selected 10 compare the differenl line search

lechniques wilh the nonlinear FE:\. These load levels are 1862 kPa (210 psi). 2068.5 kP:a

(300 psi). 22.06.1 kPa OW pSI I and 3103 kPa (-ISO psi).

In spite of Ill.: complex boun.iJry cunditlons. al low lo:ad.s all methods show good

estimation of inelastic str.l.in. All methods including :"lFEA-2itr (nonline3t results after

two iterations) show good results even al moder:l.tely large loads such as 1106 kPa

(320 psi). Th..: EGLOSS mcthod prcdicts negative modulii at higher load of 3103 kP:a

(450 psi) and thus fails. Surprisingly. LSM2 shows a remark:able consislency throughout

the load. incre:lse. Represent:llive results for LSMl and EGLOSS are ploued in Fig. 5.
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5.7 Thick Cylinder Subjeded to Internal Pressure

A considerable amounl of research over the decades has been devoted to the design of

thick-walled cylinder. In this S«tion, one of the benchmark problems of this kind is

selected. Many researchers used this problem for a variety of purposes. It has an inner

radius of 76.2 mm (3 in.) and an outer radius of 228.6 mm (9 in.) shown in Fig. 5.8a.

Different internal pressures are considered to evaluate the proposed methods. The

material has a yield stress of 206.85 MFa (30 ksi), Young's modulus of 206,850 MPa

(30,000 ksi) and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3. The thick-walled cylinder is solved using

axisymmetric PLANE-42 elements. Since the problem is axisymmetric, only a small

section is modeled.

Fig. 5.88: Thick-Walled Cylinder Subjected to Inlemal Pressure

'SI



It is advisable to use a finer mesh near the inner surface to evaluate inelastic effects.

However. for simplicity. the mesh is made unifonn through out. The FE modeling of this

problem (with and without boundary conditions) is shown in Figs. 5.7b. c and d. The

restnins have been applied along the radial direction. The input listings of linear elastic

and nonlin~analyses are given in Appendices B.8.1 and B.8.2. respectively.

The limit load for this problem is ~61.6 ~a (37.9 ksi) and the load at the first onset of

yielding is 108.4 MPa (15.7 ksi) as per ANSYS. Critical str.l.in after the first linear FEA

is found at the inner radius. None of the methods have given good results at high load

stages. At the lower load of 138 MPa (20 ksi). the error in LSMI. I...SM3. LSM4. LSM7

and NFEA-2ilr have been found to be less than 6%. while the errors in the EGLOSS and

N2 melhods are quile high. The EGLOSS and N2 methods to evaluate equivalent

inelastic strain for Ihis problem are not very good even at low loads. The evaluatioa

obtained by 1...SM2 is also not acceptable. All methods over predict the strain for this

problem. The predictions obtained by LSM3. LSM7. NI and f\'FEA-2itr at all load

stages are perhaps better than those of the resL Except at higher load level. nonlinear

analysis after two iterations (NFEA-2ilr) shows better prediction for this problem. This

behaviour of NFEA-2itr is similar to thai in the case of a truss. The behaviour of truSSeS

and thick cylinders have severol similarities which might explain the reasons for the

penonnance of NFEA-2itr. As in the case of the Oat plate with a hole. for the thick

cylinder problem too the EGLOSS method predicts negative modulii at higher loads and

thus fails. Representative results for LSMI and EGLOSS are ploned in Fig. S.8e.
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S.8 Torispherical Head under Uniform Internal Pressure

Torispherical heads are an important class of problems and a significant amount of

research has been devoted them. Drucker and Shield (1959J, Mangalaramanan [19971

among others had carried out appro... imate analyses of torispherical heads. For the

present study, a wall thickness of ~5.-I mm is used. The r,l.tlo of the average diameter of

the torispherical head to Ihe thiel,ness is taken to be equal 10 ]00. The yield suess of the

malerial is assumed to be 106.85 :'vIPa and Young's modulus is 106,850 MPa. The

Poisson's ralio is 0.].

Due to symmetry, a quarter model IS selected. Four·noded isoparametric quadrilateral

elements (PLANE42) used in the FE mudeling of olher problems described above are

used for this problem under a.,isymmetnc condition as well. Six diviSIons along the

Ihickness are considered. Pressures are applied inside the surface with proper boundary

conditions indicated in Figs. 5.9a. band c. The input files of linear clastic and nonlinear

analyses are given in Appendices 8.9.1 and 8.9.1, respectively.

The pressure at the first onsel of yi..:lding is 5]3.-1 kPa and the limit pressun: is 858 kPa as

per ANSYS. At higher load stages. the local strain prediction given by NL N2 and

EGLOSS methods is not acccptabk in comparison to thai of the nonlinear FEA.

Prediction oblained by LSMI. LS:'vI3. LS\t-l and LSM7 at each stage is not bad, They

are especially good at low loads although the structure is quite comple.... LSM2 is nOI

acceptable, as it gives a huge error even at low loads.
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At a high load of 800 kP:l. the cstimation given by LSMI is quite re:lsonable with a 12%

error where ::IS the EGLOSS givcs more than 29%. NFEA-2itr gives good prediction :It

high load (750 !cPa). However, this seems to be due to Ihe fact that Ihe error trend

changed sign and hence momer.tanly gave a bener result. Representative results for

LSMI and EGLOSS are ploued in Fig. 5.9d.

5.9 Summary

To gener:llize the proposed t.:..:hniqucs. various configurations \If stru..:tural components

with different loading c:llegurics ;md boundary conditions have been solved. The results

are compared with those of nonlinear FEA. For the same problem. different load stages

are investigated because one method can show its best performance for cenain load stage

but may not be that good for other load stages. Several times in Ihe analysis. individual

methods showed error trends that change signs. When the sign change occurs. the error

may appear to be very small. How<:\<:r. this is not rel1eclive of the effectiveness of that

method. Therefore. to generalize the conclusions. it is necessary 10 investigate the

methods for a variety of load stages.

In general. it has been observed that LSMI and LSM7 are Ihe best in comparison with

nonlinear FEA at almost alllo:ld Ic\ds. LSM2 is not acceptable for any problems except

those with significant strain con.:entration such as plates wilh holes anu notch problems.

For those cases. LSM2 is beua than any other methods studies above. The EGLOSS

method is said to be specifically good for low load levels. It is :l simple technique and
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requires less effort than the linc s~arch techniques. Ho.....e\·er. in genernl it shows

considernbly more error th;:Jn the line search techniques LSMI and LSM7 for regular

problems and LSM:! for strain concentration problems. It has ::Iso been seen that

NFEA·2itr (response obtained by nonlinear analysis after t\\"o iterations when full

Newton-Raphson along with line search option as per ",:\SYS are applied) shows

excellent agreement for those IO:.ld k\'els just above the yield.

It must be noted that the [GLOSS method is acceptable at low luad levels while it

becomes unacceptable at higher load stages. In certain eases. the method ftlils because of

the creation of negative modilieJ moJuJii. For thick cylinders. the error by EGLOSS and

N2 is quite high even at low IO<Ju 1<.:\'1:1. while LSMI and LSM7 show reasonably good

estimation in comparison and arc acceptable. Even for such problems as the irregular

plate and the torispherical head. the overall prediction obtained by LS\<II, and LSM7 is

acceptable at almost all load le\·els. tn addition to these. as mentioned earlier. LSM5 and

LSM6 have also been studied for the above problems. They show somewhat inconsistent

error trends and hence are not reported here in detail. They are not consistently better

than LSM7 or LSMI.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Summary

Apprm.imate inelastic strain estimation is of great use in several types of applications.

Besides classical nonlinear FEA. robusllechniques such as Neuber"s rule. EGLOSS. etc.,

are available for this purpose. These robust techniques are applicable for small loads just

above the initial yield. These methods find secant modulus based on unbalanced local

element energy. They do not account for change in the yield boundary while computing

secant modulus. Several traditional secant techniques were developed to update the

secant stiffness directly in FEA based nonlinear schemes. The present study explores

simple and systematic altematives for robust determination of inelaslic strains based on

line search and direct secant modulus. The main concept of these methods is the

minimizalion of the energy due 10 residual force vector acting on a pseudo displacement

after firsl linear FEA. A line search with the displacements due to the unbalanced forces

spreads me yield zone considerably close to the actual Slate.

In this siudy. differenl numerical solution techniques (iterative. incremenlal or

combination of both. etc.) have been reviewed. Incremental procedures are adopted

using stiffness matrix with updating co..ordinales and initial displacements using a
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number of load steps. and operations are predetennined as a series of linear problems.

Errors a~ likely 10 XOJmulate after several Sll~ps unless \'ery fine steps are adopted. The

solution may Ihe~fOtt. diverge considerably from the true response. The accuracy is

improved by applying equilibrium corrections. Pure iterative procedures (without

increments) are generally assumed to have converged when the unbalanced load becomes

a.:ceplably sm:al!. judged by the Euclide:an nonn. The lotal load is applied at a time and

equilibrium is restored by iterallon. Most prnclical procedures implement a mi:(cd

scheme combining the features of both pure iteration and pure incremental ~ures.

~ most popular of such schemes is the .....ell·known Ne..... ton·Raphson method_ Since in

ils pure fonn. it involves uJXIating of stiffness matrix in e\'ery iteralion of each step. a

modified Ne.....ton.Raphson method is often used to reduce the number of matrix updates,

The conventional incremental procedure is a single iteration of its modified version

wherein the unbalanced forces in the previous load increment are neglected.

Sec:anttype methods (e.g.. Quasi-Newton) are :also \'ery popul:ar since the ITl3trix Upd'lles

:avoid !he difficulties associated with me finding of a tangent. Howe\'er. in general, they

are somewhat slower than an optimal Newton strategy (such as Full Newton·R:aphson).

They become competitive when the COSI of Jacobian evalu:alion is significantly l:arger

th:an th:at of the residual vector calculation. In :allihese, strong nonlinearities could lead

to an ill-conditioned iteration matrix, However. for complelt materi:al nonlinearities.

secant type methods (e.g.. BFGS) are preferable. To reduce the iteration numbers

significantly. a line search can be applied. Although these were originally developed for

secant methods. they can be extended 10 almost all other types of methods. This line
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search has a C051 associatt:d wilh il. but mosl of tht: lirnt:. il makt:s tht: analysIs

consickmbly ITlOft: dficit:m and t:ffecli\·t: by reducing ttlt: 100ai numlxr of ilt:mllons

subslilnliaJly.

Full nonli1lC'ar FEA is nOl always suil:1blt: or nect:ssary In 5C'·t:ml pr.lClical c:l5ts.

Although full nonlint::u analysis gives the best representation of sttuelur::al pl35licllY.

obtaining Iht: solulion may be difficull. The proct:ss could It::ld numt:rical coO'·t:rgenl:t:

problems and undetectable elTOrs and even to solution inslabililies. Thus. il requires the

analysis be reslant:d with neccssary modificalions madc to thc geometry. applied IOOlding

conditions or the predefined convergence criteria. Besicks. the accur.!cy of the solution

obtained depends on the sile of load increments taken and the degret: of non.linearily of

lhe problem involved. Consequemly. there is no guar::anlee of a numerical sc[ullon.

Therefore. it is very desinble to have the means for oblaining easy. appro.,imale and yet

rebuSI estimates of non[ine:u strains.

Such methods will be useful for initial design or feasibility 5100y where sevenl repeated

analyses are needed. They are also useful for quick e5limating crllical str.1ins without the

elabor.l.te analytical evalualions for the entire slruclure. They can also be used 35

independent checks for full nonlinear analyses results.

Sever::al such techniques have been developed. Mosl approximate methods involve clastic

modulii adjustment techniques that redistribute pseudo-elastic stresses. They have some

advamages over conventional nonlinear methods. These methods are fasl and efficien!.

Besides. they are based on a series of linear analyses. and hence avoid convergence
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dirficulties. However. caution must be e.'(ercised while using those methods IEGlOSS.

Neuber's Rule. energy density approach. etc,). The EGLOSS method predictS str.J.in

reasonably well only at low 10:Kl le\"e1s, On tne ()(her hand. Neuber's rule predicts

inel3Stic str.J.ins re3S00ably Iliell for certain applications (e,g.. plane stress problems). In

plane str.:l.in situations. Neuber's rule h3S been widely reported to overestimate the

inel3Stic str.J.in while energy density approach underestimates them. This could lead to

significant errors in fatigue life predictions.

This study is aimed at studying different possibilities and de\'e1oping a simple set of

methods for evaluating the inel3Stic strain largely based on line search and direct secant

method. !Jne search is concerned with the difference betwttn the size of the pl3Stic zone

indicated by the initial el3Stic analysis and the actual pl3Stic zone. Seven posSible

techniques (LSMI to LSM7) are explored to estimate this, They can be applied to most

load levels. These techniques in\'olve carrying OUI an elastic analysis on the original

S!fucture for a given loading and boundary conditions. The difference between the

applied load and the internal forces corresponding to the reduced stress level conslitutes

an unbalanced force vector. This unbalanced force needs to be redistribuled to the

remainder of the struclure in order 10 establish equilibrium wilh the help of a line search.

Using line search.lhe yield boundary 3S indicated by the initial analysis can be e"panded

throogh redistribution. Previously described robust techniques have nOI recognized Ihe

utility of the line search or its v:ui3nts in eStim31ing Ihe inelastic zone size. After the line

search is c:uried 001. for all elements wilh equivalent stress exceeding yield Stress. Ihe

new secant modulus is estimated. After the line search and the eslimmion of a secant
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modulus. a second lin~:lr~laslic :lnalysis is cilrried out. The elaslic propenies of :lll olher

demems where the secilm modulus is oot used are left unch:lnged in th~ second FEA.

Th~ results of lh~ first :m:lJY5is and Ihc second :lnalysis are used to project iln

appro"imal~ rela..\:ltion lin~ and hence. a nonlin~3t slr.:tin ~slimatc. For such projections.

sevcral combinations of geometric conslructions are possible. All those (i.~ .. geometnc

.:ombinations) will hav~ some physical jUSlification. All of th~m ~ appro:(imate.

H()1,l.·e'·er. at least some of them will ~ robust in thc sense that they WIll predict

reasonably accur.:tte strains ..... ith a relalively small ~ffon and can absorb imperfections in

dala mcasurement. Such projections om: not recognized by tr.:tditionaJ nonlin~ar FEA

based on Newton or Quasi.Newton Icchniqucs. However. such proJcctions are used

rootinely during th~ eSlimation of primary streu for mechanical ~sign. EGlOSS and

other such mcthods are based on th~m. Th~ individual rescarchcrs who devcloped these

techniques did nOl make the combination of linc search and gcomctric projcclions for

relaxation lincs. On t~ basis of first :1tld second analyses. the 3pproximation reliU3tlon

locus can ~ oblained.

Proposed method LSMI computes the approltim:t1c sirain al the intersection poinl of the

rela:ution locus wilh t~ yi~ld streSS aftcr the second an3lysis. Insle:u:l of yi~ld streu. a

modified yield stress is explored in lhe LSM2. At the cnd of Ihc line search. 3n

3pproxim:nc estimate of equiv3lem Slrain can be obtain~d. Mulliplying lhis strain with

the Young's modulus. an ~lastic stress can be obtained. On this pseudo stress stain poinl.

a relaxation locus can be obtained. Tht: same procedures as in the cases of LSMI and
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LSM.:! are repeated to approximate the equivalent strain including the plastic effects in

the LSMJ and LSM~, respe1:tively. An appro.\imate estimate of inelastic strain can be

obtained at the end of the line search by multiplying a factor. This method is named as

LSMS. Another different effective yield stress (akin to EGLOSS) after second elastic

analysis can be computed. The same procedures as in the cases of LSM2 and LSM~ are

followed to appro.\imate the inelastic strains in the LSM6 and LSM7 (where new

effective yield stress level is used). respectively.

The usefulness of Neuber's rule is also explored in this study. This rule is not

traditionally used to carry out iterative nonlinear analyses. But the simple concept of the

rule can be extended to carry out progressive refinement of the initial analysis results. A

second linear analysis is carried out using the modulii modified by Neuber's rule after

first linear elastic analysis, An effective yield stress can also be obtained, Two

combinalions (named as NI and N2) to evaluate inelastic strains after second linear FEA

are explored here. The same procedures as in the cases of LSMI and LSM2 are repeated

in Nl and N2 approaches (where different modified yield level is used), respectively,

All these proposed schemes are applied to study several example problems. They include

bending beams (simply supponed beam. propped cantilever. fixed beam -all with UOLI,

bending of rectangular plate (with irregular boundary). simple truss. stretChing of a plate

with a hole. thick cylinder with internal pressure. thick cylinder with a circumferential

nolch. and a lorispherical shell. These problems were studied for loads ranging fromjusl
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abcw~ inillal yield to n~arly limit loads. All resuhs w~re compared with those obtained

by EGlOSS and nonlinear FEA.

6.2 Conclusions

Bas~d on th~ present study. th~ following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Secant type and Ne..... ton·Raphson based tang~nt methocls ~ availabl~ for

nonlinear FEA. A/I of th~m are based on incremental it~rattve proc~dures and~

pron~ to numerical probl~ms. ~ir acCUlXY lkpends on the SIZC of load

Increments l3.k~n and the degree of non-linearity of the problem involved. All of

them update the stiffness matrix directly.

.., line search significantly reduces the number of iter.1tions. Although the line

search involves rorne extra cost. the: analysis becomes significantly more efficient

and effective.

3. Robust techniques such as EGLOSS are dependent on direct estimation of secant

modulus (as opposed to secant stiffness). They also use relaxation line

projections to approximale the inelastic strain. They are reasonably effective at

loads just above the yield level. They~ very cost effective and are not prone to

numerical convergence difficulties.

4. In this study. seven possible techniques (LSMI to LSM7) based on line search.

direct estimation of secant modulus. rel3.Jl.ation line projections are studied. In
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3ddition, two combinalions (Nt and N:!) based on e:\tensions of Neuber's rule

have been studied. All these were applied to a variety of numerical e:\amples,

They include beams. truss. plate with hole. cylinder with notch. bending of plate.

thick cylin~r and torispherical head. elc. They include problems with general

bending and slrelching as well as problems having strain coocenlr:llion.

S. LSMt and LSM7 have been found to give generally similar resuhs and are quite

good in giving a robust estimation of inelastic strain for general problems such as

bending and stretching. They gIve consistenliy better results than ol~r

approximate melhods (including EGLOSS. elc.) for all load. lc\'els. They are also

beucr than full nonlincar analysis (with line $earch) restricted to two iteratiOns.

LSM I is aliltle better at higher load levels while LSM7 is slightly beller at lower

load levels.

6. LSM2 has been found to be the best approxim:ltion for strain concenlr.1lion type

problems and maintains an OVer.1[[ consistency in predicting inelastic dfecu at

different load levels. For plate with a cenlral hole. the error for this method is less

than 2% throughout (even at 90% of limit load). In these particular types of

problems. 15M t and LSM7 have been also found 10 be reasonable bul nO( as

good as 15M2.

7. All Other methods (LSM3. LSM4. LSMS. LSM6. NI. and N2) give trends that are

not consistent. While they may be good al cenain loads and for cenain problems.

general trends m difficult 10 establish.
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8. As can be' e.\pected. methods based on line ~an:h CLSM IILSM7 or LSM:!l

consistently fared !>t:uer Ihan ()(her methods Ih:lI do nol use the line ~arch.

9. It must be noted that some of the techniques e.\amined show \·ery low error for

certain load levels. This occurs where the error trends change signs. Thus. a low

error level only at a particular load does not necessarily indicate the effectiveness

of a certain method.

10. It has been noticed that at larger lood levels. using EGLOSS modifications.

Young's modulus could become negative thus rendering Ihe method Inapplicable.

At low load levels just above the yield. EGLOSS has been found to give

reasonably good estimations. At larger loads, the discrepancy between Ihe initial

analysis yield zone size and the actual yield zone is very significant. This

discrepancy increases with increase in 10:Jding except in the case of sudden

stiffening. Hence. the incl::LStic strnins are nOI estimated accurately and the error

in the estimation increases with increase in the load level. Generally. the

compensation obtained by modifying the modulus of elasticily of the yielded

elements from the first linear elastic ITA is not enough.

6.3 RKonunendations

It has been found (hat the propo~d techniques (LSMI, LSM2 and LSM7) based on line

~:lfCh provide good estimates of inelastic strain for a given load and geometry. Further

research in this area would be worthwhile. As LSM2 gives good approximations only for
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strain concentration Iype problems. e.\tension of limil3tlOnS could be an ~a l,I.·onh

pursuing. Further research in nonline:lr conventional lechniques to eXlend these

techniques and imp[emenl:lIion of rela.\ation line after iteration could Improve

co(wentional methods.
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Appendix A

ANSYS Files for Proposed Techniques

All AN5Y5 input and commands listing fOf Ihe problems discussed in Chapter 5 are

provided in the iollwoing Appendices. As mentioned earlier in Chapll:T S. A~SYS FE

sofl .....are docs not perfonn line searches after Ihc first linear dasHc :lnalysls. The

algorithm used by A~SVS ~ms to need al least two analyses 10 establish search

directions and nl('aningful updates. However. b3SIC line search can always be cmied out

lIn~spectl\'eof the conditIOn of Ihe analysis. In order 10 cany QUI the line search ouuide

the pun'lew of A;'-;SY5. a set of procedUTCS rcllectlng the basiC Ideas of line search

p:lrameters have been developed. These procedures arc purely for the ease of carrying

out line search outside ANSYS :md do not in any way influence the effectiveness (or the

lack there 00 of the methods being discussed. If one were to program these methods

directly. these extra procedures need not be resoned to. All these e:ur,l procedures have

been prog.r.unrned using the ANSYS Design P:uametnc Language (ADPL) proVIded with

the ANSYS pxkage {ASSYS. 19981. The language is somewhat similar to Fonr:lll and

can be easily undt'rstood. Sample macros in\'olving the Utl"3 programming are included

in this Appendix. If one were to use another software package. say. ABAQUS. the

system of procedures would change. Most of the procedures reponed below would not

be required if the particular software package is equipped with commands to supply the
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decomposed m:mlx (or the malnc m\"e~) or is progr.1mmcd 10 carryoul the line search

afterlhefi~llinearanaIYSls.

A complete sct of analYStS files for Ihe simply supponed be.::tm "Ith LTIL has been listed

In the presenl .::tppendix. Similar liles for Ol.her problems are nO( Iisled since lhey are

similar 10 thuse listed here e.'cept for the modeling input

In the following. ~Iion A.I lists the input data to perform the first linear elastic analYSts.

!l stores stresses and strains as OUlput in the lile ';;tress_Slr:lin_r A file 'd_\'Jf' IS

cre:lted to calculate nodal displacements for a duplicJte '1nalysis. Section A,2 lists a

duplicate mput data. The unbalanced forces at the nodes are output to the rile 'C\,all,

Cvaln' for funher processing. The applied nodal displacements In a different format are

also restored in the file 'd_\'all' for a link file to be used in section A~. listing A.J gl\'es

Ihe nodal displacemenls due to the unbalanced lo.xis wntlen in the file 'C\"all-C\'aln',

Seellon AA IislS a Simple fonr:m routine 10 compute line sc:lfCh par.uneter 13" This

rouline and Ihe APDL liSting in A5 an: run repetedly lil1 the p:U:1rneter 13 is determmed.

Seelion A.5 has :l listing for nonlinear analysis to find out Ihe cqui\'alenl b:ll:1nce fOICes

lcomplied in the file 'CvaJi") for an Jpplied displxement field (complied in the file

'd_sum') obtained by using the current \'alue of the line sc::LtCh par.lmelerp,. After the

line search h:ls con~'erged, modilication of the Young's modulus is carried out :lOd the

input file to carry out linear elastic analysis is listed in A.6. After running A.6. line

5e:lrch stresses and strains are stored in the file 'stress_strainJs'. A second linear elastic
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FEA with modified modulii is carried oot using the listIng in A.7. It stores the stresses

and strams after the second linear analysis in the file ·stress_slr.J.in_.:!'.

As mentioned abo\·e. this pauem of procedures is similar to allihe e.\ampk problems.

A.l First Linear Elaslic Analysis

!batch

Itltle. simply supponcd beam with udl

! set basic material constants
"set. ym. 30e06
"sct, ys, 30e03
""set, poisson, 0.3

! set basic geometric inpuis
""set.ln,~O

""set. dr. I
""set. ndi\'1. 60
"set. ndi\'.:!. 10
"seLpr. 1~0

! enter preprocessor
Iprep7

! Young's modulus
! yield stress
! Poisson'sr:llio

~ beam span
! bt:amdepth
! no of divisions along beam span
! no of divisions along bt:am depth
! applied udl on Ihe beam surface

! define analysis type as 'stalic' and
! elemenl type as 'four-noded isoparamelric' e1e~nt
antype.O
et.1.42

! add elastic material propenies
mp.ex.l.ym
mp. nu.\y. l. poisson

key. L 3.0
! stan modeling and defining keypoinls
k,l
k.2.ln
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k. 3.ln. dt
k.4.0,dt

~ de\';de lines
I. l. 2.ndivl
I. 1. 3. ndivl
I. 3.4. ndh'l
1,4.l.ndivl

!defineareas
a.4. 1, 2. 3

! slartmeshing
amesh.all

! add boundary condilions at left suppon
nsel.s,loe.x.O
nscl.r,hx.y.dt/2
d. all, ux
d.all. uy

! add boundary condillons at righl suppon
nseLs, loe. :t.tn
nsel.r.loe. y.dt/2
d. all, uy

! add udl on the beam surface
nscl.s. loe, y.dt
sf. all. pres. pr
nscl.all

~ end of modeling, and e)(;t preprocessor
fini

! enter solution routine
Isolu

antype,O
time. pr
outress, all.aH

~ start solving
solve
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! end of solving, and exit solution routine
fini

!enterpost.processor
lpostl

seLl

! create element tables for equivalent stresses and Slr.lins
ct:lble, eqvst. s, eq~'

et:lble, estm, epel. eqv

! get ma.\imum element number as ·ma.\ ('
-get, ma.\ I. clem. 0, num. max

! ,reate :lrrays as 'dummyt' and 'dummy2'
·dim. dummy!. array. ma.\!
"dim. dumm;·2. array. ma.\ (

! open a file as ·stress_slr.lin_l· and
! store first linear stresses and strains in corresponding arrays
-dopen. stress_slrain_l
"do, kk. I, maxi
"get, sig. elem. kk, et:lb, eqvsl
"get.cpsl.elem.kk.etab.estm
"set, dummyttkk), sig
"set. dummy2(kk,. epsl/( I+poissonl
""mask, dummyllkk)
"vmask, dummy2(kk)
""write. kk. dummyl(kkJ. dummy2tkk)
(3.\, f8.l. 2,\.cIS.8, 2x. eI5.S)
"enddo
"delo.

fini

! get maximum node number as ·ma.'<2'
"gel. max1, node, 0, num. max

! create arrays as 'dummy)' and 'dummy4'
"dim. dummy3, array, max2
"dim. durnrny4. array, rnax1

! set material number as 'moum'
·set, mourn. I
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! open a file as 'd_val' and 'Hore nodal displacements
"cfopen. d_\'al
"do. kk I. ma:~2

~get. dt. node. kk. u.....
"get.d2. node. kk. u. y
"set. dummv3(kkj. dl
"set. dumm}··Hkkl. d2
"cfwrite. d. mnum. u..... dummyJ(kki
"cfwrite. d. mnum. uy. dummy·Hkki
"sec mnum. mnum+1
"enddo
"cfclos

fini

A.2 Calculation of Unbalanced Nodal Forces

!batch

Itille. calculation of unbalanced nodal forces

! set the same basic material constants and geometric inpuls
"set. ym. 3Oc06
"set. ys. 3Oc03
"set. poisson. 0.3
"set. In. 20
"set.dt. I
"set. ndivl,60
"set. ndiv2. 10

~ enter preprocessor
Iprep7

~ define analysis type as 'static' and
~ element type as 'four-noded isoparamelric' element
antype.O
et.!. ...2

~ define elaslic malerial properties
mp.e .... ,l,ym
mp. nuxy. I. poisson

key. I. 3,0
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! stan modeling
! delinekeypoints
k.!
k.2.ln
k. 3, In,dt
k.~.O.dt

! devide lines
I. l. 2. ndi\'!
I. 2, 3. ndiv2
l. 3.~, ndivl
l.~. I. ndiv2

!detine areas
a,~. I. 2. 3

! stan meshing
amesh.illl

! sele<:t all nodes of the model and
! apply equivalent nodal displacements instead Of udl
nseJ.all
linp.d_val
nscl,all

! end of modeling, and eKil preprocessor
tini

!entersolution routine
Isolu

antype.O
outress. all. all

! stan sol\'ing
solve

! end of solving, and exit solution routine
fini

! enter post-processor
lpostl

set,!
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! get ma:(imum node number as 'rna.' I'
*get. ma.,I. node. O. num. rna.,

!create arrJYS as ·dummyl·. 'dummy,]:
~dim. dum~yl. array. m~.'1
*dim. dummy:!. array. rna.'\!
*dim. dummy3. arrJy. ma:(\
*dim. dummy~, arr.lY. ma.,1

!setmalerialnumberas'mnum'
*set.mnum.1

! open a file as 'd_vall' and
, store applied nodal displacements in a different format
*cfopen.d_vall
*do.kk.l.ma.,L
*get.dl. node. kk.u ..,
*get.d:2. node. kk.u, y
*set,dummyl(kkl,dl
·sel.dummy2:(kkJ.d:2
*cfwritc. L. mnum, dummyl(kkJ
*cfwrite. 2:.mnum. dummy2(kk)
*set. mnum. mnum+1
"enddo
*cfclos

lini

! set material number as 'mnum'
"set.mnum. L

! open a file as 'Cyall' and
! slOre nodal forces (reaction forces) in a different format
*cfopen.Cvall
"do. kk, I. max 1
"get. al, nodc. kk.rf. fx
*get. a2. node, kk. rf. fy
*sel. dummyJ(kk). al
*sel.dummy4(kk).a.2
*cfwrite. l, mnum. dummy3(kk)
*cfwrite. .2. mnum. dummy~(kk)
"'sel. mnum. mnum+ I
"enddo
"cfclos
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lini

!start:m()(herinel:LSlicanalysls

! enter preprocessor
Iprep7

! lhe same model and applied displacements att reslored
resume

! define inel;lSlic properties
lb.bkin. I. I
Ibdala.l.ys,O

~ nonline:u solver opllons
aulOlS,on
lnsrch.on
nropl. full. ,off
ncnv.l

~ end of modeling, and exit preprocessor
lini

!enlersolulion routine
lsolu

antype,O
outress. all, all

! start solving
solve

! end of solveing, :lnd exil solution rouline
fini

! enler post-pocessor
lposil

set. last

! gel ma:o;imum node number as 'max1'
-get, max2, node. 0, num. ma....

! creale arrays as ·dummy.5' and 'dummy6'
-dim, dummy5. amy. max2
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"dim. dummy6, array. ma,\2

! set material number as 'mnum'
"sct.mnum.l

! open as tile as 'evaln' and
! store balanced nodal forces in a dirferemt format
'dopen, Cvaln
"do, kk. l.max2
"get. a3. node. kk. rf, fx
"get. a~.node, kk. rf, fy
"set.dummy5(kk),a3
"sct. dumm\'6(kk). a~
"cfwrite. [.·mnum. dummy5fkkJ
"cfwrite. 2. mnum. dummy6{kkJ
"set. mnum. mnum+1
"enddo
"cfclos

(mi

! set material number as 'mnurn'
"sct.mnum.l

! open a file as 'Cvall-Cvaln' and store unbalanced nodal forces
"cropen, Cvall-Cvaln
"do, kk. I. rnax2
"cfwrite, f, rnnurn. f,\, durnmy3(kkj.dummy5(kk)
"cfwrite, f, mnurn. fy. dummy.J.(kk)-dummy6(kk}
"set. mnurn. mnum+l
"enddo
"cfclos

fini

A.3 Calculation of Nodal Displacements

/batch

!title. calculation of nodal displacements due to unbalanced nodal forces

! setche same basic constants and inputs
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'"sel. ym. 30e06
-set. ys.30e03
-set. poisson. 0.3
-seL In. 20
-sel.dt. I
'"set. ndivl.60
-set. ndi\·2.10

! enlerpreprocessor
fprep7

! defincanal}'sis and elemenl Iype

antype. °
et.l.plane42

! defineelaslic material propenies
mp.e.'(.l,ym
mp. nUll}'. I. poisson

key. 1.3.0

! start modeling
! definekeypoints
k.i
k.2.ln
k. 3, In,dt
k.4.0,dl

! devide lines
1, l, 2,ndivl
I. 2. 3, ndiv2
I. 3.4. ndiv!
1.4. I, ndiv2

! define areas
a,4, t. 2. 3

! start meshing
amesh,aJl

! add boundary conditions at left support
nsel,s, loc, .'(.0
nsel, r.loc. y, dt/2
d.all. u.'(
d.all. uy
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! add boundary conditions at right support
nsel,s, loco x.ln
nsel, r.loc. y, dtJ2
d,all, uy

! select all nodes of the model and
! apply unbalanced nodal forces
nsel,all
linp,Cvall-Cvaln
nsel,all

! end of modeling. and e:\;it preprocessor
fini

~ enter solution routifle
Isolu

.mtype,O
outress, all. all

! startsolYing
soll'e

! end of solYing and e.\it solution routine
fini

! enter post-processor
lpostl

set.l

! get maximum node number as 'max I'
*get, maxi, node, O. num, max

~ create arrays as 'dummy I , and 'dummy.:!'
*dim, dummy!. array, ma.ltl
*dim,dummy2, array, ma.ltl

! set material number as 'mnum'
·set.mnum,1

! open a file as 'del_d' and
! store displacements due to unbalanced forces
*cfopen,del_d
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'do, kk, I.m:t.xl
·get. dl. node, kk. u..\
·get. d2. n~. kk. u. '!
"sct. dummyl(kk), d!
·sct. dumm\'2{kk). d2
·cfwnte. I. ·mnurn. dummy Ilkk)
·cfwrite. 2. mnurn. dumm;'2lkk)
·SCI. mnum. mnum.!
'enddo
'cfclos

Iini

A.4 Calculation of line Search Parameler ~

• obtain the applied force ;It each dof as a vector: force I
• obuun the bal;lnced force sustained by the updated displacement: force_I
• obtain the displacement due 10 initial unbal:lnced force disp_d
• find the error energy
• change ~ value and find the error energy again
• rc:pealthe pllXCSS to minimize the error............................................................- .

charaCler-SOfname
dimension elTOr"3ItI00), bet:l\'3l( 100). change\':a1t 100'

• Ihe following IS 10 prep,:are posl-processing d:a.ta
• lhe same file will also be used afler rewinding

::~ ..c..~~:e..~ :~: ;~~~:i~~~~ ~:~~..e.n~~~! ~~~~~ ~~r.I~:. ~:~:~~s~~ '" ..

• output file cont:aining post processing data

open (unil=06,file='d_vall')
open (unit=07,file='del_d')
open (unit=08,tile='d_sum'j
open (unil=09.file='beta')
open (unit=IO,file",'Cvall')
open (unit=1 I,file='Cv:lIi')



error =0.0
* error is the residual energy

beta_tal = 0.0 I
* toler.mce for convcrgence of residual energy

node_dof= ~

* node_dof is the number of degrees of freedom per node

read (09.*) nodes, nO_lrials
* nodes is tOlal number of nodes
* no_trials is lhe number of trial iteration carried out
* to lind lhe value at" beta. initially the file beta will
* ha\'e inilial lrial bela value as zero. i.e..
* the beta file will have <In input lhat looks like
* 'number of nodes', 0

if( no_trials .ne. 0) lhen

re:ld (09.-) (errorval(iJ. betaval(i), ch<lngeval(il. i=l. nO_lrials)

re:ld (07'-) idir_d. n_d. disp_d
re:ld (10,") idirl. nl. forcel
re:ld (11,*) idici. ni, force_i

error = error + disp_d " (force_i - force 1)

200 continue

change = loo.O"(errorval(no_lrials)-errorllerrorval(no_uials)

if ( abs(change) .le. beta_lol .and, no_trials .ne. I ) then

write (05.300) betuol
300 fonnat("beta value converged with a lolcrJ.ncc of '. F6A)

stop
end if

write (05.360)
360 fonnat (1.'(:' triallt error value beta 'lchange ")



wrile (05.370)(i, errorval(il, bela\'al{i), changeva1(i), i=1. no_trials)
370 formal (lx.3,\.I::U\.EI3.3.~,\.F6.L!:cF9Jl

write (05.380) error. change
380 format (IX,"lhe current values of error and o.:han>!.e ralio are".

19,\.EI3.3.~,\.6,\.~)I,.F9.3/) -

,,"
error = 1OOOOOOOOOO,0
o.:hange = 10000000o,0

end if

write (05,-1.00)
-1.00 format( I,\."please type in the ne.\t guess for beta: "S)

read (05.") beta
no_trials = no_trials+1
errorval(nO_lrials) = error
betaval(no_trials) = bela
changevallno_lrials)=change

c1ose(unil=09)
open (unit=09.file='bela·)

wrile (09, *) nodes, no_trials
wrile (09,-1.20)(errorval(i), betaval(i). changeval(i), i=1, no_[ri:lls)

420 formal (lx,EI3.3.~x.F7.3.~\.FI5.3)

" the following is to prepare a file containing [Olal displacements
"of input for the reanalysis
" this utilizes Ihe post-processing data files created earlier
" and the beta value calculated above

rewind(unit=06)
rewind(unit=07)

do 1000 i = 1, node_dof"nodes

'"



read (06.·) idireclionl. nJ. displ
read (OP) idirection2. n2. disp2

disp = displ -+ beta· disp2

if{idireclionl .eq. I)then

wrile (08.510) nl. disp
510 format ('d:H:.ux:.eI8.9)

,'"
write (08.510) nl.disp

510 format ('d:,1'&:.uy,'.e 18.9)

end if

1000 continue

dose (unit=061
dose (unit=07)
close funit=08)
close (unit=09)
close (unit=lO)
close (unit=ll)

stop
,"d

A.S Calculation of Balanced Nodal Fortes

!batch

(title. calculation of balanced nodal forces corresponding nodal displacements

! sct the basic m:llen.:ll .:lnd geometric constants .:lnd inputs
"'set. ym. 30e06
·set. ys.30e03
·set. poisson. 0.3
·sct. In. 20
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-set.dl.1
-set. ndivl.60
-sel. ndiv.2.IO

!emerpreprocessor
Iprep7

! define analysis and clemen! type
:lrIlype.O
el.l.pl:lJle~2

! define m':l1erial propenies
mp.e.\.l.ym
mp. nuxy. L poisson

! define nonline:ll" propenic$
tb. bkin, l. I
Ibdala.l.ys.O

ke~. I. 3. 0

! stan modeling by defining I.:eypoints
1.:,1
k.2.ln
k.3.ln.dl
k.~.O.dl

! de ... ide suitable lines
I. I. 2.ndivl
I. 2. 3. ndi\'1
1,3,~.ndivl

1,..I,l.ndiv1

! define att:lS

a.-I,1,1.3

! slartrneshing
amesh,all

! select all nodes and
! apply corresponding nodal displacements
nsel.all
linp.d_sum
nsel.all
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~ nonlinear soh·~r options
autots.on
lnsrch.on
nropt.fulL . off
ncn\'. I

! ~nd of modeling. arid C~lt preprocessor
fini

~ cnler solution roulinc
lsolu

anlYpe·O
outress.all. all

! begin solving
solvc

! end of solving, and e.'tit solution routine
fini

!cntcrpost-processor
lpost!

S(:L I

~ gellotal node number as 'max I '
-gel. max I, node. O. nurn, max

~ creatc arrays as 'dummy!'and 'dummy:!'
-dim. dummy I. army. maxi
-dim. dummy:!. array.ma..'t!

! ~t matcrial number
-~t.mnum.1

! open a file as 'C\'ali' and
~ store balanccd nodal forces in a diffcrent formal for lin~ scarch
-cfopen.Lvali
-do.kk.l.maxl
-get.al. node. kk.rf,b
-get.a1. node.Id, rf, fy
-set.dummy((Id).al
-~t.dummyl(kk).a2
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*cfwrile. I. mnum, dumrnyl{kkl
-cfwrile,.:!. mnurn. dumrn~.:!(kkl
*set. mnum. mnum+l
*enddo
"cfdos

fini

A.6 Modification of Young's Modulus

!batch

Itille, modification of Young's modulus after line search

! set the same basic constants and inputs
*set, ym, 30e06
"set, ys, 30c03
*set, poisson. 0.3
"set.ln,20
*set.dt.1
"set. ndivl. 60
*set. ndiv.:!. 10

! enter preprocessor

Iprep7

! set analysis Iype as ·stallc·.1tld
! elemenl type as ·four·noded isoparametric {plane42f clement
:l.ntype.O
el.I.~2

! set malerial propenies
mp.cx.l.ym
mp. nu.xy,l, poisson

key. l. 3.0

! St:ln modeling by selling keypoint
k,'
k.2.ln
k.3.ln.dl
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~ devide lines suitable for meshing
l. 1.2. ndivl
l. 2.3. ndiv2
l.JA. ndivl
1.-4. I. ndiv2

~ define areas
a.-4.1.2.3

~ stan meshin2
amesh.aJl -

!select all nodes and
! apply the nodal displacement (obtained by line search)
nsel. aU
linp.d_sum
nseJ.all

! end of modeling and e;tit preprocessor
fini

!enter solution routine
Isolu

antype.O
outrcss. all. aJl

~ stan solving
sol~·e

! end of solving, and e:til solution routine
fini

~ enter post-processor
lpostl

set,1

!create tables as 'eqvst' and 'estm'
etable,eqvsl.s,eqv
elable,estm.epel.eqv

! get tOlal element number as 'max I '
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'"get. maxI. elem. O. num. rna.,

! create arrays as 'dummy!' and 'dummy':!'
'"dim. dummyl. array. maxi
'"dim. dummy.:!. array. rna.' I

! open a Ii Ie as ·stress_str.lin_ls· and
! store lhe stresses and Slrains in corresponding arrays tafler line search)
'"cfopen.slrcss_slrainJs
'"do.kk.l.ma.'1
'"get. sig.elem. kk. elab. eq\"sl
'"get. epsl. clem. kk, elab. eslrn
'"set. dummyl(kkJ. sig
'"set. dummy.:!Ckk). epsl/( l+poissonJ
'"vmask.dummyl(kk)
'"\"mask.dummy.:!(kk)
'"vwritc. kk. dummyl(kk), dummy.:!(kkJ
(3.,. f8.I,.:!x.eI5.8. 2.,. cI5.S)
'"enddo
'"cfdos

tini

! select all elements of the model
esel.all

! set matcrial number as 'mnum'
'"sct.mnum.l

! open a tile as 'ym_var and update the Young's modulii
'"cfapen. ym_val
'"do. kk. I. ma,\1
'"if. dummyl(kkl. ge. ys. then
'"sct. esec, ysldummy2(kk)
'"else
'"sct.esec,ym
'"endif
'"cfwrlte. mp. e'\. mnurn. esec
'"cfwrlte, mp. nu,\y. mnum. poisson
"set. mnum, rnnurn+ I
'"enddo
'"cfdos

fini
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! sel«t all elements of lhe lTlOlkl
o:SC'l.al!

! set m:l.terbl number >IS 'mnum'
-set.mnum.1

! open a lile as 'ym_rnod' and modify material properties
~cfopen. ym_mod
·do.kk.l.ma:'l1
·cfwrite. mat. mnum
·cfwnte. emodif. kk
·set. mnum. mnum+l
'"o:nddo
~cfdos

fim

A.1 Second Linear Elastic Anal)'sis

/batch

{title. simply supported beam with udl

! set the same material constants and geometric inputs
·~t. ym. 3Oc06
·SC't.ys.30e03
·SC't, poisson. 0.3
~SC't,ln, :!O
'"SC't.dt. I
·SC't, ndivl. 60
~SC't. ndiv2. 10
·SC'I.pr.120

! enter preprocessor
{prep'

! define analysis type as 'slatic' and
! element type as 'four-nodcd isoparametric(plane42)' element
antype,O
el, l. ~2

key, I. 3,0
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! sIan modeling and defining keypatnts
k.1
k. ~. In
k. 3. In.dl
k.~_O. dt

! de\'ide suitable lines
l.l.~.n(hl

L ~_ J. nwvl
I.J.~.ndh·1

L~. I.ndi\·l

!dcfine areas
a.~. l. ~. J

~ stan meshing
amesh.all

! add boundary conditions at left suppon
nsel. s, loe..\,0
nsel. r, loe. y.dtll
d. all. u;\
d. all. uy

~ add boundary conditions al right suppan
nsel.s. Joe.x.ln
nsel. r. loc. y. dtl~

d. all. uy

! apply udl on Ihe beam
nsel,s.loe.y.dt
sf.all.p~s.pr

nscl.all

! add modified materiaJ propenies (Young's modulii)
finp. ynl_val
finp, ym_mod

! end of modeling. and e.\it preprocessor
fini

! enter solution routine
Isolu

antype.O



outress. all. all

! stan solving
solve

! end ofsolvin2 and e.\it solulion routine
fini -

! emerpost-processor
lpostl

seLl

! define element tables as 'eqvst' and 'estm'
etable.eq\·sLs.eqv
etable.estm. epel.eqv

! get ma.\imum element number as 'maxl'
~get. rna.\!. clem. O. count

! create arrays as 'dummy!' and 'dummy:!'
-dim. dummy!. array. rna.\!
~dim. dummy2. array. ma:d

! open a file as 'stress_SlT"in_2' and
! store Ihe second elastic stresses and str..lins in corresponding arrays
·cfopen. stress_strain_2
~do.kk, I.ma.\l
~get. sig. clem, kk. ctab. eqvsl
·get.epsl.elem.k.k:.etab.estm
·sel.dummyl(kk).sig
-set, dummy:!(kk), epsU(I+poisson)
·vmask, dummyl(kk)
·vmask. dummy2(kk)
·vwnle, kk. dummyi(kk). dummy2tkk)
(3x.F8.l.2x,e15.8.:h.eI5.8)
·enddo
·cfclos

fini
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Appendix B

ANSYS Files for Linear and Nonlinear Analyses

.-\~SYS input and command listings for the analysis of all the problems discussed in

Chapler 5 arc provided in this Appendi.... The listing includes files for linear elastic Jnd

nonlinear analyses. To pertonn EGLOSS and :"'2 analyses. m<lcros ('e~loss' and

'c_neuber" I are called in linear elastic analysis. The listings below h:l\'c appropriate

..:ommenls at the end to carryout EGLOSS. and ;..i2. It should be noted that prediction of

inelastic strain based on ~I method is appro;'(imatcd by collecting data (the first and

second linear elastic analyses resulls) pcrt"onned in "c_neuber' macro. The macros

'e~loss' and "c_neuber' are listed in Appendix C. The nonlinear equivalent (von ~lises)

stresses and strains are SlaTed in the tile 'stress_strJin_n['

8.1 Simply Supported Beam with VOL

B.1.1 Linear Elastic Analysis

/batch

Ititle. simply suppol'led beam subjected co udl

! sec basic macenalconstants
·sel. ym, 30e06
·set,ys,30e03
·SCI. poisson, 0.3

!secbi.lsicgeometncinpucs
·sec. In, 20

! Young's modulus
! yield stress
! Poisson'sratio

! beamspi.ln

""



~set. dt. 1
-set. ndivl. 60
*set. ndiv:!. 10
*set. pro 1:!0

! enter preprocessor

Iprep?

beamdeplh
no of di visions along Ihe beam span
no of di visions along Ihe Deam depth
<Jpplied udl on the beam surfJCe

!define analysis type as 'static' and
! element type as "four-noded isoparamclric (plance"':!)' for the model
amype.O
et,l,"':!

! define elastic material propenies
mp.e I,ym
mp. nu y. I. poisson

key, I. 3. 0

! stan modeling by defining keypoinls
k.1
k,:!.ln
k.3.ln,dt
k..... O.dt

! dc\'ide lines suitable for meshing
L I. 2. ndivl
1.2.3. ndiv2
1,3 ,ndivl
I, I, ndiv2

!define area and meshing
a,"', 1,2,3

!slartmodeling
amesh,all

! apply boundary conditions at left suppan
nseLs,loe,x.O
nsel, r, loe, y, dt/2
d.all, ux
d. all. uy

! apply boundary conditions at right support
nseLs, loe.x, In
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nsel. r.loc. y. dt/l
d.al1. uy

! applyudl
nsel. s.loc. y. dt
sf.aJI. pres. pr
nsel.alJ

!end of modeling. and exit preprocessor
fini

!entcrsolution routine
Isolu

antype,O
time.pr
outress.all

~ stan sol\'ing
solve

!endofsolvine. and exit solution routine
fini -

!call the input listing of macro (e_neuberJ for !'oil analysis
linp. e_neuber

!call the input listing of macro (e_gJoss) for EGLOSS analysis
!linp,e~Joss

exit

B.1.2 Nonlinear Analysis

/batch

Ititle, simply supported beam subjected to udl

! set basic material conStants
"'set, ym. 30e06
"'set, ys. 30e03
·set, poisson, OJ

! Young's modulus
! yield stress
! Poisson's ratio
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~ define Poisson's riltio in Cilse of inelilstic ~trilin cilJculiltion
"sct. poi. 0.5

~ sel bilSic geometric inpuls
"set. In. 20
"sct.dl.1
"set. ndivl, 60
"set.ndiv2.IO
"set. pro 120

! emer preprocessor
Iprep?

! beam span
! beamdeplh
~ no of divisions along beam ~pan

! no of di visions along beam depth
! applied udl on the beam surface

! derine analysis Iype as 'stalic' analysis and
! element Iypc as "fO:Jr- noded isoparamelric (plane~1ffor the model
antype.a
et. L~2

! add elastic malerial properties
mp.c:\.I.ym
mp,nu.\y. I, poisson

'add material nonlinear properties
tb.bkin,l.l
tbelal:!. l. ys. 0

key, I. 3.0

! sl:In modeling
! del1ne keypoints
k.1
k..2.ln
k..3,ln,dt
k.~,O.dt

!devide lines suitable for meshing
I. I, 2, ndivl
I. 2. 3, ndiv2
l. 3.~. ndivl
1.4, I, ndiv2

!define:IfC:!
a.4. 1,2,3

! ~tartmeshing
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amesh.all

! add boundary conditions at left support
nsel.s.loc..'t.O
nsel. r.loc. y. dt/2
d. all. U.'t
d. alLuy

~ add boundary conditions at right support
nsel.s.loc ..'t.In
nsel. r.loc. y. dt/:!
d.a Il.uy

! apply loads
nsel.~. loc. y. dt
sLall.prcs.pr
nsel.all

! nonlinear solver options
autots.on
nsubst.20
lnsrch.on
nrapt.full .0tT
ncnv.1

! end of modeling.. and exit preprocessor
fini

! entersolulion routine
Isolu

antype.O
ume.pr
outress. all. all

! stan solving.
solve

! end of solution and e.'tit solution routine
fini

! enter post-processor
lpostl
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~ creale elementlables for equi\'alent Slresses and strains
clable.eqvst.s.eqv
elable. eSlm. epel. eqv
etable.pslm.eppl.eqv
etable.e<jvstm.eplo.eqv

! ii!et ma.'timum element number as ·m:.L't I'
"gel, m:J..'t1. elem. O. count

! define arrays as ·dummvl·. 'dummy2' etc.
"dim.dum~yl. array. m;.'tl
"dim. dummy2. array. ma.'t I
'"dim. dummy3. array. ma.'t I
'"dim. dummy-l. array. max t
·dim. dummy5. array. m:J..'t I

! open a file as 'stress_strain_nl' and
! Slore slresses and strains In corresponding arrays
"dopen. stress_stra;n_nl
'"do. kk. I. ma.'tl
'"gCl.sig.elem. kk. etab.eqvst
"gel.epsl.elem.kk.elab.estm
"gel. epsp. clem. kk. etab. pstm
'"gel, epsl. elem. kk. elab. eqvstm

dummyl(kk)=sig
dummy2(kk)=epsU( I+poisson1
dummy3(kkl=epsp/( I +poi)
dummy4(kkl=dummy2(kk}+dummy](kk)
dummy5(kkl=epSI

·vmask.dummyl(kk)
"vmask. dummy2(kk)
"vmask,dummy](kk)
"vmask. dummy4(kk)
"vmask. dummyS(kk)

"vwrite. kk, dummyl(kk). dummy2(kkl. dummy](kk). dummy4(kkl.dummy5(kkl
(]:'t.18.1.2.'t.eI5.8,2.'t.eI5.8.2:'t.e15.8.2.'t,eI5.8.2.'t.el5.8)
"enddo
"cfclos
fini
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8.2 Propped Cantilever Beam· Uniformly Distributed Loads

B.2.1 Linear Elastic Analysis

!batch

Itit[e, propped ..:antilever beam subjected to udl

! set basic material ..:onStants and geometric inputs
~set. ym. 30e06
~set. \'S, 30e03
"'set, Poisson, 0,3
"'set. In, 10
-set.ht,1
~set. pro 170

!setelementsizeparametcrs
"'set. ndivl. [00
*set,ndiv1.10

! enter preprocessor
Iprep7

! Young's modulus
! vieldstress
! Poisson's ratio
! beam length
! beam depth
! applied loads

! no of divisions along length
! no of divisions along depth

! define anlysis type as 'static' and
! elemenltype as ·four·noded isoparametric (plane4:!)' element lor the model
antype,O
et,1,42

! add elastic material propenies
mp,ex,l,ym
rnp, nuxy, I. poisson

! stan modeling
! define keypoints
k,1
k,2.[n
k,3,ln,ht
k,4,O, ht
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! detine line di\'isions
l. L 2. ndivl
I. 2. J. ndh'2
I. J.~. ndivl
I.~. I. ndiv2

! deline area
a.... 1.2.J

! slartmeshing
amesh.:l1I

~ add boundary conditions :It left support
nsel. s.loc. x. 0
d. all. all. 0
nsel.aH

! add boundary .::ondilions al right support
nscl. s.loc. :'t.ln
nsel. r.loc. y.O
d.al!. uy.O
nsel.all

'applyudl on lhesurface
nsel. s. loc. y. hI
sr.alL pres.pr
nsel.all

! end of modeing. and e.\it preprocessor
tini

! entersolulion module
Isolu

amype.O
ume.pr
outress. all. all

~ Sl:trt solving
solve

! end of Solulion and e.\it Solulion module
fini



! calll~ inpullisting of macro Icneubc:rJ for X~ anal~"Sls

linp.e_neuber

! call t~ input listing of macro le~loss) for EGLOSS analysIs
~ finp. e-8loss

8.2.2 NonJinear Anal)'sis

!batch

Ilille, propped cantilever beam subjected 10 udl

! sel basic matenalconslanl5
'"set, lm, 3Oe06
·sel. \'s.30e0J
'"sel, Poisson. 0.3

! Young's modulus
! \'ieldstres5
! POisson's rallo

~ define Poisson's (;ltio in case of inelastic strain cakulallon
'"set. poi.O,S

! sel basic geomctic inputs
"set. In, 20
'"set, hi. I
'"sel. pr, ISO
'"sel, ndivl.lOO
'"sel. odh'2. 10

! enter preprocessor
Iprep'

!be:lmsp:ln
! be:trndepth
! :lpplied udl on the beam surface
! no of division along the beam span
! no of divIsions along the beam depth

! stt:J.l\alysisIypeas 'stalic' and
! element type as 'four-noded isopar.J.mellic plane42' element
antype,O
el,I,·U

! addelaslic material propenies
mp.ex,l,ym
mp. nuxy. I. poisson

! add nonlinear propenies
tb, bkin.I.1



tbdata. I. ys.O

! ~tan modeling
! definekeypoints
k.l
k. ~, In
k,3,ln,ht
k,-J,O, ht

! devide lines ~uitablc for meshing
l, l.~. ndivl
I.~.), ndiv~

l, ),~, ndivl
l,~. J. ndiv~

! detinearea
a,~, I. 2,)

!startmeshing
amesh,alJ

! add boundary conditions at left support
nsel. s, loe. ,'t, 0
d. all. all, 0
nsel.all

! add boundary conditions at right support
nsel, s.loe. ,'t, In
nsel, r, loc, 'I, 0
d.all.uy,O
nsel.alJ

! apply udl on the beam surface
nsel. s, loc, y, hi
sf, all. pres,pr
nsel,all

! udd nonlinear solver options
aulots,on
nsubst. 20
Insrch.on
nTOpt, full .off
ncnv.1

! end of modeling, and e:<it preprocessor



fini

!enter solution module
Isolu

antype,O
time,pr
outress, all.aH

!start solving
solve

! end of solution and e:(it solution module
fini

! enter post-processor
lposil

set,last

!create element tables as 'eqvst', 'estm', 'pstm' and 'eqvstm'
elable,eqvsr.s,eqv
elable,estm,epel.eqv
elable, pstm,eppl.eqv
elable, eqvstm. epto. eqv

! get ma:(imum element number as 'ma.d'
~get. max L clem. O. count

! create arrJyS as 'dummyl '. dummy2' elc.
*dim, dummyl. array. maxi
*dim. dummy2, array. maxi
~djm. dummy]. array, maxi
~dim. dummy4, array, max I
*dim. dummy5. array. maxi

! open a file as 'stress_strain_nl' and
! store inelastic stresses and slrains in corresponding arrays
·dopen, slress_slrain_nl
·do. kk. I. maxl
·get. sig, clem. kk,elab.eqvst
*ger.epsl.elem.kk.etab.eslm
~gcl. cpsp, elem, kk, clabo pSlm
·get. epst,clem, kk.ctab.cqvstm
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dummyl(kk)=sig
dummy2(kk)=epsU(1+polssonl
dummyJ{kk'=epspf(l+pot)
dummy4{kkl==dummy2Ikk)+dummY)lkk)
dummy5lkkJ=epst

·,'mask.dummyllkkl
·"mask. dummv:!(l.:kJ
·"mask. dumm~3(kk)
·vmask. dumm;·..l(kkl
• ... rnask.dummy..l(kk)

·,·write. kk. dummvllkk). dumm,·:!{kk). dummv3lkkl, dumm,'4Ikkj. dumm";lkk,
{3".f8,I.:!l.eI5,8:2l.cl5,S.2":c15,8.2l.c15.8,2".c15,8j· .
-enddo
"o.:fclos
fini

e"il

S.J Fixed- Fixed Beam under VOL

8.3.1 Linear Elaslic Analysis

/batch

Ititle. fixcd,-filed beam wilh 001

! set basic material COOst:ll\LS
·~t, ym, 30e06
"sct. ys,3Oe03
·sct.po{sson.0.3

! SCi b:lSic geometric inputs
·set. In, 20
"set,dt,I
"set, ndivl. 60
·sel,ndiv:!,10
"set,pr,19O

! Young's modulus
! yicldslrength
! Poisson's ratio

beam length
beamdeplh
no of divisions along length
no of divisions along depth
udl on the beam surface
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! entet preprocessor
Iprep7

I detine analysis type as 'statlc' and
! element type as "four-noded isoparametric (plane.nr element for the model
antype.O
el. L ~~

!addelaSlicmaleriaJ properties
mp.ex.l.ym
mp.nu.'y. I. poisson

! sian modeling
! define keypoinls
k.l
\.;.l.ln
k.3.ln.dt
k.~. O. dt

~ define line segments suitable for meshing
I. 1.1. ndivl
1.1.3. ndiv1
L3.~. ndivl
lA.l.ndiv1

! define area
a.~. I. 1. 3

! start meshing
amesh.all

! add boundary conditions
nset. s.loe. x. 0
d. all, all. 0
nsel.all
nseLs, loe,x, In
d. all, all. 0
nsel.aH

! add unifonnly distributed loads
nsel.s.loe, y,d!
sLal1. pres. pr
nsel,all

! end of modeling, and exit preprocessor
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tini

!emersolutionmodule
Isolu

amype.O
ume.pr
outress. all. all

! stan solving
solve

! end of solvin\!.. and e.'tit solution module
fini -

! call the input listing oi macro (e_neuberJ for S:! analysis
linp.e_neuber

! cilllthe input listing of ffiilcro (e...,gloss) for EGLOSS anillysis
!/inp.e...,gloss

8.3.2 Nonlinear Analysis

Ibatch

Ititle, fixed-fixed beilm subjected to udl

! set bilSic constantS as material propenies
·set. ym. JOe06 ! Young' s modulus
·set, ys,J0e03 ! yield stress
·set, poisson.O.J ! Poisson's ratio

! define Poisson's ratio in case of inelastic strain cillculation
·set. poLO.S

! set basic inputs as geometric propenies
·sel.ln.:!O ! beam length
·set, dt, I ! beam depth
"set, ndiv I, 60 ! no of divisions along length
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·set, ndi\'~, 10
·seLpr,19O

! enter preprocessor
Iprep7

~ no of divisions along depth
~ udl on beam

! deline 'static' type analysis and
! 'four-noded isopar.lmetric (palne42)' element type for the model
antype,O
el. I. ~~

~ add elastic material properties
mp.ex.l.ym
mp.nuxy. I. poisson

! deline material nonlinear properties
tb, bkin. I, I
tbd:na. I, ys_O

! startmode[ing
! delinekeypoints
k.l
k.2.ln
k.3.ln.dt
k. ~,O, dt

! define line segments for meshing
L 1.2, ndivl
L 2.3, ndi\'2
I. 3.4, ndivl
l.~. I, ndiv2

! delinearea
a.4,1,2.3

! stan meshing
amesh,all

! add boundary conditions at left support
nsel,s.loc:. x.O
d, all. all. 0
nsel,all

! add boundary conditions at right support
nsel,s,loc:.x.In
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d. all. all. 0
n~1.aJl

! apply loads
nsel.s.loc. y.dl
sf. all. pres. pr
n~l.all

! add nonlinear soh'er options
aUlOlS,on
nsubst, .:!O
Insrch.on
nropt. full ,off
ncn .... 1

! end of modeling, :md e,\il preprocessor
fini

! enter solulion module
Isolu

antype.O
lime.pr
outresS,all.aJl

! Sian sol ...ing
soln~

! end of sol ...ing and exit solulion module
fini

! enter posl-processor
lpostl

set. last

! create element tables as 'eqvst'. 'estm'. 'pstm'. and 'eqvstrn'
etable,eqvsl, s.eqv
elable,eslm,epel.eqv
elable, pstm. eppl, eqv
etable. eqvslm, eplo. eq...

! gel maximun element number as 'ma.\!'
-get. ma;\ 1. elem. 0, nurn. max
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! create amys as ·dummyl·. dummy!' elc.
*dim. dummy!. array. ma:d
"'dim. dummy!, array. rna;.; (
"'dim, dummy3, array. rna.' (
"dim. dummy~. array. max (
"'dim. dummyS. array. rna.' l

! open a file as 'slress_strilin_nl" and
! store the melastic stresses and strains in corresponding arnys
*dopen. stress_slrain_nl
*do. kk. I. maxi
*gel, sig.elem. kk.l:tab.eqvst
*get, eps!, dem. kk. ctab. cstm
·gel. cpsp. clem, kk. elab. pstm
·get, CpSI, elem. kk. elab. eqvstm

dummyl(kkl:sig
dummy!(kk)=epsU( 1+poissonl
dummy3(kk)=epspl(l+poi)
dummy4(kk)=dummy:!(kk)+dummy3(kk)
dummyS(kk)=epsl

*vmask, dummy1(kkJ
*vmask. dummy1(kk)
·vmask, dummy3(kkl
·vmask, dummy4(kkJ
·vmask, dummyS(kkJ

·vwnie, kk, dummyl(kkJ, dummy1(kk), dummy3(kkJ, dummy~(kkl. dummySfkk)
(l"fS.l,:!x.eIS.8.:!x.elS.8,1."eIS.8.1."eIS.8.:!x.eI5.8J
"'enddo
·ddoss
tini
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D.... Simple Multibar Truss

8 ..... 1 Nonlinear Analysis

For the simple lruSS. linear analysis was carned out mannually. The nonlinear analysis

can also be accried out mannual1y. However. lor comparison purposes. A:'\'SYS has b<.-en

used and the inpul file is given below.

!balch

!Iitle. simple multibar truss problem

! set Young's modulus and yield stress
·set. ym. I ~ Young's modulus
·set, ys. ( ! yield stress

! enlerprcprocessor
!prep7

!setanalysistypeas'static'
antype. a

! add stress-strain curve
lb. bkin. I. 1
lbdata. I. ys.O

! define element type as 'linkl' and Young's modulus as 'ym'
ct,l,hnkl
mp.cx. Lym

! stan modeling by defining member areas
r.1.3
r.2.2
r,3.1

! ..:realenodes
n,1.0.0
n.2,0.0
n. 3.0.-2
n.~.O. -3
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n.5.0,-·U
n.6.0.-6

~ ..:reate elements ..:orresponding member areas and nodes
real. I
e. 3. ~
real. 3
c. 2. ~
reaL!
e.1.5
real.:!
e.~.6

real. 3
e.~. 5
real, I
e.5.6

~ add boundary conditions
d.l.all
d. 2. all
d.3.all
d.4. ux
d.5.u.\
d.6.u.\

! apply roreeson the truss
r. .l.ry.-2
f.5.fy.-3
L6. fy,-2

! end of modeling. and e.\it preprocessor
t"ini

! enter solution module
Isolu

! nonlinear solver options
autms,on
nsubst.20
Insrch.on
nropt. full. off
ncnv.l

outress. all, all



~ sian solving
soh'e

~ end of solving and eXll solution module
fim

~ enter posl-processor
lposil

,;el.last

~ cre:lIe element tables as 'astr . aestm' and 'apslm'
etable. :tStr.ls. I
etable. aeSlm. lepel. I
etable.apstm.leppl.l

~ get ma.\imum element number as 'max I'
·get. maxi. elem. O. num. rna.\

~ create arrays as ·dummyl·. 'dummy2' ete.
'"dim. dummy I. aJT3y. ma.\1
·dim, dummy2. arr.l.y. max I
·dim. dummy3. array. ma.' 1
·dim. dummy4. :ur.ty. max I

~ open a file as 'stress_str:l;in_nl' and
~ ~ore the inelastic stresses and straIns in colttsponding amys
·cfopen. stress_str.J.in_nl
"do. kk. l.m:l.\1
·get. slgl.elem.kk.e[ab.:lStr
"get. epslonll. demo kk. etab. aestm
·get. epslonpl. elem. kk. etab. apstm

"set,dummyl(kk),sigl
"set. dummy2(kk), epslonll
'"sel. dummy3(kk), epslonpl
·sel. dummy~(kk). dummy2(kk}+dummy){U}

*\'mask.dummyl(kk)
*\'mask,dummy2(kk)
*\'mask.dummy3(kk)
·Ymask.dummy4(kk)

-vwrite. kk. dummyl(kk). dummy2(kk), dummy3(kk). dummy~(kk)
(3)(.f8.1.2)(.eL5.8.2)(,eI5.8.2)(.eI5.8.2)(.eI5.8)
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"(:nddo
"cfclos
fini

exit

B.S Plate with a Central Hole

B.3.1 Linear Elastic Anal)'sis

/bah:h

hili(:. pl:ne With a cenlr.ll 1'101(: sUbj«:t(:d to uniform tensIon

! set basic mal(:nal constantS and g(:()m(:tric pammet(:rs
"set. ys. 3632dl5 ! yidd slrength
"sel. ym. 72J68c06 ! Young's modulus
"sel, poisson. 0.3 ! Poisson's mlio
"set. r, 637k·06 ! c(:ntml hole mdius
·set. \.\', 190:5e-05 ! plate width
"sel.d,38Ie-().l 'plate depth
·~et. pr. -21Oc06 ! applied pressure

~ enter preprocessor
Iprep7

! define :lt1alysis type as 'static' and
! element t)'pe as ·four·noded isoparametric (plane·1l1' element for the modt'l
antype.O
(:t.IA2

! define elastic material propenies
mp.ex.l.ym
mp, nulty. I, poisson

! start modeling
! define keypoinls and corresponding line segments for meshing
k.l.r.O
k.2,IV,O

1.1.2,22.22
k.3,IV,d12



I. ~. 3. I~

k.~.O. dl2
I.~. 3. I~

k. 5.0. r
I. 5.~. 22. 22

csys.1
k. 6. r. ~5
I. 5.6.12
1.6. I. 11
csys.O
1.6.3.12.22

csys.O
k.7.w.d
k.8.0.d
1.3.7.10
1.4.8.10
1.7.8.L1

!define;lre;ls
;I. l. ~. 3. 6
;I.6.3,~. 5
;1.3.7. 8. ~

! stan meshing
amesh.a11

! apply boundary conditions at the edges
csvs,O
n~l. s.loc. y.O
d.all. uy.O
nsel.;.lll

nsel.s.loc, .'(,0
d.;.lll. ux.O
nscl,all

! apply pressures
nsel,s,loc. y,d
sf. all. pres. pr
nseLall

! end of modeling, ;.lnd exit preprocessor
fini
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~ enter solulion module
lsolu

antype.O
lime. pr
oul~s.all.all

! SIan solving
sol.~

! I:nd of sol.iml:. and e:\it solutIon modul~

fini -

! call1h~ input lisung of macro {cneuberj for ~::! analYSIS
linp. e_n~uber

~ call the input listing of macro le~lossJ for EGLOSS :malysis
~/inp.e~Joss

8.5.2 Nonlinear Analysis

/batch

tUlle. platc wilh a cenlr.!l hole subJet:ted to umform tenSIon

! sel basic constants 3lld inpuls for mat~rial and geometnc par:Jrnclcn
·set. ys. 3632e05 ! ~'ield stress
·SCI. ym. nJ68e06 ! Young's modulus
"sel. poisson. 0.3 ! Poisson's r::l.tIO

·sel. r. 6375e-D6 ~ cenlral hole radius
·set. W, 1905e-05 ~ plale width
"sel. d. 381e-04 ! plate depth
"sec. pro ·220e06 ~ applied pressure

! define Poisson's rJtio in case of inelastic strain calculation
"set. poi. 0.5

! enter preprocessor
Iprep?



! define analysis type as 'St;l\1c' and
! elemenl type as ·{our·noded isoparJ.metnc (plane~1)' element forthe model
anlYpe.O
el.l.plan~1

~ deline elastiC malenal propenle5
mp.ex.l.ym
mp. nuxy. I. poisson

~ define plaslic propenJes
Ib.bkin.I.1
tbdata. I. ys. 0

! stan modeling
! deline keypoinls and line segments

k. I. r.O
k. 2. w.O

1.1.1.21.22
k.3.w.dl1
1.1.3.12
k.~. O. d/2
I.~. 3. 12
k. 5.0, r
1.5,~, 22.22

CSVs, I
k."6. r. ~5
1.5.6.12
1.6. I. 12

CSys.O
1.6.3.22.21

csys.a
k. 7. w.d
k.8,O.d
l. 3. 7, [0
l.~. 8. [0
1,7,8.L2

! define areas
a, I. 2. 3,6
a.6. 3.~. 5
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a.3.7.8.4

! stan meshine:
amesh.all -

! add boundarv condillons at the ed2es
csys.O - -
nsel. s.loc. y.O
d.all. uy.O
nail

nsel. :i.loc. x. 0
d.all. u.'cO
nail

!applypressures
nsel.s.loc. y.d
sLalt. pres. pr
nail

! add nonlinear .oll"er oplions
autots.on
nsubst.:W
lnsrch.on
nropt.fuJl.off
ncnv.1

! end of modeling. and e:<it preprocessor
fini

! enter solution module
/solu

antype.O
tlme.pr
outress, all. all

! stan solving
solve

! end of solving, and exit solution module
fini

! enter post-processor
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Jposll

sel.bst

! C~3te dement tables as -eq\·s(. 'estm'_ -pstm' and 'eq\"Slm
elable. eq\"st. s. eq\'
etable.estm.e~l.eq\'

etable. pstm.eppl,eq\'
etable_ eq\'stm. epto. eq\'

! get m:l..'\imum element number as -m:l..'\ I'
-get. m:l..'\1. elem. O. num. m:l..'\

! create aJT:J."S as ·dumm\·l·. -dumm\-.:!- etc.
-dim. dum~yl. :uT:ly. m;x\ -
-dim. dummy2. arrJY. ma.'\\
-dim. dummy3. array. ma.'\\
-dim. dummy4. array. ma.'\ I
-dim. dummy5. array. ma.'\ I

! open a file as 'st~ss_straln_nl' and
! store the inelaslic stresses and str.lins in corresponding arrays
-dopen, stress_strJin_nl
~do.kk, I. m:l..'\1
"'gel. sig. demo U:. etab. e<j"St
"get. epsl. dem, kk. elab, cSlm
""get. epsp_ elem. kk. elab, pstm
""get. eps!. elem. kk. el:l.b. eq\'stm

dumm"l{kk)::sie:
dummy2(kk)=ePsII( I+poisson)
dummy3(kk)=epspi(l+poi)
dummY-"(kk)=dummy2(kk}+dummy3{kk)
dummy5(1d;)=epst

a"mask,dummyl(kk)
"""mask. dummy2(kk)
"'''mask. dummy3(kk)
"'''mask. dummy4(kk)
"'\'mask.dummyS(kk)

"'''wrtie. kk. dummyl{kkl. dummy2(kkl. dummy3(kkj, dummy'&{kk). dummy5(Uq
(3x.fE.L 2x,eIS.S, 2.'(,eI5.S. 2.t.eIS.S, 2_'\.eIS.8,2x,eI5.8)
*enddo
*dcloss



lini

8.6 Thick C}'linder with a Circumferential Notch

8.6.1 Linear Elastic Anal}'sis

Ititile. thick cylinder with a circumicrential notch subjected to intemal pressure

! set basic material constants
~set. ym.175e05
~se{. ys.1ge03
~sel. poisson. 0.3

! set basic geometric mputs
~set. ri, 16
~set. roo 15
~set. m. I
~sel. rin. ri+m
~sel. In, 9
"'set. pro I~OOO

!enterpreprocessor
Iprep7

! Younl;r's modulus
! yield~trength
~ Poisson's ratio

! inner radius
~ OUler radius
~ nOI<;h radius

! cylinderlenglh
~ applied pressure

! define analysis type as 'static' and element type as
! 'four-noded isoparmetric (plane~1) element under plane strain condition
antype.O
et. 1.~2 "I

! define elastic material propenies
mp.e:-;,I,ym
rnp. nu:-;y. I, poisson

! stan modeling and define keypoints and
! line segments corresponding local coordinate system

k.l.rin
k,1.ro
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I. I.::!. 10. 10
k.3.ro.In
U.3.0
k.~. n.ln
I. 3.~. 10
k.5.n.m
1.5.~. I O. 10

local. Il.l.n
k.6. m.~5

I. I. 6.10
I. 5.6.10

csys.O
1.6.3.10.10

! defint' areas
a. I. 2.3.6
a.6.3.~. 5

!Slart mt'shing
amt'sh.al1

! add bound.1ry conditions 3t 1Ilt't'dges
nst'!. s. loc. y.ln
d. all.uy.O
nail

nSt'1. s.loc. y.O
d. all.uy.O
nail

! applyprt'ssures
nSt'1. s.loc,;(, ri
Sf.3Jl.pres,pr
nail

csys,11
nsel. s.loc.x,m
sf. aJl. pres. pr
nail

! end of modeling. and exit preprocessor
fini
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!entersolution module
lsolu

anlYpe·O
tllne.pr
out~ss.all.all

~ Sl:lrt sol\'ing
soh'e

! end of solution. and exit solution module
fini

! call the input listing of macro (e_neuber) lor N2 analysis
linp.c_neuber

! call the input lisling of macro le..glossl for EGLOSS analysis
!/inp.e-,gloss

exit

8.6.2 Nonlinear Analysis

!balch

Ititle. thick cylinder with a clrcumferenlial notch subjected 10 internal pressure

! define basic material ConSI:lJIlS and geometric inpuls
·SCI. ym. 27Se05 ! Young's modulus
*SCI. ys. 29dl) ! yield su-ength
·SCI. poisson. 0.) ! Poisson' s roltio
·SCI. rio 16 ! inner radius
·SCI. roo 25 ! outer roldius
*SCt.ffi. I ! notch radius
*set,rin.ri+m
·set.ln.9 !cylinder length
·set. pro 14000 ! applied pressure

! define Poisson ratio in case of inelaslic strain calculation
~set, poi. 0.5

!cmerpreprocessor



Iprep1

! define 3n31ysis Iype as ·SI31IC· and
! element Iype 3S ·four·noded isopar.Jrnetnc· element under plane SIr-lin condluon
anlYpe.O
el.I.~2 ...

! define m31en31 propertIes
mp.ex. l.~m
mp.nu:(Y.l.poisson

! add rtl3lerial nonlinear properties
Ib.bkin. I. I
Ibdata.l. ys.O

! stan modeling
! define keypoints 3nd line segments

k.J.rin
k.2.ro

1.1.2.10.10
k.3.ro.ln
1.!.3,10
k,~. ri.ln
1.3.~, 10
k.5.ri.m
1.5.~. 10. 10
loe3!.11. I. n
k,6.m,~5

I. 1.6. 10
1,5,6,10

csys,O
1.6.3,10,10

! define areas
3, I, :U.6
a, 6. 3,~, 5

! stan meshing
3mesh.all

! add bound3ry condilions 3t Ihe specific edges
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nsel. s. loe. y. In
d.all.uy.O
nail

nse!. s. loe. y. 0
d.aJl. uy.O
nail

~ apply pressures
flsel. s. Joe..\. ri
sL all. pres. pr
n:.lll

csys.ll
nsel.s.loe..\.m
sLall. pres. pr
n;.lll

! nonlinear sol\'ing options
autOls.on
nsubsl.20
Insrch. on
nropt, full. off
nenv.1

I end of modeling. and e.\l! preprocessor
fini

! enler solution module
Isolu

antype.O
tlme.pr
outress, all, all

~ sIan solving
solve

! end of solution. and exit solution module
fini

! enlerpost-processor
!post!



set. last

! create element tables as ·eqvsf. ·estm·. 'pstm' and 'eqvslm'
ctable.eqvs!. s,eqv
ctablc.estm.epel.cqv
etable.pstm.eppl.eq\·
elable,eqvstm.epto.eqv

! gel ma.:<imum element number as ·ma.,<!'
"gel. ma.,<!,elem. 0, count

'create arrays as ·dummy[·. aummy:!' etc
~dim.dummyl. array. maxl
"dim, dummy.:!. arrJ.y. max [
"dim, dummy3. arra.y. ma.'(l
"dim, dummy4, array. ma.'(!
"dim. dummy5. array. ma.\!

~ open a file as 'stress_main_nr and
! store inelastic stresScS and slrains in corresponding arrays
"cfopen.stress_slrJ.in_nl
"do. kk. [. max [
~get. sig.elem. kk.etab.cqvst
"gCl.cpsl.elem,kk,ct<lb.estm
"gct.epsp,elem.kk,ctab.pstm
*gct.epst.elem.kk.ctab,eqvslm

dummyl(kk)=sig
dummy:!{kk,)=epsll( I+poisson)
dummy3(kk)=epspJ(l+po;J
dummy4(kk)=dummy2(kkJ+dummy3(kk)
dummyS(kk)=cpst

"'vmask. dummyl(kk)
*vmask. dummy2(kk,)
"vmask. dummy3(kk)
*vmask, dummy4(kk)
*vmask. dummy5(kk)

*vwrite. kk. dummyl(kk), dummy2(kk). dummy3(kk). dummy4(kk). dummy5(kk)
(3.'(. f8.1. 2.'(.e[5.8. 2x,el5.8, 2.'(,el5.8. 2x.e[5.8, 2.'(. cI5.8)
*enddo
"cfdos
fini
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B.7 Bending of Rectangular Plate with Partially Fixity

8.7.1 Linear Elastic Analysis

!batch

Ititle, bending of a rectangular plate subjected to uniform pressure

! set basic constants and inpUls for material and geometric properties
·set, ys, 30e03 ! yield strength
~set. ym. JOe06 ! Young's modulus
·set. poisson. 0.3 ! Poisson's rJtio
*set.thik,O.5 ! p[atethickness
*set.leng,15 !p[atelength
·set. wdth. [0 ! plate width
·set. pro no ! applied pressure

! enter preprocessor
Iprep?

! define analysis type as 'static' and
! element type as ·eighl-noded isoparametric (sOlid..5)· solid element
antype.O
et_ [. solid..5

! add material properties
mp.ex, [.ym
mp. nuxy, Lpoisson

~ start modeling
! define keypoints
k,1.0.0.0
k. 2, wdth,O,O
k.3, wdth, thik.O
k,4.0.lhik,O
k.S.O.O.leng
k,6. Wdlh.O.leng
k,7.wdth.lhik,[eng
k, 8,O,lhik. [eng

! devide lines suilable for meshing



I. I.:!. L:!-wdth
I.I.·t5
1.2.3,5
I,.J. 3, l.:!-wdth

1.1.5. L:!-wdth
I..J. 8. 1.2-wdth
1,3.7.U-wdth
1.:!.6.1.2-wdth
1.5.8.5
1.7.6.5
1.7.8.1.2-wdth
1.5.6.1.:!-wdth

! define volume
v,IA,8,5,2.3.7,6

! start meshing
vmesh.all

! add boundary conditions at the specific edges
nsel. s. loe.."'. 0.3333-wdth. 0.66667-wdlh
nsel, Lloe, y, 0
nsel, r, loe. z, 0
d. all. uy,O
nsel.aH

nsel.s.loe.x. wdth
nset. r. loe. z. 0.0.33333-leng
d.al!. all. 0
nsel.aH

nsel.s.loe.x. wdth
nsel, r. loe, Z. 0.666667-leng. leng
d.all,all.0
nsel,all

nsel,s.loc,J\,O
nsel, r. loe, z. 0.3333-leng, O.666667-leng
d,all,aH,O
nsel.all

nsel. s, loe, ;o;,O,O.3333*wdlh
nscl. r.loe, y.O
nsel.r.loc,z,leng

:m



d.all.uy.O
nsel.all

nsd. s. loc ..'t. 0.666667*wdth. wdlh
nsel. r. !oc, y. 0
nse!. r.loc. Z. leng
d.al!. uy.O
nseLalJ

!applyprt:ssures
nseL s,loc. y. lhik
sf. all, prt:s. pr
nsel.all

! end of modeling. ;Ind e.'til preprocessor
fini

! enter solution module
Isolu

antype,0
lime.pr
oUlress.al!. all

! sIan solving
solve

! end of solving. and e.'tit solution module
fini

! caillhe input listing of macro (e_neuberJ for \f:! analysis
linp.e_neuber

! call the input listing of macro (e-,gloss) for EGLQSS analysis
! linp.e..gloss

8.7.2 Nonlinear Anal,)'sis

Ibatch



Ititle. bending of;J rectangular plate subjected to unifonn pressure

! ~t basic constants and inputs for m:lleriaJ and geometric pro~nies

'"sel. }'S. 30c03 ! yield strength
"sel. vm. 30e06 ! Younl!."s modulus
·set. Poisson. 0.3 ! Poiss;n's ratio
·set. thik.Oj ! plate thickness
"sel.leng.15 !platelength
"set. wdth. 10 ! plate width
"set. pro 320 ! applied pressure

! define Poisson's rJ.tio in C;Jse of inelastic strain calculation
·set. poi. 0.5

! enter preprocessor

Iprep7

! define static analysis and eight.noded isoparJ.metric solid element
antype.O
et. I. solid~5

! add elastic maleri;Jl properties
mp.ex..l.ym
mp. nu:(y, Lpoisson

! add nonlinear propenies
tb. bkin, 1, I
tbdata. I. ys,O

! stan modeling
! define keypoints
k.1.0.0.0
k. 2. wdth.O.O
k, 3. wdth, thik,O
k.~,O, thik,O
k. 5.0,0, leng
k,6. wdth,0, leng
k. 7. wdth.thik.leng
k,g,O,thik,leng

!devide lines suitable for meshing
1.1.2,1.2·wdth
1.1.4.5
1.2,3,5



1,",3.1.2*wdlh

I. I. 5. 1.2*wdlh
1. ... 8.1.2*wdth
I. 3, 7, 1.2*wdth
I. 2.6. l.2*wdth
1.5,8,;
1.7.6,;
I. 7,8, 1.2*wdth
I. 5.6, 1.2*wdth

! deline volume
v. 1.",8,5, .2.3. 7. 6

! ~lan meshing
vmesh,all -

! add boundary conditions allhe specific edges
nseL s. loco x. O.3333*wdlh. O.66667*wdlh
nseLr.loc. y.O
nseLr.loc. z,O
d. all. uy,O
nsel,:Il1

nsel,s, loc,x. wdln
nsel, r. loco Z. O. O.33333*leng
d. all. all. 0
nsel,all

nsel. s, loc, .'t. wdlh
nseL r. loc. z. O.666667*leng. leng
d,all.all.O
nsel,all

nsel.s,loe,x,O
nsel. r. loe. z, O.3333*leng, 0.666667*leng
d,all,all,O
nseJ.all

nsel. s. loe. x. O. O.3333*wdlh
nsel. r, loe, y, 0
nseJ. r, loc, Z, leng
d, all,uy,O
nsel.al1

''0



nsel. s.loc. x. O.666667-,\dth..... dth
nseL r. loc. y. 0
nscl. r.loc. z. [eng
d.all.uy.O
nsel.al!

!applyp~ssu~s

nset. s.loc. y.thik
sf. all. pn:s. pr
nscl.all

~ add nonlinear solver options
autotS,on
nsubst.l0
Insrch.on
nropt. full .off
ncnv. I

~ end of modeling. and exjt preprocessor
lin!

~ enter solution module
Isolu

antypc.O
time.pr
outress. all. all

! stan solving
sol\'e

~ end of solving. and exit solulion module
fint

~ enter post-processor
lpostl

set,last

! create element tables as 'eqvst', ·estm'. 'pstm' and 'eqvslm'
etable,eq'·st.s.eqv
etable, eSlm,epel. eqv
etable, pstm,eppl.eqv
etable. eq\"stm, epto. eqv



~ l!.el ma.'\imum element number as ·rna.'\ I .
""get. max i. clem. O. count

! define arrays as ·dummyi·. 'dummy:!' etc.
""dim. dummyL array. ma.'\1
""dim. dummy2. array. ma.'\1
"dim, dummv3, arra\'. ma.'\ I
"dim, dummy~, array. ma.'\ 1
*dim.dummy5.array,ma.'\1

! open a lile as 'stress_strain_nr and
~ store inelastic stresses and strJins in corresponding arrJys
*cfopen. stress_strain_nl
*do. kk. l.ma.'\1
*get.sig.elem.kk.elab. eqvst
*get.cpsi.e1cm.kk.ecab.eslm
"get. epsp. elem, kk. elab. pstm
*get. cpst. elem. kk. etab. eqvstrn

dummyl(kk)=sig
dummy2tkk)=epsl/( I +poisson)
dummy3(kk)=epspJ( I+poi)
dummy~(kk)=dummy2(kk)+dummy3(kk)

dummy5(kk)=epst

*vmask. dummyi(kk)
""mask. dummy2{kk)
"'vmask. dummv3(kkl
"vmask. dummy~(kkl
"""mask, dummyS(kk)

""vwrite. kk, dummy1(kk), dummy:!(kk), dummy3(kk), dummy~(kk), dumrnyS(kk)
(3.\. f8.1. 2.\,eI5.8 . .2x,eI5.8,.2.\,cI5.8 . .2x,eI5.8.:!x.eI5.8)
"enddo
"cfclos
fini

8.8 Thick·Walled Cylinder under Internal Pressure

8.8.1 Linear Elastic Analysis



!balch

/titJe. a thick-walled cylinder under intemal pressure

! set t basic constants and inputs for material and geometric properties
*set. ys. 30e03 ! yield strength
*set. ym. 30e06 ~ Young's modulus
~set. poisson. 0.3 ~ Poisson's rJtio
*set. rio 3 ~ inner rJdius
~set. roo 9 ~ outer rJdius
~set. c1no. 90 ~ no of elements across the cross-section
"set. tho (ro-riVelno ~ thickness
~set. pro :!8e03 ~ internal pressure

! entcr preprocessor

Iprep7

!define analysis type as 'static' and
! element type as 'four noded isoparamclric (plane42J' wIth aXisymelric options
antype.O
el,J,42".1

! add !TIaterial properties
mp.e:\.l.ym
mp, nuxy. I.poisson

! start modeling
!creale nodes
n.l.ri
n.elno+!. ro
fill. I.elno+l
n,elno+2, ri,lh
n. 2*(c1no+I). roo th
fill. elno+2. 2*(elno+l)

!cre31eelements
*do. kk, I.clno
e, kk. kk+l, elno+kk+2, elno+kk+1
*enddo

! add boundary conditions
d.all. uy,O
nscl. s.loc. x. ri



~ apply unifonn internal pressure
sf. all. pres. pr
nsel.all

! end of modeling. and e:\lt preprocessor
lin!

!entcrsolution routine
lsolu

anlpe.O
time.pr
outress.all. all

! stan solving
solve

! end of solving ilnd solution routine
lini

! call the input lisling of macro te_neuber) for:"11 analySIS
linp.cneuber

~ ..:all the inpullisling of macro le~lossJ for EGL055 analysis
! linp.e...,gloss

8.8.2 NonlinearAnalysis

/batch

Ilide. a Ihick-wallcd cylinder under inlemal pKssure

! set basic m.tlerial and geomclric propenies
"set, ys,30e03 ! yieldstrenglh
"sel, ym, 30e06 ! Young's modulus
"SCI. poisson, 0.3 ! Poisson's ratio
"set,ri.3 ! inner radius
"sct,ro,9 ! OUlerradius
'"SCI. clno. 90 ! no of elements "cross the cross-seclion
"set,th. (ra.-ri)/elno ! thickness
"set.pr, .:!:8e03 ! internal pressure



! defin~ Poisson's ratio In cas~ of inelaslic strJ,in c:llcul:ltion
-sc:t. poi. 0.5

! ~nt~r preprocessor
Iprep7

! define analysis type as 'slallc':lOO
! ~I~m~nl type as ·OI.lT-nodcd lSOpar.unetriC (plan<:~~r wlIh a,'lsymctric oplions
:lnt)'pe.O
el.I."2... 1

! add e1aslic mal~ri:ll propenl~S

mp.e:(.I.ym
mp. nu:(y. I. poisson

! :J.dd material nonlin~ar properti~s

tb. bkin. I. 1
tbdut:J.. I. ys.O

! stan modeling
! cre;ll~ nodes
n.l.ri
n.e1no+l.ro
fill. 1.e1no+l
n.c1n0+2.ri.th
n, 2~(e1no+l). ro.th
fill.c1no+~. ~~(c1nO+I)

! create~l~ments
-do. kk. I. ~Jno
~. kk. kk+l. ~lno+kk+~.~lno+kk+1
~enddo

! ;ldd boundary condi!ions
d.aJl.uy.O
nsc:l.s,loc.-,.ri

! apply unifonn internal pressure
sf, :III. pres.pr
nsel.aH

! solveroplions
autots.on
nsubs!. ~O
Insrch,on



nropL full. off
n,;n\'.1

! end of modeling, and e:l:it preprocessor
lim

! enter solution module
lsolu

anlype,0
time,pr
outress.alLali

! startso!ving
solve

! end of solving, and e:l:it SolUlion module
fini

! eme post-processor
lpostl

set,lasl

! create elemenl tables as 'eqnt', 'estm' 'pslm' and 'eqvstm'
elable.eqvst.s.eqv
etable, estm,epcl. eqv
etable, pstffi, eppl.eqv
etable.eqvstm.epto.eqv

! get ma.ximum element number as 'max I'
*get,maxl,elem,O,count

! create arrays as 'dummyl', 'dummy2' etc.
"dim, dummy I. array. maxi
*dim, dummy2. array, ma.x!
*dim, dummy3. amy. max!
"dim, dummy4. array. ma:\1
*dim, dummy5, amy, max!

! open a file as 'stress_strain_nl' and
! store inelastic stresses and strains in corresponding arrnys
"dopen, stress_strain_nl
"do. kk. I. max I
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agel. sig. elem. kk. elab. eq\'SI
agel. cpsl. clem. kk. Clab. eSlm
aget. epsp. elem. kk. eUb. pstrn
"get. epsl. demo kk. elab. eqvstm

dummvl(kk)=si2
dummy2tkkl=C:PsU(I+poissonJ
dummy](kkl=c:psplt I+poll
dummy4(kkFdummy2(kk}+dummyJlkk)
dummy5(kk)=C:pSI

"vmask.dummyl(kk)
"\·mask. dummy2(kk)
"vmask. dummy](kk)
a\'mask. dummy4(kkl
avrnask.dummy5(kk)

·vwrite. kk, dummyl(kk). dummy2(kkl. dummy]!kkl. dummy·lfkk). dummy5(kkl
(]x,f8.1,2x.eI5.8.2.\.eIS.8.1x.eI5.8.2x.eI5.8.1.\.eI5.8)
"enddo
"cfclos
fim

8.9 Torispherical Head

8.9.1 Linear Elastic Anal~'sis

/balch

!litle. a lorisphcrical head subjecled to uniform pressu~

! sel basic conslants for material propenies
aset.pi.2217
asct. ym. 20685e07
asct. yS. 20685e04
"sct. poisson. 0.]

! set basic inputs for geometric properties
aSCt. tho 254e-04
"SCI. rhbyd.0.80
aSCI. rtbyd.0.12

! Young's modulus
! yield strength
! Poisson's r.\lio

!wallthickness
! rhld(rh is a radius of he3d)
! nld (rt is 3 radius of torus)
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~sct. thbyd. 11300
~SCI. pro 650e03

! thfd (d is a ..:vlinderdiameterj
! applied pres~ure

~ inside diameter of cylinder
! knuckle r.ldius
! head radius
~ heighl of torisphencal head
! dislance from a.\IS to knuck!ecenter
! cylindrical inner r.K1ius ponion
! ..:ylindrical outer r.K1ius portion
! height from base to lowerknuckJe

! d~ri\'ed dimensions
~sct. phi!. asin {(O.5-rtbydll(rhbyd-nbydWI8Olpl
·sct. phi I. 9O-phi~
~sct.d.thllhbyd

ascI.rk. nb"dad
·SCt. rho rhb\'d~d
~sct. h tho rh'- (rh-rkJ~cos (phi!~pill80)
~sct. disc dr--rk
"scl.ri.dI:!
~SCt. roo ri+th
"set. ht. 1.!"'5"'sqn \ro-th)

!clementsizepar.lmeter5
·sct.ndi'·L.6
·set. ndi\'!, 70
~set. ndi\'3. 30
"set. ndiv... , I~O

~ enter preprocessor
'prep7

! define analysis type as 'stalic' and
! elemenllype as 'four-noded lsoparametric element' wllh a.'lsymetric options
amype,O
et. I. plane"'2". I

! add material properties
mp.e~.l.ym

mp. nuxy, I. poisson

! Sian modeling
! define keypoints
k,l.ri
k,2.ro
k,3.ri,hl
k.4.ro,ht

! local co·ordinate system for knuckle
local. II, 1. disl. ht

csYS.ll
k. 5, rk.phil



k.6. rk+lh. phil

csys.O

! local co-ordinate system for he::Jd
local. 12. l.O.ht+hth-m

~svs. 12
1.:."7. m.90
k. 8. m+lh.90

~ dcvidc lines suitable corresponding coordinate systems

csys.O
I. l. 2. ndivl
I. 3.~. ndivl
I. 5.6. ndivl
1.7.8. ndivl
1. 1.3. ndiv2
I. 2.~. ndiv2

csys.ll
I. 3. 5.ndiv3
I.~. 6. ndiv3

csys.l::!
I. 5. 7.ndiv4
1. 6. 8.ndiv~

! define areas according to coordinate systems

csys.O
a. I. 2.~. 3
amesh.l

csys.1l
a. J.~. 6. 5
amesh.2

csys.12
a.5.6. 8. 7
amesh.3

! apply pressures

csys.O



sn. 5. pres. pr

I:sys.11
sn. 7. pres. pr

esys.O
ens. I:!
sn'.9. pres. pr

csys.O
sfmm

! add boundary conditions

nscl. ,Joe.x.D
d.all. U,l.,O
nsel.all

nscl.. loe, y.O
d.aJl.uy.O
nscl.all

! end of mOOeing. and e,l.11 preprocessor
fini

! enter soJullon module
lsolu

antype.O
lime.pr
OtJtress.all.all

! sl:u1solving
soh'e

! end of solving. and e:(it solution routine
fini

! calilhe inpul lisling of maero (e_neuber) for N2 analysis
linp.e_neuber

! call the input listing of m:lero (e...,gloss) for EGlOSS analysis
!/inp.e...,gloss

exit



8.9.2 Nonlinear Analysis

Ibau;:h

Itille. a lorisphenc31 head subjected 10 umfonn pressure

! set basic material conStants
"sel.pi.'!.Y1
"sel. ym. ~0685e07
"sel. )"s. '!.0685dH
"scI. poisson. 0.)

! Younr;(s modulus
! yield ~trenglh
! Poisson's r::atio

! define Poisson r.llio in C:lSe of inelaslic malO calculation
"sct. poi.O.S

! set basic inputs for geometric properties
*set,th.'!.5-k·~

"SCt, r1l.byd. 0.80
"set. rtbyd.0.12
"set,lhbyd.1/300
*set, pr, 6S0e03

!wallthickness
! rhld (rh is a radius of head)
! rtld(rt is a radiusofloruS)
! Ihld (disacvlinderdiameterl
~ applied pressure

! inside di:unelerof cylinder
! knuckle radius
! he3d radius
! height of lorispherical head
!dist:.mce from a,'tis to knuckle center
! c)'lindrical inner rndius portion
! cyllndric3l outer l'3dius portion
! height from base to lower knuckle

~ deri\'ed dimensions
"set. phi'!.. asin ({O,5·rtbydJ/(rhbyd·rtbydW 180/pi
"sel. phil. 9O-phi~
*scl.d.lhIthbvd
"SCI. rk. rtbyd'''d
*sel, rho rhbyd"d
"set. h th. rn- (m·rk)*cos (phi1"pilI80)
"sct.dist.d12-rk
"set. ri. dl2
"set.ro.ri+th
"set. hi. 1.2"S"sqrt(ro"th)

! element size par::amelers
"set. ndivl, 6
*set.ndiv2.70
*set,ndiv3,30
"set, ndiv4. 120

! enlerpreprocessor
Iprep7

! define 3n3lysis type as 'stalic' 3nd
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! element type as 'four noded isoparametric' element with a.\isymetric opeion
antype, 0
ee.l.·n... l

! add material properties
mp.ex.l.ym
mp. nuxy. I. poisson

~ add inelastic properties
tb.bkin.I.1
tbdata. I. ys. 0

! start modeling
~ define keypoinls
k.l.ri
k.2.ro
k.3.ri.ht
k.4.ro. ht

! local cCHlrdinate system for knuckle
local. II. l. dist. ht

csys.l!
k.5.rk,phil
k.6. rk+th. phil

csyS.O

~ local co-ordinate system for he3d
local. 12. !. O. ht+hth-rh

csYS.12
k. 7. rh.90
k. 8. rh+th.90

! devide lines according to coordinate systems

csys.O
l. I. 2, ndiv!
1.3.4. ndivl
I. 5,6. ndivl
1,7,8. ndivl
l. I. 3. ndiv2
t, 2.~. ndiv2



csys.11
1.3.5. ndiv3
1.04,6. ndiv3

csys.11
1.5.7.ndiv-f
1.6,8, ndiv-f

~ define areas according to co·ordinate systems

csys.O
a.1.1,-f.3
amesh,l

csys.11
a.3.-f,6.5
amesh,1

csys,I1
a. 5.6,8. 7
amesh.3

! apply pressure

csys,O
sf1. 5. pres, pr

csys.11
sl1.7, pres, pr

csvs,O
csYs.11
st19. pres, pr

csys,O
sftr:ln

! add boundary conditions

nsel.loc, x. 0
d,al!. ux,O
nsel,all

nsel,loc, y.O
d,lll!. uy.O
nsel.all
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! soh'er options for nonlinear analysis
autots.on
nsubst.20
lnsrch.on
nrapt. full . off
nenv.1

! end of modtling. 3lld e,\it preprocessor
fini

! enter solution module
lsolu

antype, 0
time.pr
OUlress. all. all

! stan solving
solve

! end of solving. and e.\11 solution module
fini

! emer post-processor
lpostl

sct.last

! create element ubles as ·eqvst'. eSlm·. 'pstm' and 'eqvstm'
etable.eqvsl.S.eqv
et3ble.eSlm.epel.eqv
etable. pslm. eppl. eqv
etable. eqvslm. eplO. eqv

! get ma,imum elemenl number 3S 'ma, I'
-gt:t. maxi. clem. 0, count

! create arrays as ·dummy!'.dummy:!' etc.
-dim. dummy!, array. m;l.'(l
-dim. dummy:!, array. max I
-dim. dummyJ, array. max I
-dim. dummy~, arny. rna, I
-dim. dummy5, array. rna;( I



! open:l. file:l.5 'stress_strain_nl" and
! store inel:l.5tic stresses and suains in corresponding arrays
-dopen, slress_slrain_nl
-do. kk. I. maxi
-gel. sig.elem. kk.elab,eqvst
-gel,epsl.elem.kk.etab.estm
-get. epsp. elem. kk. etab. pStm
-get. epst. elem. kk. etab. eqvstrn

dummyl(kkl=Sig
dummy2{kk)=epsl/C 1+poisson)
dummy3(kkl=epspJ( I+poi I
dummv-l-lkk)=dummv2(kkJ+dummv3(kkl
dummy5n~kl=ePSt . .

-vmask.dummyl{kk)
-vmask.dummy2(kk)
-vmask.dummy3(kkl
*vmask.dummy.!(kk)
*vmask.dummy5(kk)

*vwrite, kk. dummyl(kk). dummy2(kk). dummy3(kk). dummy4(kk). dummy5(kkJ
(3.\.f8.1.2x.eI5.8.2x.eI5.8.2x.eI5.8.2.-.:..eI5.8.1x,eI5,8)
*enddo
*cfclos
fini
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Appendix C

Elastic Modulii Softening Macros for EGLOSS, Nl and
N2Methods

The macros below ('c-!Ioss' for EGlOSS and 'cneubcr' for :-12) wntlen in ADPL.

perform the post-processing in order to determine the equivalent h'oo Mises) :itresscs and

strains :md the Young's modulus changes after the first linear elastic analySIS. The

equivalent first and second linear elaslic (von Mises) stresses and strains are stored as

EGLOSS and :-:2 strains are stored in files 'e~[oss_strain' and 'e_neuber_strain'.

respectl\"e1y. The macro for Nl is nO( presented separ.l.lely here. The macro file for thIS

will be I~ same as that for :-.12. The results are e.'(Il"".lCled the same way. The geometnc

construction ;s slightly differem for Nt compared to that of ~2. This difference In

calculation is [;lken C:lJ't of outside the macro using a spread sheet. Thcrefore. use the

'(_neuber' macro given below for both N2 :md:'>J I.

C.l Elastic Modulus Softening Macro for EGLOSS Analysis

This file is common 10 all e:<amples.

I.LinearAnalysis

lpostl

'"



SCI. I

! create element lables such :;IS '~\'sf and 'estm'
elablc. eq\'st. s. ~v
elable.estm.epc:l.eqv

! 2et ma.'l:lmUm element number:;lS 'max I'
"gel. ma.'l:l.elem. O. num. mOl.(

! create amvs such:;lS 'dummv)' and ·dumm...~·
"dim. dum~yl. amy. nu.'\1 . .
"dim. dummy~. atrJy. nu.'l: I

! and Str.lins in corresponding arrays
"cfopcn.stress_slr:lIn_1
"do. kk. I. ma;l;1
"gel. sig. clem. kk.elab.eqvsl
"gel.epsJ.elem.kk.etab.estm
"SCI. dummy!(kk). sig
·SCI. dummy2(kk). cpsl/( I..poisson)
"vmask.dummyltkk)
"vmask. dummy2(kk)
"vwrile. kk. dummy I(kk). dummy2(kkJ
(3x. fS.I.2x.eIS.8.2x.eIS.8)
"enddo
"cfdos

fini

! select all elemenlS of the model
eseLall

! set material numberas'mnum'
"sel.mnum, I

! open a file as 'ym_vaJ' and updale the Young's
! modulus based on egloss analysis
"cfopcn.ym_val
"do.kk. 1. m:lJt1
"if. dummy1(kk). ge. ys. then
"SCI. esec, (2"ysJdummyl(kk)-I)"ym
"else
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*sel.esec.ym
*endif
'"cfwrite. mp. ex. mnum. esec
*set. mnum. mnum+l
'"enddo
'"cfclos

fim

~ select all elements of the model
esel.all

~ sct m:lIerial number as 'mnum'
"sct.mnum.1

! open a file as 'ym_mod' and modify material propenies
"cfopen, ym_mod
"do, kk. t, maxi
*cfwrite,mal,mnum
"cfwrile, emodif. kk
'"sct, mnum. mnum+l
'"enddo
*cfclos

fini

JI-LinearAnalysis

Iprep7

~ the same model created in elastic analysIs is restored :again
resume

! :apply modified modulii
linp. ym_val
linp. ym_mod

Isolu

antype.O
timc.pr
outress. all. aJl

'"



~ sian solving
solve
fini

lpostl

set.t

~ create element tables:lS 'eqvs( 3Jld 'eslm'
etable. eqvst. 5. eqv
ctable.estm.epel.eqv

! get maximum element number as ·ma.,\:!·
"gct. ma.'\:!. clem, O. nurn. ma.'\

! cre:lte :lrr:lYs as ·dummy3'. 'dummy~' etc.
·dim. dummy3. array, m3.'l.:!
"dim. dummy4, array, ma.':!
·dim. dummyS. army. max:!

! open a file as ·slress_SIr.J.in_l' and store the
! second linear clastic stresses .md str.J.ins in comsponding amys
"cfopen, stress_str:un_2
~do. kk. I. max:!
~get. Slg, clem, kk. e13.b, eqvst
~get. epsl. clem. kk. etab. estm
~set. dummy3(kkl. sig
°set. dummy4{kk), epsU{ I+poisson)
~vmask. dummy3(kk)
~vmask. dummy4{kk)
~vwritc.ld::. dummy3(kk). dummy4(kk)
(3x, fS.I.:!x.eIS.8,2x,eIS.8)
°cnddo
~cfclos

Fini

! open another file as ·c...,gloss_strain' :lnd store the cgloss stl"oIin
"cFopen, c...,gloss_slrain
"do, kk, I. max2
"if. dummyl(kk). ge. ys. thcn
"set, sis-mod, 2"ys-dummyl(kk)



~sct. dummy5<kk). dumm,·:!(kk)+{dummy.!(kkH:lummy~(kk')~(SIg...mod·
dummyl(kkIY(dummyl(kk).(iummy3<kk)'

~e1sc

aSCI. dummy5(kkl. dummy~(kkl
acndif
~\'rmlSk, dummv5(kkJ
~\·",rile. kk. du~m\'5(kk)
n"fB.I.2x.cI5.8)
~o:nddo

"cfclos

fini

C.2 Elastic Modulus Sortening Macro for NZ Analysis

This file is common 10 all examples.

I-linear Analysis

(posil

sct,l

! c~ale clemenll3.bles as 'eqvst' and 'eslm'
elable, eqvSl, s. eqv
elable, estm, cpeJ, eqv

! gel maximumelcmcnl number as 'rruul'
~gel. max I, clem. O. num, rna.'(

! c~ate arrays as 'dummy!' and 'dummy:!'
adim, dummy I, amlY. maxi
"dim, dummy2, array. max I

! open a file as 'sl~ss_str:lin_l' and store the
! first lincar clastic stresses and strains in corresponding arrays
"cfopen. stress_slrain_1
~do, kk. I. mall. I
~get, sig. clcm, kk, clab. eqvsl
"get,epsl,elem,kk.etab.cstm

""



-seLdurnrnyllkkl.sig
·set. durnrny2(kkl. epsl/( I+poissonl
-vrnask,durnmyllkk)
-vmask. dummy2(kkl
*vwrite. kk. dummvlCkk). dummv2lkkl
(J.,.fS.1.2x.el5.S:2:'l.e15.8) .
-enddo
"cfclos

fini

! selC1:t all elements of the model
esel.all

! set material number as 'mnum'
-set.mnurn, I

! open as file as 'ym_val' and update the Young's
! modulus based on Neuber's rule
"cfopen. ym_val
"do.kk,l.ma.'1
·if.dummyl(kkJ,ge.}·s.then
·SCI. esec. ys"ys!(dummyl(kk)"durnmy2(kk)1
-else
"scl.esec.ym
·endif
-ct\~rite, mp. e.'. mnum. esec
"set. mnum, mnum+ I
·enddo
-cfclos

tlni

~ select all elements of the model
esel.all

! set material number as 'mnum'
"set,mnurn, I

! open a file as 'ym_mod' and modify the m::uerial propenies
"dopen, ym_mod
"do, kk. I, maxi
-cfwrite.mat,mnum
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~cf\\rile, emodif. kk
~sel, mnum, mnum+ I
-enddo
-cfclos

II-Linear Analysis

Iprep7

! the same model crealed in firsl elastic analysis IS reslored again
resume

! appl~ modified modulii
/inp.ym_val
/inp. ym_mod

lsolu

antype, 0
llme,pr
OUlress, all, 311

~ stan solving
solve
fini

lpostl

sel,l

! create elemenllablcs as 'eqvst' and 'cslm'
elable,eqvsl,s,cqv
etable, eSlm, epel, eqv

! get maximum clement number as 'max:!'
~gel, ma:<:!, elem, 0, num, max

! ~fine arrays as 'dummy]', 'dummy~' CIC.



-dim, dummy3. array. ma.,2
-dim, dummy.J. array. ma.,2
-dim. dummy5. alr.lY. max2

! open a file J.S 'stress_strain_2' and store the
! second line:!r elastic stresses and strains in corresponding alT:lyS
-cfopen. stress_strain_l
-do. kk. l.ma.,2
-get. sig, elem. kk. etab. eq'lst
-get. epst. elem. kk, etab. estm
-set.dummy3(kk),sig
·set. dummy.J(kkJ, epsJ/( l+poissonl
-vmask.dummy3(kk)
-vmask.dummy-l(kkl
-vwrite, kk. dummv3{kkl. dummv4(kkJ
(3x.f8.J.:h.el5.8:1x,eI5.8) ,
-enddo
-cfclos
save

! open a tile as 'e_neuber_strain' and score the strain
"'dopen, e_neuber_strain
-do. kk. t. max1
-if. dummyl(kk). ge. ys. then
*sel, ys_mod. ys"ys/(dummy1(kkJ"ymJ
-set. dummy5(kk). dummy2(kk)+(dummy2(kk)-dummy4(kk»)"'(ys_mod.

dummyl(kkl)l(dummyl(kk).dummy3(kk))
"else
*sel. dummy5(kkJ. dummy4{kk)
"endif
"vmask, dummy5{kkl
"vwrite. kk, dummy5(kk)
(3x,fB.1.2x.eI5.8)
"enddo
"cfclos

tlni
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Appendix D

Equivalent Strain Calculations in ANSYS 5.5

The ()(a! equi\'aJeni strain is the sum of elastic equi\'3Ient strain and Ihc plastic equIvalent

str-un. The tot:1! equt\"alcm strain is gi\"cn by

The yield criterion delennines the stress level at which yielding is initiated. For

multi-eomponent stresses. this is represented as a function oC Ihe individual components

which is interpreted as an equivalent stress. When the equivalent stress is equal 10 a

m:llerial ~'ield parameter. the material dC\'clops plastiC sll':I.ins. Since the !()(;d SII':l.Jn can

be di,'ided inlo an dastie :lnd plastic pan. plastic pan is obtained by subSlracllng the

elastic part from the (()(al strain. For some te3.S0n. Ihc equiv:aJent strain \'alues obtained

from ANSYS 5.5 do nO( consIder the Poi~n's r::lIio (;'IClor [ANSYS. 1998J. Therefore.

eiastic equivalent strain v:Llues obtained using '(pel. «iv' command of A:--:SYS 5.S

should ~ divided by I+v(or, 'I+poisson' in the input file) in o~r to geltht: ':OrTttl

elastic equivalent SIr.l.in IRaghavan, 1998). Similarly, plastic equivalent str..lin values

obtained using 'eppl, eqv' command (used in nonlinear analysis) sholud be modified

taking into account the faci that the Poisson's ratio for plastic flow is considered to ~



0.5. Thc ANSYS 5.5 valucs forthis case mUSI be di\·i~d by L5 (or, "l+pOl' in lhc mpul

filc) in order to gct lhc Correcl plaslic cqui\"alcnt sU';Iin,

Thc sum oflhc elaslic equlvalcnt str.J.in and !hc plastIC equi\·alcnl slr.J.in from ANSYS 5.5

(suitably modified as outlincd abo\"c) gi\'cs !he reqUIred t()[al c:qul\·a1cnt sU';Iin. In the

A"",,SYS files. 'poisson' =0.3 (claslic C:lSCl and 'poi' =0.5 (plaslic case). rcspecllvel~·.

II musl be nOled thai. thc cqUivalent stram valucs obtained from ANSYS 6.0. consIders

the Poisson· s ratio factor.
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Appendix E

Exact Analysis for the Bending of a
Simply Supported Beam

Consider a simply supponed be:lm (shown in Fig. Eta) of span L with a rectangular

cross-section subjected 10 a load intensity of '10 throughout the beam. The beam remains

elastic when the load intensity /fa is less than the yield load defined by q. "" 8M . I L:

At the yield moment ,"I,. only the e;«reme fibers yield. At the moment higher than the

yield moment M,. yielding spreads to interior fibers 100. This yielding of tibers causes

the change in stress carried by the fibers as bending moment. ' ....hell the ma;~imum

moment at mid-span :lOd the moment at the section near the mid-span e;(ceeds the yield

moment, thus spreading of the yielding over a length of the beam. The spreading of the

yielded zones continues until the maximum moment at mid-span reaches plastic momeru

M.. At lhe plastic moment. all fibers are yielded and this yielded zone spreads out over

a lenglh called plastic hinge lenglh.

Consider a rectangular segment of widlh b and depth Ii. Al the elastic-plastic regime.

the yielded fibers continue to carry the constant yield stress u, while the less stressed

interior elastic fibers lake additional stresses induced by the increase in moment. A

partially yielded section with the elastic core depth of 2h< has been shown in Fig. Elc.
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Fig. Eta: Simply Supported Beam with UDL
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fig. Elb: Yielded Zones over Beam Length
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Fig. EIe: Elastic·Plastic R«tangular Section
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Defleclions of lhe beam are controlled by lhe elastic core only since the sllffness IS

supplied by lhe e1a.suc portion and nOi by lhe pla.stic lones. Assume Ihal after bending

Ihe plane section rc:mains plane and Ihe tnns,"erse fiber ~m:uns nonnal to the deOe.,:led

3.,is (i.e.. shear defonnallon is negligible).

Defining the moment of inenia of enlire section (0' the momenl of inenia of elastlc core

r.. !he momenl at the initial yidding ll, and tilt: moment ll. at any poinl .f. the

follOWing Slates for rectangular section under pure bending are oblained.

~= J!1.): SI
M. 1.11

(E·l)

tE-])

~eglC'Ctingshearing effects. Ihe bending stress a, and strain £. al C (the distance from

neuml axis) can be detennined by Eqs. E4 and 5. respectively.

a =M,C
, t.

£'=7

26'

(E·S)



According to the beam theory. if y is {he detlection of the neutral a;o;is at any given x.

the momenl Jr, offered by the elastic core is obtained by

\E·6)

I.E-?)

At iJ, III = 1/2. the moment al mid-span which is just sufficient to Slart yielding the

C;'Hrcme beam fibers is given as

(E-S)

(E-9)

In elastic regime (i.e.. 0 ~ xl L S al L. where al L.:: II'!.(I- JI- oW. 1M ..... ) indicates

the elastic span length) the usual beam theory gives

(E-IO)

'"



Replacing'; '" .flLand integr:lIe with respttl to ~

Applying boundary condition. e.g.. ~ == 0 givesC: == O.

(E-IJ)

In the el:lSto-pJaslic regime (i.e .. aILSxILfl/.2. where cross section is paniafly

yielded)

(E-I~)

Again. replacing,:; xfL(where aiL f; f 1/.2) gives

(E-IS)

Integrate with respe<:tto ~
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J,' .11 "L' fF'" [~" J'--,-:"",--'-'- ~[nu ... 1I:+~-3 ... C,
J~ ~£Ml... M. Jf,

- '1 .II, (. II.;=:; 1:1: 1+-,-11--3
_ _,14 ....,

\E·161

IE·J7)

(E-18)

tE·19)

Applying boundary condition. e.g.. ~ =- 1/2 (where u = J3 - 2M•• /.\1. ) gi\"es the slope

:1.1 mid-span which is equal to zero.

(E-lO)

Therefore,

where.

J, (~) [" • .r;:c;J---=-;;=rln U+'l/lj'-$" -rlns=rln ---
J< ,
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Again integrate wilh respect 10 ,;

l·k7,,·}
Y:'ifln --,-- \'+C.

J (k7.,] ,.----cl=r'll"ln --,-- -,/v--s' +C.

where.

dV=~
W7

(E·21)

(E-23)

(E-1-0

(1-15)

(E-26)

IE-27)

The slope dytdq for elastic and partially plastic ponions al q= atL (where 1/: = I) must

be equal for compatibility and the constant C, has been found as

c, = '1"(I·,JI-;'1-~(3-'.".X.".1's 12Elo L L
(E-28)



Therefore. the deflection forelastic zone (i.e.. OS .r/L S a/L) is

Similarly. the detlection for elastic and partially yielded ponions at .; '" a/L (where

1/: = I) must be equal for compatibility and the constant C. has been found as

q.L' (al'( a ) a [I+,JI::;') . [I+,JI::;' iC.",,-- - 3--4 +r-ln --- -r,~ln ----I)
14£/0 L L L \ S S

For panially yielded zones (i.e.,a/L s'; S 1/2). the beam detlection is

(E-30)

l,.,---c r" +.[,;'7] ,.---c r1+ JI7 )ly=r, vlf--S-ln.--,-.- -II-"I-s-In --,--1 f
(E-3!)

~(~)'(3~-')+'~'"['+~)24£/0 L L L s

Such anal yses can be found in standard references for typical applications. For example,

Chen and Sohal (1995J gave examples for beams. frames. etc.
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